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"F.OREWORD"--

The construction of air-breathing jet engines (VRD) was first

undertaken in.the middle of the thirties in various countries. Much

attention was paid to these engines durip 'g the 'Perond World'War, and

the first series-produced jet aircraft were delivered-pi6r-oto. its

conclusion. Extensive series production and operation of .VRD were

begun on a practical scale after the end of the war, and atu.rb0ojet and

turboprop engines have now gained the greatest acceptance.

The production of new engines made- it necessary-to moderniz..• the

methods of testing. During the early years of the :development o. jet

al,iation, VRD testing methods were not on a high level;,the testing

dcvices and measuring instruments were quite obsolete. After 1945,

special testing stations and laboratories fitted out with modern

measuring apparatus and the necessary equipment were set up in various

coiuntries.

Testing methods and techniques based on progress in aeronautical

cngineering have now evolved into a self-contained engineering disci.

.*Ane.

Unfortunately almost no scientific literature for-higher technic-

al scuioclaS I~ -L Uri U iL~ 0isC;pllne haz bccn publiched until now.

The present b, is a pi.oneer work in this field. The authors sought

to make the reader fairly familiar with the theory and practice of VRD

testing within the limits of this small volume; therefore, many prob-

...mz are covered in as hrief a fashion as possible.

Experimental and flight tests are covered for the first time in

FTI-TT- 63-233/1+2



I

the literature of aviation-engine testing. In this book special atten-

tion I.c levoted to the testing methods that are applicable to the most

.wi.edlyfused types of VRD i.e., turbojet and turboprop, engines.

.The,-authors:.obs6rved the work of beginner test engineers and came
to" <t-he..conclusionthdtin'd-iscussing problems of measurement it is

"be!ter.- - Within the linimted- volume o• the...text{ t{o.-e-plain the.princi-

"p l e of. operation aridd -construction of Instruments than-,the methods

of.their use.-

Problems involved in the design of testing installations and

their parts are scarcely touched upon. Readers specializing in air-

craft engine testing will have to study additional sources (see the

bibliography at the end of the book).

At the request and under the editorship of' the authors, Engineer.

S.N. Yerenine wrote Chapter 6, while Engineer V.S. Kondrusev wrotc

Chapter 7.

The authors are grateful to the Docents G.M. Gorbunov, L.B. Yevan-

gulov, Yu, K. Zastel, to Candidate of Technical Sciences A. A. Laku-

htovskly and to Engineer Z. L. Kropp for many valuable remarks and

suggestions with regard to the draft of the manuscript and during edit.-

ing. The authors are also grateful to Engineer V. N. Pikul' and his

coworkers in the Aircraft-Engine Engineering [TAD] Department of the

Kuybyshev Aviation Institute for making changes in the eanusev'pl'. .

Much edtiting work on the manuscript was done by L.S. Skubachevskij

to ihomthe authors express their special thanks.:

Any comments and preferences pertaining to the content and Cu'-

mulation of the book should be aduressec to: Moscow, i-55, Pruvka,

24, Oborongiz.
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Chapter 1

FORMS OF TESTING AIR-BREATHING JET ENGINES

Engine testing carried out in plants, in experimental design

offices, and in scientific research institutes may be classified ac-

cording to the location and purpose of the tests.

With regard to location the tests may be divided into ground and

flight tests.

The ground tests cover all experiments carried out on the ground;

these tests include experiments with apparatus simulating the altitude

and speed conditions of flight.

Flight tests are engine tests during flight in special aircraft,

i.e., flying laboratories, in test and series-produced aircraft and

in pilotless aircraft.

Depending on the purpose, testing is divided into scientific re-

search, experimental, and routine tests (see chart). Now we shall

consider the features of each aspect of testing.

1. SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH TESTING

Scientific research tests may differ in aim, but their main prob-

lem is to study and analyze the phenomena and processes occurring in

the engine or in its cuimponent assemblies. Commonly, scientific re-

search testing is carried out to study thermodynamic and gasdynamic

processes in the engine, the operation of single units, the fuel and

its combustion, and to analyze the engine characteristics, the strength

of its parts, etc.

When an engine is designed according to a radically new principle,

14~



IA
'.he scientific research work may be complicated by insufficient know- I
ledge of some physical phenomena occurringi..in the engine and by the

frequent lack of appropriate measu'ihgaqppa.ratu,.-.' I.

Thermodynamic and gasdynamic invegtt&ýtions of-6 the 4ntkc. ,.

devices, compressors, combustion chambers, turbines, and e ng ine -no z " -

zles, as well as the determination of their Chaxaicteristiýsý, 'iay bte

carried out under natural conditions in special laboratories with coMl

plex and cumbersome equipment requiring considerable electrical powvr.

The theory of similarity makes is possible to conduct approximiate

tests of engine elements on models. Tests on models can be carried

out with notably less powerful equipment, thus offering important

economic advantages.

2I fenbim, )a 8P,4 . .

2 J ayprn -ucc .#e& ame ,7&c ate m4 Cepu iH e

M0o4d~q'Ihbe Walaopame, mne rayap- Tem/mi a f~ou Cdamo~ilve 'omab 4Afumeoz- XIefftletta i
NO cebw1H(OM

5 16 m-7 1899J20

Y"Ve U Ot4ueam.r HaYeaau aotm' ~ Ia zapabmmqped6 3i 40 f~nh/H,1 PW

~ 1 5 &m e " camjo op iCxK c n.odnem e •, i cpn p cspwm, n iioep OM M Y id

Classification of tests.; 1) Testing of VRD; 2) scientific research;
3) experimental; 4) series; 5) adjustment; 6) laboratory; 7) flight:
8) state; 9) long-run engineering; 10) delivery; 11) -control ; 1P)

long-run; 13) flight tests in series-produced aircraft; 14) units,

and assemblies; 15) engine; 16) in flying laboratories; 17) in ex-
perimental aircraft; IN) for guaranteed service life; 19) according:.' .
to a mnonthly program; 2fl) t-n ýnr m~i- rniý-rin11fnn nf' rnnc in-

The ruggedness of engines and the strength of their units and

parts are commonly studied in special laboratories.

The results of scientific-research testing provide the possibl-
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.. lity of understanding the nature of the operattonal processes that

occur in th.- .• engine, 'of.. deýe rmining. the factors responsible for the
| •.pheomienaoc-cu:rrngand o -improving theaccuracy and completeness

. -. - " o.theex± g theory •nd methods. of design. In individual cases,

test results may-be used as a basis for developing new methods ofI . design and new theoretical generalizations.

Scientific-research tests are usually carried out in scientific

research institutes, in higher schools of education, and sometimes

in experimental design offices.

2. EXPERIMENTAL TESTING

The principal aim of experimental testing is to determine the

operational cycle and design of the engine. Experimental tests utilize

the results of scientific-research tests. The absence of exact theory

V for some phenomena occurring in the engine does not halt experimental

work, though it does slow it down. Experimental engine tests involve

adjustment, laboratory, flight, state, and long-run engineering tests.

Adjustment tests are carried out in two stages, i.e., assemblies and

j oingle units are inspected in plant laboratories and the complete

engines are tested at experimental test stations. These tests are mos-

tly carried out in the environment.

Adjustment tests include the following;

1) Adjusting the engine cycle;

2) Putting the finishing touches on the design of single units

and assemblies;

3). checking the correctness of the choice of materials and the•

technignes of parts fabrication;

4) determining the service life of the engine and finding means

to lengthen it;

5) turning the engine parameters for various regimes to values

-6-



in the customer's specifications.

Independent of the adjustment tests on engines, performed in

expeinertal-.plants,.: laboratdry "tests are bcarried-iout in scientific

r-esdarch institutes i.e. , in high-altitude labOrdtorie$ equipped with
heat and pressure chambers and wind tunnels, by means, of.which -the-

required flight conditions of height and speed can be simhlated oh

the ground, and by means of which corresponding engine eharacterilti'cs

can be recorded. Sometimes special tests according to a program which

takes account of definite operating conditions (low or high tempera-

tures, desert conditions, rain, etc.) are carried out in these labo-

ratories.

Once the adjustment and laboratory tests have been successfully

completed, experimental flight tests begin. As a rule, experimental

flight tests are first carried out on special aircraft. i.e., flying

laboratories. Flying-laboratory tests are sometimes conducted be-

fore engine adjustment testing has been concluded. Flight safety is

assured by the presence of series-produced powerplants on the flying

laboratory, and by reducing the overhaul period for the engine under

test. Flying laboratories generally limit the possibilities of te:;t-

Ing engines with respect to flight speed and altitude.

After the operation of an engine has been carefully checked In

the flying laboratory, testing is continued on the experimental ait-

craft designed for the given engine. These tests serve to determine

the operational reliability of the powerplant as a whole and to Hce-

temine whether it corresponds to the technical specifications.

It is natural that new engine defects may be discovered curing

the laboratory and flight tests. Such defects must he eliminated,

after which the engine is again tested.

Upon completion of the adjustment tests, the engine undergoes

-7-



state inspection tests. These tests are carried out on the ground at

6he testlng stations of an experimental plant in accordance with a

sPpIca'program. The regimes, duration, and sequence of the tests are

chosen so that the conditions of engine operation correspond as close-

ly as possible to the conditions under which it will have to operate

"later on. For instance, turbojet and turboprop engines are tested

in nominal [rated], augmented (take-off and combat), and uri uing

gimes.

The nominal regime corresponds to the rated regime of the engine.

The engine should work reliably in this, regime for a considerable

part of its service life. Tests in this regime are carried out with

continuous running for periods of 30 minutes.

Thrust augmented regimes (take-off and combat) are achieved by

increasing the number of revolutions of the turbine shaft, increasing

the gas temperature behind the turbine, or by adding an afterburner.

These regimes can also be achieved by combined methods of affecting

the engine cycle. Thrust augmented regimes are employed temporarily

for the tare-off of an overloaded aircraft or to increase briefly

the flight speed or rate-of-climb. The engine should operate reliably

In these regimco for 5 - 10 minutes, subsequently bring switched to

an easier [lighter] regime.

The continuous running time in nominal and augmented regimes may

change within a given range, depending on the designation of the air-

craft in which the engine is used.

"The cruising regime is the one in which the number of shaft re-

volutions for the turbine and the gas temperature behind the turbine

are lower than in the nominal [rated] regime. For TVD [turboprop en-

gines] the cruising regime is achieved by changing the angle-of-attack

of the propeller blades appropriately, while maintaining a constant

-8-



number of engine revolutions. The duration of continuous operation

in this regime is unlimited.

The state inspection-test schedules for various engines of the

same type may differ from one another as regards regime and duration,

and they are based on the ultimate purpose for which the engine is

to be used. The findings of the State Comi.ssion on the successful

completion of the testr . - _..s ior otreceing tne series

production of the engine.

The work of constantly seeking new improvements in the engine

does not come to an end when series production starts. Experimental

design offices (OKB) attached to the prime series-production plants

seek to improve the technical data of the engines delivered by the

plant and to lengthen their overhaul periods. For this purpose, long-

run tests are periodically carried out on engines at the testing sta-

tions of the series-production plants, and necessary changes in the

construction an operating conditions are introduced. These tests arc

known as long-run engineering tests and are performed according to

a special program worked out by the 0KB. Successful completion of the

tests givesthe plant the right to make the required changes and to

begin the production of a new series of engines.

3. SERIES TESTING

Series tests are carried out under environmental conditioim at

the testing stations of the production plants. The followilng kinds

oif suries tests are distinguished: delivery, ccntro2. , long-run and

flight.

Every engine ueiive 'Ld by tun piand. uideiguýea delivery testu. The

tests are carried out to check the quality of the engine, to see to

it that the parts are run in, to check on the correctness of assembly,

and to adjust engine operation to the various regimes in order to

-9-



comply with the main data of the technical specifications.

" If the .delivery-test results are found to diverge from the given

"basic engin6 edata, or if a defect which might lead to an accident is

discovered, testing is stopped. When the defects have been eliminated,

the engine is put through the delivery tests once again.

Each engine is dismantled after delivery testing and all its parts

are inspected for defects, after which the engine then undergoesoon-

troltests of its operation in all regimes stipula- . in the technical

specifications. The customer accepts the engine if all results of the

control test are satisfactory, and the engine is th'n sent on for

shipment. There must be no irregularities of any kind during the

course of the control tests. If defects are discovered, the control

test is cancelled.

Long-run series tests are divided into:

1) testing the guaranteed service life of the engine up to its

first overhaul;

2) testing the engine according to a monthly program (period of

testing is 50% of the guaranteed overhaul period);

3) testing the engine to total destruction.

Long-run tests are carried out according to a program of thi smi,

type as the state inspection tests, except for measuring certain

special characteristics.

The frequency of tests depends on their purpose. Tests on the

service life guaranteed by the plant are carried quarterly and the

nmnthlyprogram tests are carried out once a month. The dates when

long-run tests are carried out may be changed in accordance with the

engine delivery program.

It is, moreover, possible to combine tests. For instance, the

test on the engine service life guaranteed by the plant up to the

- 10 -
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rfirst overhaul is considered a part of the Gur-rent monthly ttes .. 'g

prqgram as well. In this case, the decision as to the delivery for '

that month is based on the results of testing the guaranteed service

life. Satisfactory results of the long-run tests on the series give -

the plant the authority for further delivery of engines in the given

month.

Long-run tests are carried out in stages; the intervening periods

are kept within the time limits necessary for carrying out adjustment

operations.

Long-run tests are regarded as unsatisfactory if during the course

of the tests or as part of the inspection subsequent to the test cur-

tain parts whose breakdown or damage entails the risk of engine fail-

ure are found to be inoperative. In this case the delivery of engines

from the factory is curtailed until positive results are obtained

from repeat long-run tests which are carried out after the elimination

of the defects.

Long-run testing of series-produced engines to complete destruc-

tion makes it possible to check the reliability and determine the

service life of engine parts and assemblies to refine maintenance

techniques, to check the quality and nomenclature of repair tools and

devices, to refine the tables of tolerances for maximum wear of com-

ponents and clearances in assemblies of rebuilt engines, to refine

the list of spare parts stocks for the first, second, and subsequent

overhauls.

All engines in series production for the first time or those

which have been significantly changed, are tested to complete aes-

truction. As a control, engines which have passed the tests for the

service life guaranteed by the plant are selected. The tests are ca.-

ried out over periods which are equal to the overhaul period of the

- 11 -
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X. - d Wr- - -w t -_____ _i

engine, After each Period the engine is 6Vbrhaledj d~rlg~ich td I1
Spax'Ls.are Inspected for flaws The worn-cut parts &P6 replaced with

"-hoew ones from the stock of spare parts. The engind is ovvha:uIed in T-"

accordance with the-repair techniques and tools specially produced by

the plant for maintenance purposes. The test is considered to be fin-

"h bed if a considerable number of parts break down; the items and

their number are specified in the technical specifications.

Increasing the overhaul period of an engine that has yielded

good operational results is of great importance. To solve this problem,

a group of engines is selected and these have been run under operat-

ing conditions for the lifetime guaranteed by the plant. Some of the

engines in this group are sent to the manufacturing plant for inspec.-

tion and determination of defects, and for additional tests.

The.results of the inspection and determination of the defects

of the selected engines are used in the determination of the duratior

of the additional tests, together with the results of the tests-to.

destruction previously carried out on the engines. If the results of

the additional tests are satisfactory, flight tests on the engines

remaining from the group are allowed in aircraft, to last for a period

of time corresponding to the additional service life.

Successful flight tests give the plant the-right to increase the

overhaul periods of the delivered engines. Sometimes these tests are

known as operational tests.

- 12 -
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Chapter 2

ELEMENTS OF METROIOGY

The development of a system of measures, measurement instruments,

measurement methods, and the processing of observational results re-

lies on the achievements of many branches of science and engineering.

Contemporary methods of processing measurement results were developed

primarily during the first half of the 19th century.

In the USSR the Committee of Standards, Measures, and Measurement

Instruments, and its branches, are responsible for the maintenance of

uniformity and reliability of measures. Moreover, there are official

control agerncies to check on the measures and measurement instrumentn

used in factories and research institutions; these measures and mea;;-

urement instruments must be registered at the Committee of Standan.dfi,

Measures, and Measurement Instruments.

The branches of the Committee maintain a check on standard meas-

ures and measurement instruments, as well as on instruments employed

for production control (if no official control agency exists at Lhe

particular factory in question).

The methods of checking measures and measurement instruments have

been spelled out in the document entitled "Temporary Rules l2-5I for

the Organization and Verification of Measures and Measurement Instru-

ments." Plants [enterprises] producing measures and measurement instru.-

ments submit test specimens of the latber to the Committee of Stand--

ards, Measures, and Measurement Instruments for its approval.

International standards are used to verify measures and measure-

- 13 -



ment inst Uiients t'for ab~olute precision. The -S-tate s-tan-da-rd ot re
ures, prepared with metrological accuracy, are held to be true magni-

""udes.

1. MEASURES, MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTS, AND THEIR INACCURACIES

A measure is defined as a "body" or device which represents a

physical reproduction of [certain] measurement units or fractions of

these. Thus, for example, weights represent measures of mass and rays

of light represent measures of length (meters, centimeters, etc., are

also measures of length).

In the majority of cases it is impossible to undertake a direct

comparison of measured magnitudes and measures. For this reason meas-

urement is performed with the aid of measurement instruments that per-

mit the convenient and sufficiently accurate comparison of measured

quantities with the adopted units of the measure.

All measures and measurement instruments are divided into two

groups:

1) standard measures and standard measurement instruments;

2) working measures and working measurement instruments.

Standard measures and instruments are used for purposes of repro-

ducing and safeguarding the adopted measurement units, as well as frac-

tions or multiples of the latter. Occasionally standard instruments

may be employed for purposes of exact measurements in experimental

projects. Working measures and instruments include all measures and

instruments with the exception of the standards.

A meacurement result read off from a measure or instrument scale

is known as a nominal result. The value of the measured magnitude ob-

tained by means of the more exact standard instrument or measure is

known as the true value. If the measurements are being conducted by

means of standard instruments, the true magnitudes are determined by

- 14 -



mez o-e f even• more exact insrent-s,.. " -. .--- .... :--=-

E The difference between the nomital and true values of a magnitude

is knowi-as..the absolute erzor of the measure or instrumeht and may be

r:Žpresented in the following form:

where an is the nominal value; ad is the true value.

The absolute correction factor for the measure or instrument is

obtained by taking the error, but opposite in sign:

(2)

It is clear that

(3)

We can see from Expression (3) that the true value or a measured

magnitude is the algebraic sum of the nominal value of the magnitude

and the correction factor.

For example, let us assume that we have two working rulers each

100 mm long. A comparison with the standard measure showed that the

true length of the first ruler was 100.1 mm, while the true length of

the second ruler was 99.8 mm. Thus the absolute error of the first

ruler was

A,= 100-100,1=--O,1 mm

while that of the second was

A2= I00-99,8O0,2 Inm.

The correction factor for the first ruler was equal to 0.1 mm, while

that of the second ruler was minus 0.2 mm.

In addition to absolute errors, relative errors a:re frequently

determined. Rela Lveit- r ar~e calculated in /I'acrigt h c

lowing formulas:

the true relative error

- 15 -



th oia eltv ro 10.............................................................

the nominal relative e rror

the reference relative error

4• "-" 1o0.6)
an 1

M

where ap is the limit value of the instrument scale.

Example. The gas pressure behind the turbine was measired duving

an engine test by means of two manometers. The working manometer used

by the mechanic showed a pressure reading of 2.1 kg/cm2 (the nominal

value). At the same time, the standard manumeter gave a reading of

2.15 kg/cm2 which is regarded as the true magnitude.

The absolute measurement error is equal to

A-ps-pa.10-2.-215--0.05 ICg/c01 2 .

The correction factor will be

Sn=p,--s.2,I5- 2,lO-.-,O kg/cm2.

The relative errors in this case will be equal to

,A-0,0 10CO- 2

2.15 10 2,%

and

-0.05

2.10

Generally, the quantities Ad and An are close to one another in

measurement practice and the relative error can be determined both

with respect to the nominal and the true value of the measured magni-

*tude, wa~kiiig no %dl-tlnctlon between thee-e

In addition t-. the indicated absolute and relative errors, we

also employ the concept of permissible error (absolute or relative).

The maximum instrument error stated in the manual ie referred to as

-16-
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the perm-issi-blo error. -

An important index of instrument quality is the constancy of its

readings, this being determined by the variation. The greatest differ-

ence between the measurement results obtained with one and the same

quantity, these measurements being carried out under identical condi-

tions, is known as instrument variation.

An important characteristic of an instrument is its sensitivity

which is determined from the following formula:

S = An/AA, (7)

in which An represents the number of scale divisions; AA represents

the number of units corresponding to An in the measured quantity.

Measures and measurement instruments are classified in terms of

the kind of quantity being measured, the operating principle, the

method of transmitting the readings, dimensions, precision, area of

application, etc.

Instruments are divided, in terms of the manner of obtaining the

measured magnitude, into comparator, indicating, and integrating in-

struments.

Comparator instruments are those which make it possible to compare

a measure against the quantity being measured (i.e., a measure must

necessarily be included as part of the comparator). As an example of- a

comparator we can cite a pan balance (the object to be measured is

placed on one pan, the measures being collected on the other - weighto

to balance the quantity be measured).

Indicating instruments refer to those which make it possible to

read the value of the measured magnitude directly. The majority or in-

struments in use belong to this category. Indicating instruments in-

clude dial scales, clocks, manometers, dynamometers, thermometers, etc.

To the class of integrating instruments belong the adder instru-

- 17 -



menta (total-revolution counters, liquid and gas flowmeters,-meaters to

measitre the consumption of electric energy, planimeters,etc.).

In terms of the recording method, inst-ruments are divided Into,.

1) instruments with direct reading (manometers, dynamometers,

etc.);

2) self-recording (i.e., with automatic recording of readings);

3) control insruments (i.e., instruments which measure the param-

eters of a process and intervene in its progress through appropriate

devices);

4) short- and long-range instruments.

The accuracy of an instrument is characterized by the magnitude

of the maximum reference relative error or the precision class. For

example, an instrument of the 0.5 class exhibits a permissible refer-

unce relative error of +0.5%. All instruments are classified [grouped

into classes] on the basis of their precision.

Measures and instruments are also designated as "laboratory" (for

accurate laboratory measurements) and "industrial" (for less-precise

measurements). When measuring with laboratory instruments it is neces-

sary to bear in mind the correction factors that must be employed with

the readings of the instruments, while in some cases it is necessary

to carry out special tests to determine the measurement accuracy. When

neasuring with industrial instruments the measurement accuracy is

-,_ven in advance in the rating data for the instrument.

Standard measures and instruments are divided into:

1) standards;

2) standard measures and instruments of limited accuracy (most

frequently, simply standard measures and instruments).

Standards are defined as the measures and instruments of the

highest (metrological) accuracy. The accuracy of the standards is main-

- 18 -



Ithaed in view of their infrequent utilization and their-, 6stage under -

" special conditions. Standard measures gapd instruments may exhibit

lower accuracy and are verified by means of working standards.

The classification of standards, standard measures and instru-

ments, and the methods of achieving and maintaining their accuracy are

examined in detail in metrology courses.

2. MEASUREMENTS

We distinguish direct and indirect measurements. In direct meas-

urements the sought quantity is determined directly by means of a meas-

ure or instrument. Indirect measurements are used when direct measure-

merits are difficult or impossible. As an example of an indirect meas-

urement we can cite the example of the measurement of power when for

the derivation of a numerical value for this magnitude it is necessary

individually to measure the revolutions and the moment, the value of

the power being derived from the appropriate formula.

Direct measurements are most frequently carried out in the follow-

ing ways:

1) by the method of indirect estimation (for example, the measure-

ment of temperature by means of a mercury thermometer, the measurement

of weight on scales, etc.);

2) by the differential method (the difference between the sought

quantity and some known magnitude is measured);

3) by the null method (the effect of the quantity being measured

is offset by a countereffect known in advance). An example of the ap-

plication of the null method is given by the weighing (of an object]

on equal-arm scales, the measurement of the emf of a thermocouple by

means of -a potentiometer, the measurement. of the reaction force of a

combustion chamber by setting the needle of the thrust measuring device

to zero, etc.

-19-
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3. MCIA3URMUNT ERROS .-----

-. ErrQrs alwayaY 06cr in measurement, and these can be divided into

subjective and objective. Subjective errors depend of the characteteis-

Lios of the observer, the shortcomings of his sense organs, and the

i-nadequacies of his nervous system.

First of all let us present examples of visual errors. The dis-

tance between points a and b in Fig. 1 seems to be substantially

greater than between points b and c. It is easy to prove, however,

that the points are equidistant from one another.

> 0<
Fig. 1. Estimation of 0
the distance between
the points.

So_ 0
8' 00

0

Fig. 3. Es-
timation of

Fig. 2. Estimation of shape.
angles.

The angle AOB in Fig. 2 seems greater than the angle A'0'B'. In

actual fact they are equal.

A number of vertically positioned circles are presented in Fig. 3.

It seems that their right-hand edges follow a curve that bends to the

left. It is quite easily demonstrated that the right-hand edges of

these circles lie on a straight line.

An observer's organic visual and aural imperfections also affect

- 20 -
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*1"In experimental work fast reaction to a glvenh.signal is eitreemely

important. Experiments have demonstrated that the reaction (the move-

"rtient of a finger) after the application of an intense sound signal oc-

cuts after a laps, of 0.082-0.195 see, whereas the reaction occurs

0.06-0.07 sec later in the case of a weak signal.

The cited data should convince the reader of the necessity of a

critical attitude not only to the measurement methods and the instru-

ments, but to the characteristics of the individuals participating in

the measurement operations.

The factors responsible for the appearance of objective errors

include instrument inaccuracies, limited measurement time, a time lag

on the part of the instruments and the experimental installation as a

whole, and the influence exerted by the surrounding medium on the in-

struments and the installation.

In addition, we also distinguish systematic and random errors, as

well as complete misses.

Systematic errors may be attributed to various factors and can be

classified as:

1) instrumental, i.e., occurring as a result of instrumental in-

accuracies;

2) setting, i.e., attributable to the improper setting of the

measuring equipment (nonlevel setting, misalignment, etc.);

3) personal, i.e., resulting from certain characteristics of the

observer (improper color evaluation, slow reaction, hearing imperfec-

tions, etc.);

4) measurement-method, i.e., in the measurement, for example, of

the stagnation temperature of a gas streaia by means of thermocou-

ple with an open junction, etc;
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* 5)theo±'etieai iLe., originating as a result of the gppl6&tn
of inaccurate or erroneous f6imulas for the evaluation of experimental

data.

Systematic errors cannot be eliminated completely, but in experi-

mental practice every effort is always made to eliminate these errors

or to take them accurately into consideration.

Instrumental and setting errors can be reduced by (improved] de-

sign methods, the calibration of the instruments (comparison of the

instrument readings with the standard and the introduction of corres-

ponding correction factors into the readings of the working instru-

ments), proper setting up of the instruments and protecting them

'gainst vibrations, dust, and jolts. The instructions for the setting

up of instruments are generally given in the corresponding manuals.

Personal errors can be reduced by the selection of "operators"

who satisfy given requirements. When this is impossible, every effort

should be made to develop automatic and semi-automatic measurement

systems whose work is independent of the characteristics of the "op-

erator."

Theoretical errors and errors in the measurement method may be

eliminated or reduced by a detailed preliminary study of the theory of

the phenomenon, of the chosen measurement system, of the instruments

to be used, and of the experience of other experimenters.

Those systematic errors that have been taken into consideration

in advance exert no influence on the final test result.

Random errors are unavoidable. There are no explanations for their

appearance in any specific case. The theory of errors is concerned

with the study of these errors.

"Misses" are excessively great errors brought about by inatten-

tiveness on the part of the observer or irregularities in the measure-

- 22 -
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Sment systems, In evaluating test .esults "misses" af •Iiiatitd ff ti
consideration. .. . I

4. EVALUATION OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA BY THE METHOD OF LEAST SQUARES

To derive the most accurate values for the measured quantities,

the method of least squares is used to evaluate the observational re-

sults. The fundamentals of this method were derived by Gauss for the

evaluation of astronomic observations in the year 1808. The method of

least squares gradually found application in other fields of knowledge.

The method of least squares exhibits particularly great signifi-

cance in the adjustment [running in] of precise research equipment and

in gasdynamlc investigations. For the evaluation of experimental re-

sults with this method it is absolutely necessary to have a substan-

tial number of experimental points (at least 10 measurements must be

carried out for each regime), and this restricts the application of

this method for tests on full-scale engines. Let us undertake a brief

examination of the fundamentals of the method of least squares.

The theorem of probability multiplication

The ratio of the number of events of an occurrence to the number

of all equally possible events gives the probability of an event.

Thus, for example, if out of 100 tested engines 5 engines exhib-

ited a nonuniform temperature field, the probability of engines exhib-

iting this defect in the following lot of engines is equal to 0.05 (if,

of course, no measures are implemented to eliminate this shortcoming).

For the validation of the method of least squares the theorem of

probability multiplication is very significant.

Theorem. The probability of the simultaneous occurrence of two in-

dependent events is equal to the product of the probabilities of the

occurrence of these two independent events.

Let the probability of the first event be given by
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and let the probability of the second event be given by

ns

The total number of equally possible events is equal to nl.n 2 , since

any of the events of the second group can correspond to each event of

the first group.

The number of favorable cases is equal to m1*m 2 for the same

reason. Since the simultaneous occurrence of two independent events is

also an event,

nflIfl2 (8)

which is what we wanted to prove.

Distribution of random errors

The theorem of probability multiplication and the following ax-

ioms serve as the foundation for the derivation of a formula to ex-

press the distribution of random errors (the Gaussian [or normal] dis--

tri.bution).

1. Errors equal in absolute magnitude but differing in sign occur

with identical frequency.

2. The frequency of occurrence for small errors is greater than

the frequency of occurrence for large errors. Extremely large errors

are not encountered.

Fig. 4. With reference to the
- der~iVa Ci-I~ Cof the 'aU;3Z4n di-.

tribution [the law of error].

These axioms are based on the wealth of ecperienco in investiga-

tions of the most varied branches of science. In our derivation of the

- 24 -
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GausSian distribution let us assume that N measurements of the same -

quantity have been carried out. The greatest errors noted during this

procedure were +a and -a. Let us plot th3 quantities +a and -a on the

horizontal error axis (the x-axis). We will divide the segment between

points -a and +a (Fig. 4) on the error axis into a large number (n) of

parts. Of the total number N of measurements some number dN of the

measurements will exhibit errors falling within the segment dx sepa-

rated by x from the origin 0 of the coordinate system. The distance x

in this case characterizes the magnitude of the error. We can assume

that
dA'=A7(x)dx, 

(9)

where f(x) is the sought function expressing the error distribution; N

is the known number of measurements.

The probability of the occurrence of x errors on the dx segment

will be

dp= •=f(x)dx.
N

It follows from the first axiom which we adopted at the beginning

of our derivation that

f (x)---y(x').

since errors symmetrical with respect to the origin 0 of the coordinate

system are encountered with identical frequency. Thus after substitu-

tion we will obtain

dp =- (x') dx. (10)

To determine the form of the function cp(x 2) let us examine the

problem associated with firing at a target. Let the "marksman" seek to

h4t the center of a target, the center being coincident with the orl-

gin 0 of the coordinate system (Fig. 5). Experience shows that the

"hits" for a good "marksman" in the target bunch up around the center
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creasing distance from the center. The probability that of N shots dN

rill strike the hatched rectangle m is given by

dp= - (xl)dx T (y,, dy. (11)

Now let us turn to the rotated coordinate axes . and r, the ý-axis

passing through the center of the rectangle _m, as shown in Fig. 6.

Y .7

Fig. 5. Target. Fig. 6. Target
with turned coor-
dinates.

It is clear that

- x2 + y

and the probability
d p = ( 0 ) d ij ( E I) i g , ( 1 2 )

but

in wnich case

dp-q(o). dq(x 2+ y')d . (13)

Assuming d~dn = dxdy, we will obtain

dp = p (o) (x + y)dx dy. (14)

Subsequently combining Expressions (11) and (14), we will find

that

T (0) T ('+AD -P (x") T (yI). (15)

Thus we obtained a functional equation which makes it possible

fji us to determine the form of the function T(xj-). Let us carry out
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t he fliocing substitution: x U; == q5V c; in this da h~

(15) assumes the following form:

C'f(it+ V) =,f(a)1P(M. (16)

It is clear from the foregoing that u and v are independent of

one another and may assume any values. Let v = k, where k is a con-

stant. Then Eq. (16) assumes the following form:
cp(,+k)=cp(f)Y(k). (17)

Differentiating Eq. (17) with respect to u, we will obtain

c' (- + k) =p (k) p' (.)(18)

Dividing Eq. (18) by (17)
T, (U + k)_• (1)?(a + A- ,- (19)

and let us prove that thcsc fractions are equal to some constant ntun-

ber for the given case.

Assuming that

and

?' (u+k)
y(u +k)

we will obtain
-(u)=w(u+k). (20)

Equation (20) is valid for any values of u and k, including the

case in which u = 0.

The function w(k) remains valid for any values of k, i.e., w(k) =

const. Consequently, the function w(u) = const is independent of u.

Hence it follows that

After integration

In y (u)=bu + I- C,
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. - whence

or

W(xt)=Ce". (23)
A

In accordance with the second axiom which states that the func-

tIon rp(x2 ) must diminish with an increase in x, we can assume b

-1/h 2 to be constant and we will obtain

It 'a c,.ear that all errors in the N tests will lie along the er-

iror axis (the x-axis) in the range from -• to +o, i.e.,
dN-=NT (x') dix

and

N.= N S V (1l•) dx,

whence

+,," (x2) dx,-1 . (25)

The integral

e S dx . h (26)

and consequently

C= 5 ~

Thus

( -- "(27)

The formula expressing the Gaussian distribution takes the form:

it I- dx" (28)
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* The as yet unknown quantity h can befound in thQoi.,Q1owg- g man;-

Z' ner. The number of errors on the segment dx, situated at a distance x

from the origin of the error axis, is equal to

xi

dN= Nf(x) dx= e- re dx. (29)

In the summing of the squares of the errors, the sum will include the

following expreso ion:

x2dN=N -1x 2e A dx.

The theoretical magnitude of the sum of the squares of the errors

can be determined by integrating the previous expresL ions in the range

from -- o to +oo:

S N -- .'

Sr,=-h1V-4' xIe-;dx=NhZ"--• d 2 (30)

whence it follows that

h 2 /2 = St/N. (31)

Denoting the error by

where Ii is the measured value of the quantity; L is the true value of

the quantity, we will obtain

s,='?+"+.. +,,,,

and

1 h' N (32)

The quantity

+ , 1.+ - , + . 2N + I
N (33)

is known as the mean 8quare error of the theories of measurements or

simply as the mean error of the measurement series.
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S: Thus the formula representing the

Gaussian distribution takes the following

form:

,,,-e I'dx (34)V2.

Fig. 7. Distribution The derived expression for the dis-
of random errors.

tribution of random errors can be repre-

sented in the form of a curve (Fig. 7).

Calculations show that the magnitudes of the errors in half the

measurements (0.5N) lie within the range from -o.6 74ij to +0. 6 74 ýL. The

uhape of the cur~ve for the Gaussian diatrilbutiun i1 a funcilun of the

value of the mean square error of the measurement series. Many inves-

tigators verified the Gaussian distribution experimentally and con-

firmed its validity. In the presence of noticeable systematic errors

the curve shifts and becomes nonsymmetrical with respect to the coor-

dinate origin.

If we use the Gaussian distribution in the evaluation of the ex-

perimental results, we can arrive at a conclusion regarding the prob-

able value of the measured quantity. Let us askumc that a given quan-

tity is measured N times under constant conditions with identical in-

struments and that the following series of values for this quantity

has been obtained:

11. 12 . ... l.

What will the probable value of the measured quantity equal? Let

-It htP pn li] tn T,. 'Phpn the e niorst qr-. eniip1 "hn

gNl'N-L,

The probability of the concurrent appearance of quantities P1 .

2 *"' E as can be seen from the theorem proved earlier and the
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Gau~sian distribution, is proportional to

In this case the probability will attain its maximum when the

N
value of the sum E'? is at its minimum. This sum can be presented in

the following form:

and it is possible to find the condition for its minimum magnitude

= 2(1,-L) +(,--)+... +Q(, -L)- O.
du

whence

+ (35)

This means that if N measurements have been carried out, the most

probable (true) value of the sought quantity will be the arithmetic

mean of this series of measurements.

It is interesting to note that investigators intuitively employed

the law of the arithmetic mean long before the advent of the Gaussian

distribution.

Evaluation of direct-measurement results

This section presents the sequence and the formulas (without con-

clusions) for the evaluation of the direct-measurement results by

means of the method of least squares. Generally, the true magnitude

(regardless of the number of measurements) is assumed to be the arith-

metic mean of the results of N measurements, determined in accordance

with Formula (35). It should be pointed out that the quantities tl'

120 etc., from which systematic errors and 'misses" have already been

eliminated, are substituted into this formula. The errors and "misses"
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are easily found in an examination of the experimental results.

If N > 10, the accuracy of the measurements is also evaluated.

The residual errors are first evaluated in accordance with the follow-

ing formula:
'j,,=ti-L (36)

and the mean square error of' thc moasuromont reoult is evaluated in

terms of the following expression:

Subsequently, the greatest possible error of the measurement result is

ualculated:

&,41z-31 (38)

and then the probable error of the measurement result is calculated;

p - 0,6745 a. (39)

The quantity p divides the error region into two equal parts,

i.e., 0.5N lies within the interval +p. The final result of the meas-

urements is written as follows:

L, -Li-p. (40)

Evaluation of in'direct-measurement results

During tests of engines and their elements many quantities are

determined indirectly by means of calculations based on direct-measure-

mnent data. Thus, for example, the shaft power of a turboprop engine !.

calculated from the following formula;

N 71-'Km hp,

where M is the torque; n stands for the number of propeller-shaft

rcvolut ions.

The quantities Mkr and n are measured directly during the tests.

Thus the power of the engine is determined indirectly on the basis



of direct-measulrement results. The most reliable value of Ne is ob-.

tained if the quantities Mk and n are assumed to be the arithmetic

means of the measurement series for the purposes of the calculation.

The evaluation of the indirect-measurement results is carried out

in the following manner.

We must find the quantity

in accordance with results obtained in the direct measurement of x, Z,

and z. The quantities x, y, and z are defined as the arithmetic means

of the measurement series. To determine the relative error of the in-

direct measurement of the quantity P, we use the following formula:

( El , Z

in which 6P/6x, aP/6y, and 6P/6z are the partial derivatives of the

function P with respect to the arguments x, y, and z; x' •Y and •;

are the absolute errors 4n the results of the direct measurements of

the quantities x, y, and z.

Example. Find the power transmitted by the propeller of a TVD

[turboprop engine] if we lknow that the torque Mkr = 3581 + 36 kg-m and

the number of shaft revolutions n -- 1000 I 10 rpm.

The magnitude of the power transmitted by the propellera is cal-

culated in accordance with the following formula:

To determine the relative probable error let us find the parti-al

dr1.ive Live

ON, M.P ON, n

an 7)5,2 oM.p 716.2

Then, multiplying the partial derivatives by the probable absolute er-

rors An and AMkr, and substituting the numerical values of n and Mkr,
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we cafn use D-ormula (41) to find the probable relative error

716,2J -n

~y()+~ =V/( 
10)2 +(--) -0.014.

Thus the probable relative error of the indirect-measurement re-

sult amounts to 1.4%.

The quantity
M.Kn 3581.1000

N,= 7TI-6 2  71---2 MW hp.

The absolute probable error

p = pN = 5000.0,014 - 70 hp,

The final result must be written as follows:

N, - 5000 ± 70 hp.

Manu-
script [List of Transliterated Symbols]
Page

No.

15 Hi n = nominal'noye = nominal

15 A - d = deystvitel'noye = true

16 n p = predel'noye = limit

29 T = t = teoretioheskaya =.theoretical

32 Kp kr Qkrutyashchiy torque



Chapter 3

MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTS AND DEVICES

In this chapter we will examine the methods of measuring param-

eters characterizing the work of a VRD [ramjet engine] and the descrip-

tions of instruments and measuring devices widely used in laboratory

and test-station practice.

Other methods and instruments providing either for increased meas-

uring precision or the measurement of quantities not determined as part

of the factory tests are finding ever-greater application in the prac-

tice of scientific investigations. For example, optical methods of in-

vestigation and measurement are employed in the study of flows, i.e.,

shadow, interferometer, and spectral-absorption methods. A method in-

volving tracing by means of ions, glowing particles, and electric

sparks has found application in the measurement of f2ow speeds. Methods

involving the turning of spectral lines, pyrometric and similar

methods, etc., are used in the measurement of high temperatures. The

methods of direct and schlieren-photography and interferometry have

gained considerable development in the techniques of investigating com-

bustion.

The reader can find a review of the scientific investigatory

methods in the special literature.*

1. MEASUREMENT OF PRESSURE

The following pressures are measured during tests of air-reaction

engines, i.e., barometric pressure is measured by means of barometers;

expansion is measured by means of vacuum gauges; excess pressure over
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and above the ambient medium, by means of manometers; and proessure dif-

forences by means of differential manometers. In actual practice, how-

ever, all instruments for the measurement of pressures or their differ-

ences are generally referred to as manometers. The liquiO, spring, and

piston manometers have gained the greatest acceptance for the measure-

ment of constant or slowly changing pressures.

The idea behind the liquid manometer, in which the Iressure or

the pressure difference is measured by a column of liquid, was first

proposed in 1640 by E. Torichelli [Torricelli]. Spring msanometers were

developed considerably later by R. Shints [sic] (1846) ard Ye. Burdon

[Bourdon] (1848). The first membrane manometer was design.,d by V. Vaydl

[sic] in 1847.

Liquid manometers

Three types of liquid manometers gained extensive ac.eptance,

i.e., the U-shaped manometers, the single-tube (cup) mano.meters, and

the micromanometers. A diagram of a U-shap,!d manometer

is shown in Fig. 8.

Let us examine the operation of a mansmeter. A

liquid is poured into two glass tubes that are connected

"to one another at the bottom. Pressures p1 and P2 are

applied to the free ends of the tubes. The weight of

Fig. 8. the liquid column h balances the pressure 'ifference

Diagram of
U-shaped p,--pz. (42)

manometer. where y is the specific weight of the liqu d; and h is

Ulm feao ued p-.eijkIue dLfft:.L-J1.UV.

For an exact determination of the value of the diffe-'ence P2 - pl

it is necessary to introduce a correction factor for the :Influence

exerted by the temperature of the surrounding medium an t.e length of

the scale, on the epeciflo weight of the liquid, and on th:e capillarity.
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A change in the dimensions of the glass tube exerts no influence on

the magnitude of h.

The true difference may be determined from the measured differ-

ence h by means of the following formula:

I + b (9-to)h (43)

where a is the coefficient of linear expansion for the material of the

scale; 6 is the coefficient of volumetric expansion for the liquid; t

is the temperature of the ambient medium at the instant of measurement;

t is the standard temperature, at which hd and h coincide (t = 20°C).

The value of a for brass is o.16.l0"6 1/deg; for glass the cor-

responding figure is 0.08.10-i 1/deg; and for steel the figure is

O.11.10"6 1/deg.

The properties of the most frequently used liquids in manometers

are presented in Table 1 on page 38.

Note should be taken of the fact that the tubes of which U-shaped

manometers are made generally exhibit a varying inside diameter. This

can result in error because of the variation in surface tension at the

elbows of the tubes. However, calculations have demonstrated that

these errors are not great. Manometers with calibrated tubes are there-

fore used only for extremely exact measurements.

The correction factors for capillarity are functions of the diam-

eter dimensions of the tube and are calculated according to the follow-

Ing formulas:

for water

n u , ) ( 4 4 )

for alcohol
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TABLE 1
Prooperties of Working Liquids

1 3 y e .,ku Io 64 In ue w !o r

HaI11e"oaarnH XHMHqCecK& YAeMMA 0 paCoEpeuH
pa0oieA Z~fKocTH I opuyi I ripH 20* C

_ _ __ rl npH TeMfre~aType

5 PyTb HZI 13,547 18.10-s
6 Boa u"2O 0,998 21.10-5
7 Kepoc'. - -0.800 _95.10-5
8 CnM•p THtaIBNtA (961A) CHgOH 0,790 110.10-5
9 4eT,-pexxjiopHc'EA yrxe. CCI4  1.58O 124.10-5

pox

1) Working liquids; 2) chemical formula; 3) spe-

cific weight at 20oc, g/cm3 ; 4) coe'flicient of
volumetric expansion at a temperature of 20°C;
5) mercury; 6) water; 7) kerosene; 8) ethyl. al-
cohol (96%); 9) carbon tetrachloride.

2,

Fig. 9. Dia- Fig. 10. Diagram of Fig. 11. Joining
gram of sin- micromanometer [a of glass tube to
gle-tube tilting manometer]. connection pipe.
manometer. 1) 1) Tube; 2) flare
Liquid reser- nut; 3) clamp
voir. ring; 4) packing.

for mercury

mml (46)

-here d in, the tube diameter, in na..

A significant shortcoming in U-shaped manometers involves the

necessity of establishing the level of the liquid simultaneously In

two tubes. A single-tube manometer, a diagram of which is presented in

Fig. 9, avoids this drawback. The measured dlifrerence
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h y=P2-Pl.

The .,, of the liquid in the reservoir drops as the measurement is

being carried out, while the level in the tube rises. In order to be

in a position to neglect the drop in the level in the reservoir and to

measure h • 1000 mm Hg accurate to 0.1%, we provide that the ratio be-

tween the diameter of the reservoir and the inside diameter of the

tube must not be smaller than 32.

When using single-tube manometers it is necessary, in the major-

ity of cases, to introduce a correction factor for capillarity. Thus,

for example, if P2 - Pl = 100 kg/m 2 or, what is the same, 100 mm of

water columin, in the case of a tube diameter d 1 4 mm the rise in the

water level in the tube will be 7.4 mm and the measurement error will

prove to be equal to 7.4%.

For the measurement of small pressure differences not exceeding

200 mm water column, micromanometers with an inclined tube (Fig. 10)

are employed. It is clear that

(it is assumed that the correction factor for the quantity I has been

introduced).

The maximum pressure values should be restricted when using man-

ometers out of considerations of tube strength. Table 2 presents the

limit pressure values at which glass tubes are destroyed.

Figure 11 shows one of the methods of strengthening tubes. This

type of joint gives good service to 25 kg/cm2.

The utilization of liquid manometers for the measurement of small

pressure differences (below 0.1 kg/cm2 ) is fully justified, since

water, alcohol, and kerosene can be used as the working liquid.

The measurement of great pressure differences by means of a liq-

uid manc-eter is quite undesirable, since in order to reduce the dimen-
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TABLE 2

-qgnitude of Limit Pressure in kg/cm2 for Glass
Tubes

1FoauvnHa 2 - BIIYTpernHxR AldameiP TPYOXH 5 NA4

.,, 2 1 3 4 1 5 6 7

I - 310 280 230 220 150 140

2 570 - 340 - 330 240 220
3 560 460 420 400 - - 230

4 - 450 04.0 310 32- 280

1) Wall thickness, in mm; 2) inside tube diam-
eter, in mm.

sions of these manometers mercury is generally employed. Mercury vapors

are harmful and on occasion lead to the serious poisoning of the ser-

vicing personnel.

Spring manometers

There are three types of spring manometers, i.e., the Bourdon-

tube gauge, a diaphragm gauge, and the bellows gauge.

Figure 12 shows a diagram of a spring-type Bourdon-tube gauge.

Spring 1 is a flattened [oval shape] tube on the inside of which the

7 measured pressurve is applied through connectLion

tube 5. Upon application of the pressure the

oval cross section seeks to change into a round

cross section which causes spring 1 to straightea,
S and rotate the geared sector 3, which is en-

A tD gaged with hairspring 4, by means of link '. h

Fig. 12. Diagram pointer is seated on the hairspring shaft. The
of [Bourdon]-tube
Ilkd1IUIIA-t:-L,' LVL~IJ iLLCapbAiU)L I S urc LbU UU O 1e!Liirnatc; c~eia i a",

1) Spring; 2)
link; 3) sector; to provide the required tension.
4) gear [hair-
spring]; 5) con- Phosphor bronze. brass, and stainless stee
nection tube. A)
Tube cross sec- are used for the fabrication of the tubes. zihe
tion.

phosphor bronze tubes are the most 1.uit•.hOh .9111t



a+

+

Fig. 13. Dia- Fig. 14. Dia-
gram of mem- gram of bellows
brane manom- manometer
eter [dia- [gauge]. 1)
phragm gauge]. Case; 2) bel-
l) Case; 2) lows; 3) sector;
diaphragm; 3) 4) hairspring.
stand; 4

link; 5) sec-
tor; 6) hair-
spring.

this material is rather strong under ordinary conditions and is stable

to corrosion and also lends itself well to machining.

Steel tubes are used for the measurement of high or markedly

changing pressures. Stainless-steel tubes are used for pressure meas-

urements in aggressive media.

For example, for the fabrication of acetylene-manometer tubes It

is impossible to use a material containing more than 70% of copper,

since in this case an explosive compound is formed, i.e., cuprous

acetylide.

Manometer tubes intended for the measurement of hydrogen pressure

are made of hydrogen-resistant steel containing carbides with alloying

In the case of manometers intended for the measurement of oxygen,

acetylene, etc., pressures, the words "oxygen," "acetylene," etc., are

marked on the scale.

Moreover, a manometer employed for the measurement of acetylene
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pressure is painted white, while that for the measurement of oxygen is

given a light-blue color; a manometer to measure the pressure of hy-

drogen is painted dark-green, and a yellow color indicates a manometer

used for the measurement of ammonia pressure.

Diaphragm gauges (Fig. 13) have also gained widespread acceptanco.

A presw'ure p, is applied to casing 1 closed off by means of a corru-

ga6acd diaphragm 2 (flat diaphragms can also be used). The diaphragm Is

bent and a transmission consisting of stand 3, link 4, sector 5, and

hairspring 6, turns the pointer.

An advantage of such manometers lies in their low sensitivity to

shaking and they are also rather simple to manufacture; their elevated

sensitivity to changes in the temperature of the surrounding medium

represents a shortcoming. Diaphragm gauges are used to measure pros-

sures in the range from 0.2 to 30 kg/cm .

Bellows gauges are used to measure small pressure differences

(Fig. 14). A pressure p1 is applied to case 1 and this compresses 1(,I_

lows 2. The deformation of the bellows is transmitted to the hairspring.

The pointer seated on a common shaft with the hairspring indicato:P, tIU

value of the measured quantity. Bellows gauges are used to meaiure

comparatively small differences ranging from 0 to 5 kg/cm2 .

Electrical remote-control manometers have gained widespread ac-

ceptance on aircraft and at testing stations. These are convcntion,0

spring (diaphragm) manometers with long-range electrical transinilsi.0l1

of the readings. Figure 15 shows the circuit of such an electrl(,.sl

long-range manometer, used for the measurement or: ruel and oil pres-

sures.

The manometer receives power from a DC net having a voltage of

2'( + 2.7 v. The manometer receiver is mounted on the engine, while the

irdlcaLor is situated on an instrumont pancl; thcy are wire connected.
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Fig. 15. Schematic diagram of electri-
cal long-range manometer. 1, 2, 3)
Long-range transmission and grid con-
tacts; 4) lever; 5) wiper; ab)rheostat;
Rx R y) variable rheostat resistances;

R1 , R2 ) constant resistances; r ) tun-

ing resistance; I, 11) frames; R'3 5

R" 3 ) compensating resistances. A) Pres-

sure receiver; B) indicator.

The quantity being measured is transmitted to the diaphragm box.

The deformation of the box is transmitted by lever 4 to which a wiper

5 is attached, the latter sliding over the rheostat ab. The rheostat

ab and the wiper are connected to the bridge circuit of a ratiometer.

With change in the resistances Rx and Ry (as a result of the movement

of wiper 5) the currents iI and i 2 change, this resulting in a change

in the magnetic flux in frames I and II and the turning of the pointer

connected to the magnet M.

The constant resistances R1 and R2 and the tuning resistance r,

are connected to the ratiometer circuit. The materials of the compen-

sating resistances [cells] R' 3 and R"3 are chosen so that the tempera-

ture of the medium has no effect on the functioning of the instrument.

The advantage of an electiical telemetry [long-range] manometer

lies in the fact that no pressure-transmittinT tubes are included in

its design. The latter would complicate the installation and break as

a result of vibration.

Figure 16 shows a kinematic diagram of the sensing element used
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Fig. 16. Kinematic dia- Fig. 17. Kinematic dia-
gram of sensing element gram of a ratiometer.
in cloctrical long- 1 and 13) Magnets; 2)
range manometer. 1) Con- shaft; 3) large frames;
nection tube; 2) dia- 4) balancing weights;
phragm; 3) base; 4) rod; 5) cores; 6) adjust-
5) rheostat; 6) wiper; ment screw; 7) supports;
7) plug-type connector; 8) casing; 9) small
8) wiper rod; 9) link; frames; 10) cover of
10) shaft; 11) spring; damper; 11) damper; 12)
12) rocker. bearing.

in an electrical telemetry manometer. The pressure being measured is

applied to the sensing element through connection pipe 1 and is picked

up by diaphragm 2. The deformation of the diaphragm is transmitted by

means of rod 4 of rocker 12 to link 9 onto which wiper 6 is fastened.

Wiper 6 moves along rheostat 5 resulting in a change in resistance.

The manometer indicator is the ratiometer whose kinematic diagram

is shown in Fig. 17. The frames are fixed in this ratiometer, while

the magnet is movable. Magnet I is made of an alnico alloy and iF'

fastened to shaft 2. The steel shaft 2 terminates in cores 5 resting

on a bearing and a Jewel foot bearing 12. The movable magnet is sur-

rounded by a copper damper 11 in which the magnet, in the case of vib-

rations, excites resistance moments due to eddy currents.

Two pairs of frames 9 and 3, positioned at 90 angles to one an-

other, are placed on the damper. Thu permanrinL inaghet 13 .ie'vew• o re-
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turn the flexible system to the null position (upon application of cur-

rent). The parts of the pointer are fastened to frame 8 by means of

supports 7 passing through openings in the damper. The frame, made of

permalloy, closes the magnetic field of the instrument.

The group recording manometer - GRM-2 - used to measure pressure,

expansion, or pressure differences simultaneously at 20 points has

gained acceptance in recent years in laboratories and at testing sta-

tions; the permissible error of the recording unit is +0.5% of the

limit value of the magnitude being measured by the corresponding sens-

ing element.

The limits of pressure measurement by means of a manometer may

vary depending on the stiffness of the sensing elements - the bellows.

As a rule, two measurement ranges are tolerated in a single instrument.

The maximum measurement limits for a vacuum gauge range from -1

to 0 kg/cm 2; for a vacuum manometer the limits range from -1 to +19

kg/cm2 ; and the range for a manometer is 0 to 20 kg/cm2 .

The measurement is carried out by means of automatic spring ele-

ments constructed in the form of scales. The measured quantity, de.-

pending on the type involved, is applied to a single (in the case of

pressure or vacuum measurements) or to two (in the case of the measure-

ment of a pressure difference) bellows which convert the pressure or

the vacuum into a force acting on a lever. This force is automatically

balanced by the deformation force of the spiral measuring spring. The

magnitude of deformation of the measuring spring serves as a measure

of the pressure being cieterminec. The instrument consists o0" twenty

identical automatic spring elements consolidated by a common drive and

a number of common mechanisms.

All measurement elements of the instruments are mounted on a com-

mon frame, and they are wired into two groups for the sakc of con-
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Fig. 18. Diagram of group recording manometer. 1, 1')

Supply tubes; 2, 21) bellows; 3) lever; 4) fixed strip;
5) flexible hinge; 6, 7) contacts; 8) electromagnet; 9)
plate; 10) roller; 11) friction disks; 12) group shaft;
13) electric motor; 14, 15) worm reduction gears; 16)
shaft of direct-readi screw; 17) screw; lb) nut; 19)
measurement spring; 20) lever with plate spring; 21)
connecting rod; 22, 23) springs; 24) pointer; 25, 26)
type wheels; 27) spring; 28) reduction gear; 29) di-
rect-reading scale; 30) pointer; 31) instrument scale;
32) reset key for conventional number; 33) electroniag-
net; 34) electric motor; 35) start button of print
mechanism; 36) crank; 37) carriage; 38) ribbon; 39)
paper.

venient utilization, ten measuring elements and a single conventional-

number recording mechanism in each group.

Let us examinc the operation of the GRM-2 measuring element (FiC.

18). The pressure to be measured is transmitted through tube I to bel-

lows 2 mounted between the fixed strip 4 and lever 3. The lever may

rotate aboub rlexible hInge 5 as a result of bellowis defornmation. Two
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bellows are included in the instrument for purposes of measuring pres-

su tre differences.

Bellows 2 expands under pressure and causes lever 3 to shift.

There are two movable contacts 6 at the end of l.ever 3, these contacts

positioned between two fixed contacts 7. When lever 3 is in equilib-

rium, the contacts are open. With reduction or increase in the meas-

ured pressure the lever deflects from the equilibrium position, clos-

ing one or another pair of contacts, thus actuating one of the two

electromagnets 8. The electromagnet attracts plate 9 fastened to the

frame of the roller shaft 10 which then engages frictionally with one

of the continuously rotating disks 11 of group shaft 12. The direction

of roller rotation depends on the disk with which it is engaged, and

this in turn depends on which of the two electromagnets has been actu-

ated. The group shaft is brought into rotation by motor 13 through

worm gear 11 .

Roller 10 through worm gear 15 rotates the shaft of the direct-

reading screw 16 and screw 17. As screw 17 turns nut 18 shifts along

the screw, altering the tension of measuring spring 19 until lever 3

is in equilibrium, while contacts 6 and 7 remain closed and electro-

magnet 8 is shut off.

The greater the pressure difference across the bellows, the

greater the balancing force must be and the greater the number of rev-

olutions the screw will complete prior to lever equilibrium. The num-

ber of screw turns is proportional to the pressure difference across

the ,,llr.,,., and.., vos ac; a , azu.. O,,. ,,LL.- O.' U.Lfu Thus

when the instrument is being used lever 3 it3 constantly maintained in

equilibrium. To raise the sensitivity of the instrument lever 3 is pro-

vided with a stiffness compensator consisting of lever 20, connecting

rod 21 with flexible hinges, and springs PP the tension of which can
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be regulated. The force of spring 22 is transmitted to the measurement

lever through the connecting rod and the flexible hinges.

When the lever is in its equilibrium position this force is di- .4

•rected through the pivotal point and equilibrium is therefore not dis-

rupted. When lever 3 is deflected the position of connecting rod 21

changes and as a result the direction of the force does not coincide

with the pivot axis. The resultant moment is applied to lever 3 and

acts in the direction of its deflection. The magnitude of the moment

is proportional to the angle of lever deflection. The tensile force of
spring 22 is set so that the moment from the stiffness compensator,

resulting from the deflection of the lever, balances the total moment

of all elastic couplings.

The existence of a stiffness compensator raises the sensitivity

of the instrument, since very little force is needed to shift the

lever from its equilibrium position to the point of closing the con-

tacts.

In addition to the measuring spring, lever 3 carries spring 23

which produces the preliminary force on the lever required for the

case in which the instrument is used as a vacuum manometer, this spring

serving also to adjust the null readings of the instrument.

At the required times the readings of the instrument are recorded

by the printing of scale and indicator segments on paper tapes.

The transmission of the readings to the recording scale proceeds

from screw 17. Indicator 24 and type rings 25 and 26 with raised [re-

lief] scales sit freely on the shaft of the screw. Wheel 25 which has

50 divisions is held by spring 27 against the lock of screw 17 and

therefore rotates together with the latter. Type wheel 26, with 20

divisions, is connected to the screw by means of reduction gear 28.

With each turn of the scr'ew the wheel turns through a single division.
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When type wheel 25 has completed a revolution, wheel 26 turns a single

division. Thus wheel 25 acts as a vernier for wheel 26. Pointer 24 re-

mains stationary during the turning of the screw.

In addition to the scales on the type wheels, the instrument has

direct-reading scales 29 with pointers 30 for continuous monitoring of

the pressures being measured.

The number of the instrument and the conventional numbers denoting

the number of the measurement and the regime, the time of measurement,

or some other factor are printed on the paper tape simultaneously with

the measured quantities. For this purpose the instrument is equipped

with two number-recording mechanisms that have direct-reading scales

31. The reset mechanism for the conventional numbers is actuated by an

electric button 32 that closes the circuit of the electromagnets 33.

The readings are recorded by means of a special mechanism which

is actuated by the electric motor 34 and started by button 35. Elec-

tric motor 34 through the reduction gear actuates the cranks 36 con-

nected to the carriage 37. During a complete turn of the cranks the

carriage moves toward the type wheels, presses a printing tape 3, a)nd

paper 39 to the wheels, and then rolls these over the wheels; subse-

quently the carriage backs off and returns to its initial position. As

a result the paper is left with an imprint of the scales and indicator.

Methods of apply~ing pressure to the manometers

Copper, rubber, and plastic tubes are generally used to supply

pressure from the sensing elements to the manometers. In measuring

connections should be used. Rubber tubes are connected to manometers

by means of standard connections. When a comparatively high excess

pressure is being measured, it is recommended that the portion of the

rubber tube on the sleeve be fastened with a copper wire (a double
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loop) or that it be held fast by means of a 1

2 1 clamp.

Rubber tubes generally adhere to one an- A

other when a vacuum is being measured and it

is therefore best to use vacuum rubber or

copper tubes. If pressure fluctuations occur
Fig. 19. Diagram of
controlling the her- in the system being investigated, these can
metic sealing of the
pressure-measurement be reduced in the tiransmission to the instru-
system. 1) Check
valve; 2) bypass ment by the introduction of capillaries and
valve; 3) primer. A)
To manometer; B) dampers.
Prom sensing element.

It is an absolute necessity that the

pressure-measurement systems be checked for air tightness both prior

to the experiment and after the completion of same. This check should

be carried out with an excess pressure or vacuum greater than during

the experiment itself.

Figure 19 shows one of the possible diagrams of maintaining con-

tinuous control over the hermetic sealing of a gas-pressure measuring

system. Valve 1 should be closed for a check of the system; if there are

losses in the system between valve 1 and the manometer, bubbhnz of gao

will begin to pass through the liquid (valve 2 is open, and primer 3

is closed).

In the case of excess pressure the hermetic sealing can be

checked by wetting the suspected points with soapy water and observing

the behavior of the film.

Measurement accuracy and manometer calibration

In the practice of Lest8Iig VRD [aramjet engilneb] liquid manometers

are generally not calibrated. Measurement accuracy is determined

through the introduction of' appropriate correction factors and the mnag-

nitude of the pressure dIffe-rence.
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Fig. 20. Diagram of piston manom-
eter. 1) Calibrated manometer; 2)
weights; 3) plunger- 4) liquid
reservoir [well]; 51 piston; 6)
flywheel.

Spring manometers are calibrated by means of control or standard

spring and piston manometers. Figure 20 shows the diagram of a piston

press for the calibration of spring manometers.

General-purpose (operating) spring manometers are manufactured

for five classes of precision: 0.5; 1.0; 1.5; 2.5; and 4. Control

manometers are used for exact measurements and the verification of

working manometers. They are more precise and are manufactured for two

classes of precision, i.e., 0.5 and 1.0.

Standard spring manometers serve for the verification of the con-

trol and operating manometers, as well as for laboratory measurements;

these types of manometers are manufactured for two classes of preci-

sion: 0.20 w 0.35, i . .t ............... ..... ... n. t. ...... .20

and +0.35% of the ur-per limit at an ambient-medium temperature of

+20 + 5 0 C.

Standard piston manometers suitable for pressures below 50 kg/cm2

ensure a measurement accunany in which the error is not greater than
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2
+0.01% of the measured pressure, while below 250 kg/cm the error is

not gieater than +0.02% of the measuted quantity.

A standard piston manometer provides a measurement accuracy with

2 4
an error not in excess of +0.02% for pressures below 50 kg/cm2 , while

for pressures higher than 50 kg/cm2 the error does not exceed +0.05%.

Sbandard piston manometers are widely used for the calibration of con-

trol and standard spring manometers.

Aircraft manometers yield a measurement error not in excess of

+3%.
2. MEASUREMENT OF TEMPERATURES

The "International Practical Temperature Scale of 1948," adopted

by the IXth General Conference of Measures and Weights represents a

practical temperature scale. This scale is based on the constant and

comparatively easily reproduced temperatures of phase equilibrium

which are known as reference points.

Subsequent conferences introduced certain changes into the tem-

perature scale.

The Xth General Conference of Measures and Weights (1954) defined

the temperature scale in terms of the basic reference point - the

triple point of water which corresponds to a temperature of 273.160K.

The triple point of water is the point at which the solid, liquid, and

gas phases are in equilibrium; it may be reproduced with an error no

greater than 0.00010C.

The XIth General Conference of Measures and Weights (1960) recom-

additional reference poinit.

Table 3 shows data on the absolute accuracy and the reproducible

accuracy of the practical scale.

It 1s the convention at present to hold that deviation in the
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TABLE 3
Reference Points for the Temperature Scale at a
Pressure of 760 mm Hg

1 2 ToqHocb 
3 Toqoc., 4

PenepxaX To9Ka ocyUmecT- S eo Hnp Ib3MtpH-
|C BJmeHH5 BeeH ebHXA

c C npi6op

I I
5K11neirne 1uc-1opo-a .- 182,97 ±0,02 10.020 TepMioMeTp

conPOTHBA.

6TpoAHas Toq•a BOAI (oc- 0.01 - d0,.0001 To we
HoDUaR penCpHaS 70ToKa) 12
7KHneHHC 1oA, 100.00 - ±0,003
8KlllleHC cep,. 4-14,60 ±0, .10 ±0,00•5 L

93aTmepIeH8ante cCpC6pa 960.8 - - ý'e ponapa

l03aTBC7AeaHnae 3oaoTa 1063.0 :1 ,0.050

1) Reference point; 2) accuracy of realization,
0C; 3) accuracy of reproduction, oC; 4) measur-
ing instrument.; 5) boiling of oxygen; 6) triple
point of water (basic reference point); 7) boil-
Ing of water; 8) boiling of sulfur; 9) solidifi-
cation point of silver; 10) solidification point
of gold; 11) resistance thermometer; 12) the
same; 13) thermocouple.

values of the reference points from the absolutely accurate tempera-

ture scale does not exceed +0.020 for -182.97o, +O.lO for 444.600C,

etc. (see Table 3).

The problem of reproducing the reference points is incomparably

simpler than the task of realizing the exact scale and, as can be seen

from Table 3, it is resolved substantially more precisely in the tem-

perature range above O0 .

The most precise thermometric projects are carried out with gas

thermometers filled with hydrogen and helium. The utilization of these

gases for precise measurements of temperature is based on the utiliza-

tion of the ulapeyron equaiion wiLi uuveLiuni.

In testing VRD [ramjet engines] the following are used:

1) liquid thermometers for the measurement of the temperature of

the ambient mediv-n, at the test stand;

2) manomctric thermometers for measurement of all temperature (in-
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Sfrequently);

S3) resistance thermometers for the meass

.urement of air temperature in investigating

inlets and compressors, oils and fuels;

4) thermocouples for the measurement of

gas and engine component-part temperatures.

Liquid thermometers

Liquid thermometers are extremely simple

and are distinguished by their high measure-

ment accuracy.

Fig. 21. Thermom- The operating principle of a liquid thev-
eters. a) A stern
thermometer; 1) a mometer is based on the thermal expansion of
thick-walled capil-
lary; 2) bulb; 3) a liquid in glass. It is for this reason that
scale etched into
capillary surface; the measurement of temperature by means of
b) thermometer with
inserted scale; 1) these thermometers is reduced to the oboerva-
capillary; 2) bulb;
3) scale plotted on tion of the change occurring in a visible vol-Ilate of milk glass;
)protective casing. ume of liquid. In the majority of cases we

encounter thermometers of two basic types, i.e., a stem thermometer

and a thermometer into which a scale has been inserted (Fig. 21).

Suppose the level of the liquid at 0°C is set at the zero marking

on the scale. With a change in temperature the volume of the liquid is

changed and the glass bulb of the thermometer as well. The visible ex-.

.,nsion of the liquid AV is equal to the difference between the exparl-

sion AV' of the liquid and the expansion AV" of the thermometer. Obvi-
ously

vAV-AwI-AV, (48)

whence

lAVý I dV .l dV9
Vo .di Vo dt Vo d9 (49)
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where V0 is the volume of the liquid at 00C.

Let us introduce the following concepts: the coefficient of the

visible expansion of the liquid

I dV
V, d9

the coefficient of liquid expansion

I dv
VO dt

the coefficient of the expansion of glass

,I " _dV ,

di

and we derive the following formula:
"=" - ft  (50)

Evidently,

d= O t (51)

where dl is the change in the level of the liquid in the capillary; f

is the cross sectional area of the capillary.

For given a, VO, and dt the magnitude of dT is all the greater,

the smaller f, i.e., the sensitivity dl/dt of the thermometer is all

the greater, the greater the ratio V/f.

The properties of liquids used to fill thermometers are presented

in Table 4.

Mercury thermometers are used to measure temperatures up to 7500C;

in this case the capillary space above the mercury is filled with nit-

rogen or some similar inert gas exhibiting a pressure of about 70 atm.

Table 5 Rhow. the va1iip.s of thp nno.ef'lnio t of visib1le ension

of mercury for the various types of glass from which the capillary

tubes for thermometers are made.

In the determination of commercially precise temperatures it is

desirable to immerse the thermometer into a medium to the initial scale
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TABLE 4

Propertie6s of ThMofieter Liquids at 760 rm Hg

1 I2 x K "H TehinepaTypa a *C

BeutecvBo necuaR L IT 5 3aTBeppaesaHes=8 7 MI"S

OTPYX PHS AO 7OT A

9MeMIoDUR cnHpT CH3OH 0.001220 -93.9 -97.8 +64.2 +•6,0
lOBTH4OBbI4 CnHp? C2HSOH 0.001100 -- 111,8 -117.3 +77.7 +78.4
l'lneHHan (RHcTi") CrH 12 - -130,8 -147,5 +36.0 -ý36.5
"l2Toxyoji CGH5CH3  0,001090 -92,4 -102 +102 +110,6
!].PTym Hg 0,000181 -- 38,87 -38,87 +356.7 +356,7

1) Substance; 2) chemical formula; 3) coeffi-
cient of expansion at 180c; 4) temperature, in
°C; 5) solidification [melting] point; 6) boil-
in¶ point; 7) from; 8) to; 9) methyl alcohol;
10 ethyl alcohol; 11) pentane (piire); 12) tolu-
ene; 13) mercury.

division. If this is impossible, a correction for the protruding col-

umn must be introduced. Figure 22 shows a diagram of the installation

of a basic (measuring) thermometer in a tube and that of an auxiliary

thermometer for the introduction of a correction factor. The auxiliary

thermometer is held to the basic thermometer by means of rubber clamps

so that the bulb of the auxiliary thermometer is situated approximately

in the middle of the protruding column of the thermometer liquid of

the basic thermometer.

In Fig. 22 the 01 and 02 irdicate the zero settings of the ther-

mometers. It is assumed in the introduction of the correction factors

that the tI portion of the thermometer and the bulb are at the tem-

perature ts of the medium, while the upper portion of the thermometer

t2 - tI is at the temperature tv (i.e., the temperature shown by the

auxiliary thermometer).

The true temperature of the medium is determined from the follow-

ing formula:

t- (52)
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TABLE 5

Values of the Coefficient
* - of the Visible Expansion

92 of Mercury for Various
Capillary Materials

1 COP cTe__ 1CW

2 TepuouepPHiecjiR4 16111 1.57 10-4
3 TePNoMCrKe~pqCKx• 5911 1,64" 10-4

Fig. 22. Diagram show- 4.apa 1,79.i0-4

ing the set-up of a 5 Tepmomae'pqecxdl 1.58.10-4

basic and auxiliary OCT 1224-41

thermometer.
1) Glass grade; 2) ther-

mometer, 161I; 3) ther-

mometer, 59111; 4) quartz;
5) thermometer, GOST
1224-41 [All-Union State
Standards].

Formula (52) is approximate since a is in actual fact a function

of the temperature. However, in the majority of practical cases this

formula can be employed if the value of a is taken at a te.mperature of

tv°0C.

Manometric thermometers

Manometric thermometers come in liquid, vapor, and gas version,'.

A diagram of a manometric thermometer is shown in Fig. 23. The reser-

voir [bulb] (sensing element of the thermometer) 1 is filled to 60% of

capacity with an easily vaporizing liquid (methyl ether, methylchlo-

ride, etc.); the capillary tube 2 transmitting the vapor pressure is

most frequently filled with the same liquid.

In view of the fact that there is no direct proportionality be-

Lween thc ..c-_prature of f-he bulb and the vapor pressure of the ther-

mometric liquid, the thermometer scale proves to be nonuniform. As a

result of a number of shortcomings, i.e., the inadequate strength of

the capillary, low accuracy, difficulty in repair, these thermometers

have virtually been replaced completely by electrical thermometers.
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2

Fig. 24. Schematic
diagram of resist-
ance thermometer
with a balanced
bridge. RI, H2 , and

Fig. 23. Diagram of r ) Re tn on-

manometric thermom- R3) a

eter. 1) Sensing ele- stants; r 3 r),) bal-
ment of thermometer; a
23 transmitting tube; anced resistances;of
3) temperature indi- Rt) eitneo

cator (manometer). sensing element.

Resistance thermometers

The operating principle of resistance thermometers is based on

the change in the electrical resistance of certain conductors under

the action of temperature. The sensing element whose resistance changes

as a function of temperature is incorporated in a balanced bridge, a

schematic diagram of which is shown in Fig. 24.

The sensing element of the thermometer is the resistance Rt. With

a change in the temperature the magnitude of the resistance R t changes

and this disrupts the equilibrium of the bridge which is determined by

the galvanometer G. The instrument scale is calibrated in 0C. The

power supply for the instrument is provided by a battery or some other

Resistance thermometers are made of platinum, copper, nickel,

iron, and special alloys. It should be pointed out that platinum is

capable of preserving its physical properties for long periods of time.

As a result a platinum resistance thermameter Is the type employP.1 for
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tthe interpolation of the international temperature scale in the range

between -180 and 6600c.

The relationship between the temperature t 'C of the medium and

the resistance Rt in the range from 0 to 11000C is established with

great accuracy by the following equation:

Rloo - Ro 1010 10 (4 6

in which the constants R0 , R10 0 , 6, and y are determined experimentally

on the basis of the reference points. Here R0 and R100 are the resist-

ances for the temperatures 0 and 1000C.

TABLE 6

Temperature Measurement Limits
with ETP, ETM, and ETN Resist-
ance Thermometers

1I • 8 npn6opw .. uepe..s
MmrepHSA Y oroe TeMD*PATYP aLIy m K mTenm Oro

I epmbOweTP& "tb N|t b*AeM@Ih8 MRN

6 nla•ana 39sTfl -200 +500

7 MeAL )OTM -50 +150
8 Himsen Ji 9TH -50 +200

1) Material for the sensing
element of the thermometer; 2)
conventional denotation of
thermometer; 3) instruments
for the measurement of tempera-
tures, in 0C; 4) minimum; 5)
maximum; 6) platinum; 7) cop-
per; 8) nickel; 9) ETP; 10)

ETM; 11) ETN.

The resistance ratio R1 0 0 /R 0 can serve as a characteristic of the

purity of the platinum; for platinum of the first-class "Ekstra" brand.

RIoR0/ = 1.389 + 0.0007.

The copper used for resistance thermometers exhibits a great ther-

mal coefficient of resistance (a = 4.25.10-3-4.28.10-3) and makes it

possible to determine the thermal resistances Rt according to the fol-
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lowing equation:

- - A shortcoming of copper is its low spe-

Scific resistance (p = 0.017 ohm.mm2/m) and

-, --- its oxidizability which restricts the area of

its application below temperatures of 1500 C.

Nickel exhibits a high thermal coeffi-
Fig. 25. Change in
the resistance of cient (a - 6.21-lO-3-6.34klO-3). However,
metals as a function
of temperature. I-) nickel exhibits a complex relationship be-
Iron; 2) nickel; 3)
copper; 4) platinum. tween the thermal coefficient and the tempera-

ture, which is a significant shortcoming.

Resistance thermometers and the temperature-measurement limits of

same have been standardized (GOST 6651-59) and are presented in Table 6.

Figure 25 shows the change in the ratio of the resistance Rt and

the resistance R0 as a function of temperature for a number of metals.

Fig. 26. Resistance thermometer receiver. 1)
Protective tube; 2) insulation; 3) heat-sensing
element- 4) mica plate; 5) extra resistance
6 and 75 inserts; 8) plug-type connector; 95
connection tube.

The design of the resistance-thermometer receiver is shown in FIG.

26. The protective tube 1 is made of stainless steel, the heat-sensing

element 3 is made of a nickel wive 0,05 mM in diameter, this wi.c 'b=-

ing wound about a mica plate 4.

Aviation resistance thermometers operate from a DC source with a

voltage of 27 + 2.7 v.
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s
'Thermoelectric thermometers

The principle of measuring temperatures by means of thermoelec-

tric thermometers is based on the phenomenon of thermoelectricity dis-

covered in 1758 by the Russian academician F. Epinus. This phenomenon

is explained by the fact that all metals consist of

positively charged stationary ions and free negatively

charged electrons which can be compared to the free gas

A which fills the intermolecular space.

j The density and pressure of the electron gas dif-

fers in various metals at any given temperature. If two

wires A (a copper wire) and B (a platinum wire) are
Fig. 27.
Thermoelec- welded or soldered, as shown in Fig. 27, the electrons
tric cir-
cuit. from the copper wire will begin to transfer to the plat-
inum wire. Close to junctions I and 2 the copper wire will be posi-

tively charged, while the platinum wire is negatively charged. The

electric fields originating at junctions 1 and 2 counteract the trans-

fer of electrons from one material to the other and at some potential

difference the process of the electron transfer is curtailed, since

dynamic equilibrium sets in, i.e., the quantity of electrons leaving a

given material becomes equal to the quantity of electrons entering the

material.

If junction 1 is heated to temperature t, and the temperature to

of junction 2 remains constant (t. < t), a current appears in the cir-

cuit consisting of conductors A and B, i.e., the circuit will become a

~,nrtrof elcot'ric crncrgy. T1ho conductorszin--------------- con
sideration are known as thermoelectrodes, and the junctions are known

as thermojunctions.

As has been demonstrated in numerous experiments, the following

F equation 1s valid for a thermoelectric circuit:
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S(t, -°•eAB(t)WeR+(to), (55)

where E(t, t0) is the th6rm6dlýctrouiioie

force in the circuit, the direction of the

A 3 ts current from A toward B; eAB(t) is the

a b thermoelectromotive force at junction 1;

Fig. 28. Diagram for eBA(to) is the theimoeelectromotive force at
the incorporation of
the measurement in- junction 2, with the direction of the cur-
strument into the
thermoelectric circuit. rent from B toward A.

Given the equality of the temperatures at the two junctions, the

thermoelectromotive force of the circuit is equal to zero, i.e., if

t = to,

then

EM V, (t,) = O.'

In this case

'eX!(to)S - 7eMs(to)

and, consequently, Eq. (55) can be written as follows:

'EA VI, fO) -e~fi(1) -eAfi0t00. (56)

Equati.on (56) makes it possible to determine the temperature t if'

the thermoelectromotive force of the circuit and the temperature t0

are known, i.e., the latter referring to the temperature of the cold

junction. The quantity EAB(t, to) can be measured by means of a pyro-

metric millivoltmeter or potentiometer. The temperature to of the cold

junction should be kept constant and rigorously defined during the

measurement process. Best of all, junction 2 should be placed in a

medium exhl~bi~ing a t't:iPt!.-dLwUt: Lsr to - O'g. ,*a.*

melting ice.

The materials of the thermoelectrodes should be selected so that

the quantity EA(t, to) is as great as possible.

Thus the measurement of the temperature t is, in principle, pos-
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sible with the aid of the thermoelectric circuit (thermocouple) shown

in Fig. 27.

The galvanometer used to measure the thermoelectromotive force in

the circuit can be connected in one of two ways (Fig. 28). In the

first circuit the galvanometer is connected between the cold Junctions

2 and 3, Junction 1 in this case being hot (see Fig. 28a).

In the second circuit the galvanometer is connected to the split

electrode B and Junction 1 in the circuit will be hot, junction 2 will

be cold, and Junctions 3 and 4 will be neutral (see Fig. 28b).

In determining temperatures it is the practice to hold that the

temperatures of the cold junctions 2 and 3 (see Fig. 28a) and the

r; neutral Junctions 3 and 4 (see Fig. 28b) in the circuit are identical.

The thermoelectromotive forces of the various circuits will be equal

if the total resistance of the corresponding wires and electrodes and

the temperatures of the cold and hot Junctions of these circuits will

also be equal.

In actual fact the circuit shown in Fig. 28a consists of three

conductors A, B, and C (the presence of the instrument does not change

the validity of the cited conclusion). On the basis of the second law

of thermodynamics, given the equality of temperatures t0 = t, the

thermoelectromotive force in the circuit is equal to zero. This means

that for this case we can write:

eABR() + eBc()+±ecA ()0=0

or
e., (tW + e,. t) CAR( 4). (57)

If Junction 1 will exhibit a temperature t, and Junctions 2 and 3

will exhibit temperatures of to,

EAR (1, C)AR V) + eiC YO) + eCA VD). (58)

Substituting the va.ue of the sum eBc(t 0 ) + eCANtO) from Formula
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(57) into Formula (58) we will obtain

S~-E,• (4.-to) ,,A(-t) -e•-t4 .. " .... (-59.) --

As we can see Formulas (56) and (59) are identical; it is there-

fore possible to maintain that the thermoelectromotive force developed

by the circuit shown in Fig. 28a and that developed by the initial cir-

cuit (Fig. 27) are equal.

The following equality is valid for the circuit shown in Fig. 28b:

'AB (4, to) = eAB V) + ,C: (t) + e(,: (Q )+ ehA ('0). (60)

Taking into consideration the equalities
eac (t.) = ecD(t.). (61a)

and

eA(o4 ) -eA(YO), (61b)

we will obtain
EAO (f, to) = eA (t) - eAB (to). (62)

Thus the circuit shown in Fig. 28b was also equivalent to the in-

itial circuit (see Fig. 27).

It may turn out that the temperature of the cold Junction 2 in

the circuit in Fig. 28a is equal to t' 0 and that that of junction 3 is

equal to tO. Then

E=eA, (t) +eBc (Y) +eCA (t). (63)

Subtracting Eq. (63) from (59), wu wLll obtain

EA B (t, to) - -1 = eBA (to) + ecB (to) d- eAc (Yo). (64)

Taking into consideration the following equality

e B (10)= eAC (t0) + ecB (to), (65)

inotoad of Eq. (6'!),w a rt

EAD(V, to)--E.=eAC(1o)--CAC (O). (65)

Analogous expressions can be derived for the case of unequal tempera-

tures for the neutral junctions 3 and 4 in the circuit in Fig. 28b.

If the temperature of the cold Junction in circuit a or b changes
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or becomes equal to tic, the thermoelectromotive force will also change

and become equal to

Ea ( I, 4 =EA (t, 0) - e (to) + 6eA (4). (66)

As we can see Eq. (66) makes it possible to calculate EAB(t, to)

from the measured quantity EAB(t, tto) and the correction factor for

the temperature or' the cold junction:

eAR (t)-e., (4.

The thermoelectric circuit set up in the manner shown in Fig. 28b

can be used to measure temperature differences.

In this case junctions 1 and 2 are hot junctions and it is pre-

cisely their temperature difference that is being determined. Junctions

3 and 4 become cold and their temperatures must be identical (its mag-

nitude is of no significance).

The magnitude of the correction factor for the temperature of the

cold junction is determined from the calibration graph for the thermo-

couple (Fig. 29).

Let there be three materials A, B, and C. Let us make three ther-
mocouples AB, AC, BC out of these materials. The following equalities

are valid for these thermocouples:

EAB (1, t)= eAa (t-eAa (t); (67)
EAC (t4) = eAC ()-- 6AC (SO; (68)
BBC (V, to) = ei (W)-- ea Vo). (69)

Taking the following equation into consideration

e A8 (to) + C (4) + AcA (1o) =•0

and carrying out simple transformations, we will obtain

4 - 0(t.4) =- ER (t,M Q)-Ec- ( 4). (70)

This equation will make it possible to handle the calculations

for any thermocouples of electrodes B, C, D, etc., if their thermoelec-

tromotive forces are known with respect to electrode A which is desig-
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Fig. 29. Introduc- -

tion of correction
factor for cold-junc-
tion temperature. Fig. 30. Thermo-
eI) Measured emf; couple characteris-

e'0 ) magnitude off tics. 1) Chromel-
copel; 2) chromel-

emf corresponding to aluminum; 3) plat-
correction factor inum-platinorhodium.
for cold-junction
temperature; e =
= e1 + et 0 ) total

emf; t1 0 ) cold-junc-
tion temperature; t)
measured temperature.

TABLE 7

Range of Thermocouple Application

1 repuouapa i2odacm •1ae.¢xHs

3 MpHAHR-HpMAOepOARI 8 Ao 2000

"4 1lJaT1Hla-nma&T'HopoAJI 0+14W)

5 XpOxeab-axnoe.b --200-1200

6 Xpoaeab-Konea. -200+800

7.7 ~bXUC&H -200+350

1) Thermocouple; 2) range of appli-
cation, in 0C; 3) iridium/iridium-
rhodium; 4) platinum/platinorhodium;
5) chromel-alumel; 6) chromel-copel;
7) copper-constantan; 8) below 2000.

nated as normal. Chemically pure platinum is used as the normal thermo-

electrode.

The functioning of the thermocouple and the limits of temperature

measurement depend to a considerable degree on the materials of the

thermoelectrodes; it is therefore extremely important to select these

materials properly. The following requirements are imposed on the ma-
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terials:

1) the thermoelectromotive force must increase with a rise in tem-

perature (preferably, linearly);

2) the magnitude of the thermoelectromotive force must be suffi-

ciently great;

3) the coefficient of electrical resistance must be at its min-

imum, while that of electrical conductivity must be high;

4) the physicochemical properties of these materials must not

change under conditions of normal operation;

5) the materials must be corrosion resistant;

6) the melting point must be considerably higher than the tempera-

ture being measured;

7) the materials of the thermoelectrodes must be rather uniform.

Thermocouples made of metals (noble and base) have gained the

greatest acceptance, but for purposes of measuring high temperatures

metal thermoelectrodes in combination with nonmetals are sometimes

used, e.g., tungsten-graphite.

A list of the most frequently used thermocouples is cited in

Table 7.

Fig, 31. Diagram of thermoelectric
pyrometer. 1) Thermocouple; 2-4,
3-5) connecting wires; 6) additionalreL~i1t-.no.e! 7) gal~vanometer-

Figure 30 shows the characteristics of some thermocouple~s used in

testing VRD. The construction of the thermocouples is described in the

section devoted to flow measurements.

Figure 31 shows a diagram of the thermoelectric pyrometer that is
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conventionally used. Thermocouple 1 is connected to the instrument by

m~ans of connecting wir~s 2-4 and 3-5v If the thermoc6Uil; 16 made -of

inexpensive materials, wires 2-4 and 3-5 may be made of the same ma-

terials.

If the thermoelectrodes of thermocouple 1 are made of noble metals,

it becomes necessary to have connecting wires that should be made of

inexpensive materials exhibiting thermoelectric characteristics close

to the thermoelectrode materials. It is always preferable for the tem-

peratures of junctions 2 and 3 to be identical.

Junctions 4 and 5 are cold. They are separated from junctions 2

and 3 by a considerable distance, thus simplifying the maintenance of

their temperatures which are equal to one another and constant through-

out the course of the experiment. It is best to immerse these Junc-

tions into an oil-filled test tube, and the test tube should be placed

in a thermostat with melting ice. If there is no ice, the cold junc-

tion can be immersed into a vessel with oil (the temperature of which

can be regulated), and a correction factor for the temperature of the

cold Junctions is introduced into the evaluation of the measurement data.

The circuits for the connection of the thermocouples to the in-

strument by means of a switch are used for the measurement of tempera-

tures at a great number of points. In view of the smallness of the

thermocouple current (0.5-1.0 ma) all wires have to be thoroughly in-

sulated. If the scale of the electromeasurement instrument is gradu-

ated in degrees, the resistances of all the pyrometers must be identi-

cal. The resistances are adjusted-by means of the additional resist-

ances 6. A copper wiro is used to connect the instrument to Junctions

4 and 5.

For purposes of thermocouple design we require data on the ma-

terials used f or the thermoelectrodes, the connecting wires, and on
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TABLE 8

Thermoelectromotive Forces- of Metals in Comk.na-
tion with Chemically Pure Platinum at t = 1000C
and t -= 00c

1 2 TeMnepatypa N pH-

HaHmemo~aee 06ooaHameme 3 aeneHHa 8 E , Tepmo.s. ,A.c.
MeTaAJOB Him cocTaB " pi tO meIT~b rpexea.

-7Amuoueb 95%4 N1+5% 1000 1250 -1,02+1,38(AI+SI+Mn)I
8 1bo~i.pau W 2000 2500 +0,79
9)1(eie3o (xmiuqeca•h qmncioe) Fe 600 800 +I.90

lOKoHcTa&rx 6oo0 Cu+-o,• Ni 600 800 -3.50
ilKonea b 6% Cu+44% Ni 600 800 -4,00
12Mei~b (XHmHwicKH %[HcTras CU 350 500 +0.78
l3ib1-a Ha .31ICTpa" Pt 1300 1600 -0,00

l4lMaTMHopoAuA 90% Pt+10O Rh 1300 1600 40.64

15"l-aTHHoKpuAHfl 90. Pt+10O4 If 1000 1200 +1.30
16Xpmub 90% NI+10' Cr 1000 1250 +2,7++3,13

1) Metals; 2) symbol or composition; 3) applica-
tion temperature, in 0 C; 4) prolonged; 5) brief;
6) thermoelectromotive force, in my; 7) alumel;
8) tungsten, 9) iron (chemically pure); 10) con-
stantan; ll copel; 12) copper (chemically pure);
13) "Ekstra' platinum; 1)4) platinorhodium; 15)
platinoiridium; 16) chromel.

the resistance of the instrument. Table 8 presents some data for the

most widely used materials.

The "+" sign in front of the value of the thermoelectromotive

force indicates that the current in the cold junction is directed from

the given material to the platinum. Using the data in Table 8 we can

determine the thermoelectromotive forces of certain thermocouples and

the possibilities for their application.

Example. We must determine the thermoelectromotive force of a

chrome!-al%1im thp.'mnnniinle at t = 1000C and t-- O= 00C if in combina-

tion with platinum they develop thermoelectromotive forces of

Exn(100,0*)- + 2,70 my,

Exn (100O,0o) = - 1,39mv.

The thermoelectromotive force of the chromel-alumel thermocouple
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will be

The "+" sign indicates that the current in the cold Junction flows

from the chromel to the alumel.

Millivoltmeters and potentiometers are used to measure thermo-

couple thermoelectromotive forces.

Figure 32 shows a circuit which clarifies the bnsis of the poten-

tiometric (compensation) method. In this circuit the resistance R is

known, while the current source B keeps the current I virtually con-

stant throughout the measurement. The slide b slides along the rheo-

stat to which the current source A and one clamp of the thermocouple

are attached. The null indicator NP is connected to point a by a single

clamp, the other clamp being attached to switch P by means of which it

is possible to disconnect the thermocouple or the current source A.

In the measurement of thermoelectromotive
J : forces the NP instrument is connected into the

thermocouple circuit by means of switch P and

A slide b changes the resistance of the circuit un-

til the pointer of the NP [null indicator] points

Fig. 32. Sche- to zero.
diagram of .c- Clearly, in this position

tentiometer. A,
B) Current
6ources; Et) where R1 is the resistance of the segment ab; Et

the rmo couple
emf; NP) null Is the thermoelectromotlve force of the thermo-
indicaitor; u)
slide; P) couple.
switch.-
E = B; H = N; Then the switch P cuts in source A and slide

F =P.
_b again is used to achieve zero readings on the NP.

For this case
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where B is the emf of the normal element A; R2 is the new resistance

of the segment ab.

Having transformed the derived equalities for Et and En, let us

find the value of the thermoelectromotive force of the thermocouple

E,=-.E. (71)

This method ensures high accuracy in the measurement of tempera-

tures and is used in research work. At the present time automatic elec-

tron potentiometers are widely used in research and production work.

Thermometer calibration and their accuracy

Resistance thermometers and thermocouples are calibrated in water

or oil thermostats or at high temperatures in tubular electric fur-

naces. Figure 33 shows a thermostat for the testing of thermometers in

the temperature interval from 5 to 3000C.

For purposes of qualitative calibra-

2.• tion of thermometers the thermostat must

satisfy a number of requirements:

1) the temperature field of the thermo-

stat must be uniform, with a variation not

to exceed 0.50C;
Fig. 33. Thermostat
for the calibration of 2) in the time between two readings,
thermometers in the
interval from 5 to the temperature of the liquid should not
3000C. 1) Working ves-
sel; 2) metal casing; change by more than 0.1 C;
3) heat insulation; 4)
heater; 5) agitator; 3) the level of the liquid in the ther-
6) drain: 7) rheostat;
8) electric'motor. mcstat during the process of the calibration

must remain constant.

The specimen-standard mercury thermometers of the first or second

class, with divisions of 0.10C in the interval from -70 to +1020 C, and
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Fig. 34. Tubular electric furnace for
calibration of thermocouples. 1) Metal-
lic block; 2) rheostat; 3) electric
furnace; 4) thermocouple being tested;
5) specimen-standard thermocouple; 6)
connecting (copper) wires; 7) thermo-
stat for cold junctions.

divisions of 0.20C in the interval from +98 to 3020C, serve as the con-

trol instruments during the calibration process.

A correction factor for the protruding column must be introduced

into the readings of the mercury thermometer during the calibration.

Verification for the negative-temperature range is conducted in ethyl

alcohol cooled by carbon dioxide or freon.

The manner in which the thermocouples are placed inside the tubu-

lar electric furnace for purposes of calibration is shown in Fig. 34.

The specimen-standard platinum/platinorhodium thermocouple, verified

by the Committee of Standards, Measures, and Measurement Instruments,

is used as the control instrument for the calibration.

The temperatures of the hot Junctions of the control thermocouples

and the one being calibrated must be identical, and for this purpose

they are immersed into a nickel block as close as possible to one an-

other and to an identical depth. It has been demonstrated experimen-

tally that a difference of 5-7 mm in the immersion results in a dif-

ference of 7-100C between the temperatures of the junctions. The ther-

moelectromotive forces of the thermocouples are measured by means of a

laboratory potentiometer.
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Information on the highest temperature-measurement precision is

given in Table 3. The accuracy of the thermometers used for tests may

vary. For example, the TUE-48 resistance thermometer which is used to

measure the temperature of water, oil, or the outside air has a scale

ranging from -70 to +1500C and is graduated in 100C divisions. The

measurement error at normal temperature does not excood +1. 5%.

The accuracy of the thermometers should not be confused with the

accuracy of the temperature measurements, since in measurement prac-

tice it is rarely possible to equate the temperature of the sensing

element with the temperature of the measured medium. The accuracy of

the thermometer is determined by the accuracy with which the sensing

element of the thermometer is able to measure the temperature.

3. FLOW AND RATE MEASUREMENTS

Over the past 50 years, in connection with the development of

aviation and power engineering, the methods of measuring streams of

gases have undergone significant development. Much work has been done

in the USSR on pressure receivers and devices to measure temperatures

in streams; this work has been carried out at the TsAGI (the Central

Aerohydrodynamic Institute) and the TsKTI (the Central Boiler-Turbine

Institute).

Measurement of flow temperature

It is comparatively simple to measure the temperature of a liq-

uid moving at low speed. Figure 35 shows an example of an installation

in which the sensing element of a resistance thermometer is used to

jujetbabjle the tcmp n nu e of I oi.T raisen t-l.e aonninnzn of' t~he esae

ment the channel walls must necessarily be insulated against heat and

the sensing element must be positioned into the approaching stream.

The exact measurement of the temperature of a fast-moving hot gas

is classpified as a complex experimental problem. When the speed of the
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Fig. 35. Resistance-thermometer re-
ceiver in oil manifold. 1) Thermom-
eter receiver [the sensing element].

flow is lower than 50 m/sec the temperatures of the moving gas and the

gas at rest may be regarded as identical. In the case of faster speeds,

however, the gas is decelerated at the sensing element and the gas tem-

perature rises. The temperature of an adiabatically decelerated stream

(i.e., in the absence of heat transfer between the measurement zone

and the surrounding space) is calculated in accordance with the follow-

ing formula:

S(72)

where T*t is the temperature of the adiabatically decelerated stream;

T is the temperature of the moving gas; A is the thermal equivalent of

mechanical work

(A = 1/427 kcal/kg-m);

Sis the acceleration of the force of gravity; cp is the specific heat

of the gas at constant pressure; c is the velocity of the gas.

In actual fact there is always transfer of heat to the surrounding

space. To take this transfer of heat to the surrounding medium into

nnngideration and also to consider the incompleteness of deceleration,

the temperature recovery factor r is introduced; at this point Formula

(72) takes the form

T=T+r-. (73)
2gcP

The temperature reouvei~y factor r is determined from tho following
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expressiong

EH r--r. (74)

The criterion M can be introduced into
Fig. 36. Diagram
of screened ther- Formula (73):
mocouple. 1) Chan-
nel wall; 2-)T(i+' NP). (75)
screen; 3ý thermo-
receiver theat
sensing element]. There are no theoretical methods of deter-

mining the magnitude of r and the recovery factor is therefore deter-

mined experimentally. Below stream temperatures of 3000C the quantity

_r is determined primarily by the stream deceleration ratio in the vi-

cinity of the sensing element.

The thermocouple inserted in the stream radiates heat to the
colder channel walls surrounding it. As a result of this radiation the

temperature of the thermocouple is lower than the temperature of the

gases which are flowing past it.

Let us examine the problem of heat transfer between the thermo-

couple and the surrounding medium (Fig. 36). Let us assume that screen

2 is temporarily lacking. Let T1 be the temperature of the tube walls;

T the temperature of the thermocouple; T*t the temperature of the
3

adiabatically decelerated gas.

The quantity of heat received by the thermocouple from the gases

is determined by the following expression:

Q. eaI, (76)

where a is the heat-transfer coefficient for the transfer of heat from

the gas to tne thermocuuple; F3 1b the surf ace area of t•he th.r..cc.pl

receiving the heat.

In the steady-state regime the quantity of heat received by the

thermocouple is equal to the sum of the radiative heat scattered by

the thermocouple to the channel walls Rnd the heat removed through the
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thermocouple and its casing...

The quantity of radiative heat'released by the- -he•oz'•x•np-i.e is•

determined from the following formula:

LUOGI'F \rloj (77)

where e is the reference emnissivity; C0 is the coefficient of radiation.

The magnituca of the reference emissivity is determined by the

following expression:

_7•+Pj (,71' - 1) 8

where E3 is the emissivity of the thermonouple E 1 is the relative co-

efficient of channel-surface radiation; F 1 is the surface of the chan-

nel wall participating in the transfer of heat with the thermocouple.

The ratio F3 /F 1 is close to zero and therefore

Qý C , I .I -(79)

In Formulas (77) and (79) c. = 4.9 kcal.m .hr''K, while the quan-

tity a3 is a function of the material, the condition of its surface,

and the temperature. For example, for a platinum wire E3 = 0.073-0.182

at a temperature of 225-1375OC; for iron e3 = 0.08-0.13 in the tempera-

ture range from 1000-14000C.

Accepting the equality Qk = Q, and neglecting the heat removed

along the thermocouple and its casing, we will obtain

7.. Tj 173)"(y] (80)

The considered formulas lead to the conclusion that the quantity

T3 is the closer to T't, the smaller e3 ; the greater a, the closer T,

to T3 . It is virtually impossible to affect the quantity e,.

It is possible to increase a by raising the speed of flow past

the heat sensing element. This can be accomplished by the suction re-
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moval of the gases surrounding the thermocouple. This method is some-

what complicated and another method is generally employed - the method

of screening which makes it possible to bring the temperatures of the

thermocouple T3 and the gases T*t closer together.

If screen 2 is placed between channel wall 1 and thermocouple 3

(Fig. 36), the screen temperature T3 will be higher than the tempera-

ture of the channel wall 1 being cooled, and this reduces the heat

losses of the thermocouple. The thermocouple screens are generally de-

signed so that they simultaneously act as deceleration chambers, i.e.,

chambers in which the gas flushes the thermocouples at reduced speed.

Let us consider the following example in order to evaluate the

influence of screening [baffling] on the magnitude of the temperature-

measurement error. Let the thermocouple indicate a temperature T3 =

= 10730K and let the temperature of the wall be equal to Ti = 773 0K;

a = 200 kcal-hr-rn.K and C003 = 4.22. Then T*t - T3 = 2040C, i.e.,

the measurement error is very great.

The installation of screen 2 will reduce the difference T*t - T3

to 3700, i.e., the measurement error will be reduced by a factor of

5.5. A further reduction in the error can be achieved by introducing

heat insulation for the channel walls and for the second screen. In

measuring the temperatures of hot flows (exhibiting T*t > 6000 K) we

find that the greatest source of error is the heat transfer.

Let us examine the design and test results for several thermore-

ceivers [heat sensing elements].

4De~evluraLionii uaiubaer in whflich a thwermaocouplo iz pozItIoned i the-

direction of the flow (horizontal deceleration chambers) or perpendicu-

lar to the approaching stream (vertical deceleration chambers) are

used to decelerate the flow around the thermocouple. Sets consisting

of several thermocouples positioned at specific points in a single
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frame are used to measure temperature fields.

Figure 37 shows a heat sensing blement With a Vati-l dere-

tion chamber and the change in the temperature recovery factor r as a

function of the stream velocity (%) and the relationship between the

areas of the inlet to and the outlet from the chamber (K = Fvykh/Fvkh)

is shown. The comparatively slight change in r with respect to the

velocity of the flow is characteristic of the given heat-sensing ele-

ment.

The thermoreceiver [heat-sensing element] to measure the tempera-

ture of a stream at speeds below M = l.2 is shown in Fig. 38. The

thermoelectrodes are insulated by means of porcelain tubes. The rela-

tionship between the K areas for this heat-sensing element comes to

0.2.

The heat-sensing elements of precise (control) thermocouples ex-

hibit a somewhat more complex construction. As an example, in Fig. 39

we present the design of such a control thermoreceiver. One feature of

this thermoreceiver is the presence of four screens, of which the in-

side screen is made of ceramic material. The component parts of the

sensing element, flushed by the hot flow, are made of a heat-resistant

alloy.

Figure 40 shows the design of the TGZ-47 sensing element for the

measurement of the temperatures of decelerated gases.

The thermocouple is made of a nickel-cobalt alloy (NK) and special

alumel (SA). The outstanding characteristic of a thermocouple made of

NK and SA alloys consists in the fact that the thermoelectromotive

force arises when the temperaturo difference t - t > 300 0 C, as a re-

sult of which there is virtually no need for the introduction of a

correction factor for the cold Junction temperature when working with

this thermocouple.
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Fig. 38. Thermore-
ceiver [heat-sensing

- -element] for measure-
ment of flow tempera-

o,'~ R.4 ~tures.

Fig. 37. Characteris-
tic of thermoreceiver
[heat-sensing element]
with vertical decelera-
tion chamber.

Fig. 39. Design of
control thermore-
ceiver (heat-sensing
element].

71 11

r7I

Fig. 40. Construction of the TGZ-47 heat-sens-
ing element. 1) Sensing orifice; 2) thermo-
couple; 3) tube; 4) ceramic tube; 5) adjust-
ment pin; 6) nut; 7) case; 8) ceramic blocks;
9) nut; 10) flexible hose; 11) contacts; 12)
outlet.

Thermocouple 2 is insulated from tube 3 made of heat-resistant

steel by ceramic tube 4. The thermocouple casing is positioned to face

the gas stream through the inlet opening 1, : iim in diameter; the gas

(at low opeed) passes by the Ji.Lrction of thermocouple 2 and escapes
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Fig. 41. Diagram of installation for
calibration of heat-sensing elements.
1) Grid; 2) antichamber; 3) thermo-
couple for maintenance of regime; 4)
control thermocouple; 5) thermocouple
being tested; 6) thermostat; 7) po-
tentiometer; 8) switch; 9) manometer;
10) coordinator.

through opening 12 that is 0.8 mm in diameter. Flexible hose 10 pro-

tects the wires from breaking. The connecting wires are connected to

contacts 11.

Regardless of the design, all of the heat-sensing elements must

be calibrated in special installations. One of the possible methods of

setting up the installation for purposes of calibrating heat-sensing

elements in a high-temperature stream is shown in Fig. 41. The control

thermocouple and then the thermocouple being calibrated are alternately

(by means of the coordinator) at the same point in the flow at the

nozzle exhaust. The regime must be kept constant for a period of 3-5

minutes to eliminate the effect of visual persistence.

Measurement of s1,3LVuL PIýe6sura =a.4 volocit

In testing VRD components one generally is called upon to measure

the pressure of moving liquids; in this event, the opening made into

the wall of the tube through which the liquid is flowing can serve as

a static-proasure sensi-ng eem nt- Total pressure is measured by means
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of inserting a tube in such a manner as to have its open end face the

approaching stream.

Let us examine the manner in which one can determine the velocity

of a subsonic stream of gas by means of a combined tube. In the com-

bined tube (Fig. 42) the total-pressure sensing element is thn. central

orifice 1, while orifice 2 serves the function of the static-pressure

sensing element. Deceleration in a subsonic stream follows the re-

versible adiabatic-curve law and the measured pressure p* is the pres-

sure of the isentropic deceleration. The inlet orifices .2 are spaced

apart to ensure the equality of the pressure applied to them and the

static pressure 2 of the approaching stream. If 2 and p* are known,

the X of the stream is calculated in accordance with the well-known

formula

+-I

-- - L(81)

where k is the adiabatic exponent; otherwise, this quantity can be de-

termined from gasdynamic tables.

If the stagnation temperature is known,

____ the critical velocity can be determined from

the following expression:

2_gkRT-,(82)

while the velocity of the stream is found from

Fig. 42. Diagram of the following formula:
combined tube. 1)
Total pressure sens- c = Xa. (83)

static-pressure The speed of a supersonic flow can also
sensing element.

be determined by a combined tube. But in this

case orifices 2 of the tube are positioned so that the pressure P meas-

ured here is equal to the static pressure of the stream all the way to
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Fig. 43. Total-pressure sens-
ing element with channel.

Ap= -o•p• ', W0Olo

1-T I _ -- L

16 L

-0 -$o -zf -P,

Fig. 44. Characteristics of total-
pressure sensing element with chan-
nel.

the normal shock which produces the deceleration.

Then the X of the stream is calculated from the graph or from a

table of gasdynamic functions:

#. ,• j+ • ,(84)

where 2 is the static pressure in the stream prior to the compression

shock; p* is the total pressure behind the compression shock.

It is most convenient to use -those sensing elements exhibiting

but slight sensitivity to bending to measure total pressure in a

stream. Figures 43 and 44 show the designs and characteristics of a

sensing element that virtually does not distort the total pressure

when the velocity vcctor is deflectcd from tho axis of tho soncing ele-
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ment through an angle of up to 2505

An error in the measurement of total pressure is evaluated by

means of the following formula:

Ap=P=--P- . 100, (85)
PC

where pO is the pressure measured where no bending occurred; p p is the

pressure indicated by the instrument.

A stream of air or gas passing through an engine exhibits a vary-

ing total pressure at various points. Therefore, in order to clarify

the pattern of pressure losses and for purposes of determining veloci-

ties in a stream, a substantial quantity of total-pressure sensing

elements are installed.

Figure 45 shows an example of an installation of total-pressure

sensing elements on the edge of a guide-vane assembly blade. Cooled

multipoint total-pressure sensing elements (rakes) are used for the

measurement of the total pressure of a hot gas (for example, at the

nozzle exhaust of a TRDF [turbojet-engine afterburner]).

The static pressure of a stream of gas is measured both at the

boundaries of the stream and in its depths. The measurement of static

pressures at the boundary of a stream is carried out by means of open-

ings drilled into the walls containing the flow. As has been demon-

strated by experiment, a slight (less than 100) slant of the orifice

axis to the wall exerts no influence on the accuracy of the readings.

The drilled holes generally have diameters ranging between 0.3-1.2 mm.

The edges of the holes must be finished and free of burrs.

Static pressures in a stream section are measured either by means

of the aforementioned combined tubes or by means of special static-

pressure sensing elements.

Figure 46 shows a needle sensing element for the measurement of
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Fig. 45. Installation of total-
pressure sensing elements on the
edge of a guide-vane assembly
blade. 1) Total-pressure tube; 2)
sensing element case.; 3) blade.
A) Sensing element; B) sensing-
element cross section.
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Fig. 46. Static-pressure Fig.. 47. Characteristics of com-
needle sensing element. bined sensing element.

static pressure and its characteristic with respect to X is presented,

MMn.

A diagram of the combined sensing element for the measurement of

total and static pressures, as well as its characteristic, is presented

in Fig. 47. As we can see from the figure it has been possible to ob-
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tain a linear characteristic throughout the entire range of changes in

X, for this sensing element.

In tests ofnozzles, turbines, and compressors, where it is prefer-

able not to overload the section, the temperature and pressure of the

flow can be measured by means of a single adjustable sensing-element

coordinator.

A coordinator is a mechanism which makes it possible to install

the sensing element in the required position and to record this posi-

tion in rectangular or polar coordinates. Coordinators may be equipped

either with manual or electric drive.

Measurement of stream direction

The direction of flow can be determined by means of a silk thread

or by the immersion of a 'wind vane." However, such determination of
direction is inexact and occasionally impossible because of the intense

vibration of the direction indicator.

In testing practice a pneumatometric method of determining the

direction of a stream is used. Figure 48 shows a diagram of a pneumato-

metric sensing element which makes it possible (and more exactly with

visual methods) to determine the direction of a stream in a plane, and

the calibration curve for this instrument is also given.

The M(ach) number of the stream is plotted along the axis of ab-

scissas, and along the axis of ordinates we have the derivative

II-

where p1 and p 2 represent the pressures in tubes 1 and 2; p is the den-

S sity of the gas; c is the velocity; and a is the angle of taper.

This graph can be used in the following manner. Let p = 0.114 kg X

X sec2/m 4 , c = 170 m/sec, and M = 0.5; from the graph we will find

- 0,0374
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Fig. 48. Pneumatic Fig. 49. Schematic
sensing element for the diagram of' throttling
measurement of stream instrument (dia-
direction and the char- phragm) and the dis-
acteristics of said tribution of pres-
stream. I 'and 2) Inlet sures along the
tubes of sensing ele- length of the chan-
ment. ne 1.

orl

Substituting the corresponding values for p and c, we will get

dc d (p. --p.)

If the difference

d(pl - P2) 60 kg/m 2 ,

then

Asl 1.

The cited example-shows that it is possible to determine the di-

rection of a stream with sufficient accuracy by means of a pneumato-

metric sensing element.

Measurement of liquid and gas flow rates by means of throttling in-
'strumento

To measure the flow rate of steady-state streams of liquids and

gases we employ thr'ottling instruments, i.e., diaphragms and nozzlco.

Let us examine the operating principle and the nature of the flow of a

liquid or gas through a throttling device on the basis of the example
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of the diaphragm shown in Fig. 49.

;m_ Let us examine the flow of the gas in section 1-2. As we can see,

in section 1 the flowing gas completely fills the tube. Two regions

can be distinguished before and behind the diaphragm, i.e., a stream

region and an annular-vortex region; the vortex region behind the dia--

phragm is significantly larger than in front of the diaphragm. As a

result of the constriction in front of the diaphragm, the gas is ac-

celerated both in the axial and radial directions, and this results in

the appearance of corresponding pressure differences.

The change in pressure at the tube wall is shown by the solid

line, while the pressure along the stream axis is given by a dashed

line, The presence of radial pressure differences causes the narrowest

stream section F 2 to shift into the region behind the diaphragm. The

phenomenon is complicated by the presence of frictional forces at the

boundaries of the stream.

Let us examine the simplified theory of a throttling device for

an incompressible stream. Let friction be absent in section 1-2; in

this case the D. Bernoulli equation is valid:

, ,2 + L2

"1 2g I 2g (

where c' 2 is the ideal velocity in the absence of friction (the remain-

ing denotations are given in Fig. 49).

It follows from the equation that

2Z -(87)

The magnitude of the stream section F2 can be expressed in terms

of FO:

(88)

where • is the convergence factor which is determined experimentally.
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TA.king into consideration the continuity equation

from Formulas (88) and (89) we will obtain

._ O (90)

Substituting the value of c'1 from (90) into (87), we will obtain

the value for the ideal velocity:

/I 1'/2k . (91)

In actual flow there are losses due to friction and the nonuni-

formity of velocity in section 2. Moreover, even in an ideal flow the

averaged pressures p!1 and P a2 are not mcasured at all, but rather the

pressures p1 and P2 1 i.e., in front of and behind the diaphragm. To

take this point into consideration let us introduce the correction fac-

tor ý; the value of the true velocity will then be

1/2g P1 1!2 (92)

The weight flow rate of the incompressible gas can be calculated

from the following formula:

aO--70r (93)

After substitution of the values of F 2 and c2 we will obtain

A-. V _2g(p.-p,). (94)

It is rather difficult to determine the quantities L and ý sepa-

rately anu ror this rvamuu the following ±.low-r.tc factor is intr -

duced in practical work:

T . t r t9fr

The flow rate can then .be oa•3m_.l~ated from the following_ formula:
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G-aFoY2g7(P,7-P1 ). (96)

The quantity y for gases is generally determined from the equa-

tion of state

S= P1 /RT* 1 , (97)

where p, is the static pressure in front of the diaphragm; T*I is the

stagnation temperature of the stream in front of the diaphragm.

The temperature is measured at a distance equal to 10-20 tube di-

ameters in order to eliminate the effect of the heat-sensing element

on the flow in the throttling instrument and on the readings of the

sensor. Thus the specific weight y of the gas in the given fc-mula is

a conditional quantity.

In determining gas flow rates, we introduce a correction factor c

for the expansion of the medium being measured to account for compres-

sibility and the formula for the calculation of the gas flow rate

takes the following form:

a = aCFj' y2gT ((p-- p,). (98)

For gases and vapors E < 1; for liquids s = 1.

The construction and dimensions of throttling instruments have

been standardized. The method for the design of throttling devices is

+ - I *, ÷- Ipresented in the "Regulations 27-54 on

OW •the Application and Verification of Flow-

meters with Normal Diaphragms, Nozzles,

- -and Venturi Tubes."

Figure 50 shows a standard diaphragm

.- " devices for the removal of pressure. The

disk flange devices are shown in the up-
Fig. 50. Standard dia-
phragm (a) and nozzle (b). per parts of the sections, while the

ahamber flange devices are shown in the
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lower part of the section.

SChamber devices are more complex and more expensive, but pressu're

measurements in annular channels yield more exact results, thus making

it possible to reduce the length of the over-all section of the meas-

uring device. Diaphragms are simpler than nozzles and have been studied

more thoroughly, but in comparison with the nozzles they exhibit

greater hydraulic resistance.

Throttling devices are used without calibration if D > 50 mm and

d/D lies within a range from 0.2-0.85 for the diaphragms and 0.2-0.8

for the nozzles.

Materials not subject to corrosion are used for the fabrication

of diaphragms and nozzles, i.e., stainieh 5uuel, brads, brolize, or

ordinary steel with a protective coating.

The conditions under which diaphragms and nozzles are employed

are extremely varied and therefore in calculating the flow rate of

gases according to the readings given by throttling instruments it is

necessary to introduce a number of correction factors.

The flow-rate coefficient may be represented in the form of the

following product:
-a=o•FK.K.K,, (99)

where a. is the initial flow-rate coefficient; i is the correction

factor for viscosity; K5h is the correction factor for roughness; K k

is the correction factor for the bluntness of the edge; Kt is the cor-

rection factor for the thermal expansion of the diaphragm (nozzle).

The magnitudes or" the correction factors depend en til parawe Le.s

of the process and the design of the throttling instrument:

where v is the coefficient of kinematic viscosity for the gas, in m2/sec;
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There are curves for diaphragms and nozzles by means of which it

is possible to find the values of the correction factors. Thus, for

example, the quantity F 1.015 for a diaphragm when the tube diam-

eter D = 100 mm and d/D 0.5 (for Re = 10,000); Ksh = 1.008 and k =

= 1.008.

Under the same conditions, for nozzles K = 0.965 and Ksh = 1.000;

the value of Kk is always equal to unity.

The quantity Kt is a function of the material used for the dia-

phragm (the nozzle) and of temperature. The values of the correction

factor Kt for brass are presented in Table 9.

TABLE 9

Values of Kt for Diaphragms and Nozzles of Brass

1 C~ 20 1001 20 30 40 15D
K, 1.0 ,0 1,007T .11011 1,015 1,019

In the selection of a diaphragm or a nozzle it is necessary to

take into consideration the permissible magnitude of pressure losses,

the possibility of fabrication, and the cost of the instrument and the

operating conditions. It is also important to follow the instructions

regarding the installation of throttling instruments. In the case of

horizontal or inclined installation of the instruments it is necessary

to provide openings, i.e., in measuring the flow rates of liquids, to

release the air and vapor from the chambers, and to permit the settling

of the condensate in the measurement of gas flow rates.

Rectilinear settling sections must be provided both in front of
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and behind the instrument. The lengths of the settling

0 one- sections Z, (in front of the instrument) and 12 (behind

the instrument) are functions of the presence of per-

turbing deVices in the stream and a settling chamber,

and they are also functions of the ratio d/D. For exam-

pie, if there are valves in front of and behind the In-

strument, at d/D = 0.5 Zl/D = 47 and 12 /D = 5 are re-

quired for a diaphragm without a chamber while for a

diaphragm with a chamber we require •I/D = 12 and I 2/D A

Fig. 51. = 5. This example demonstrates the extent of the role
Vonturi
tube. played by the chamber for the settling of pressure in

the measurement zone.

A third type of throttling device - the Venturi tube (Fig. 51)

has found some application at testing stations for the measurement of

great fuel flow rates. The primary advantage of the Venturi tube, in

comparison with nozzles, and particularly in comparison with diaphragms,

lies in its low resistance. In measuring fuel flow rates it is com-

pletely suitable in terms of dimensions and operationally reliable.

Volume flowmeters

"Samplers" and rotary flowmeters (the latter can be used for the

measurement of gas flow rates as well) are used for the measurement of

liquid volume flow rates.

Figure 52 shows a "sampler" with photocells to note the time at

which the fuel level passes tha control grooves. A "sampler" is part

of the fuel system.

Flow tank 2 is connected to frame 15 of the floating valve by

means of a sleeve with orifices 1. Disks 13 are seated on the central

tube 3 and these disks separate the measuring chambers. Window 4 pro-

vides for visual observation.of the passage of fuel through the measur-
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Ing channels. Bypass 5 with connection tube 6 for fuel passage links

flow tank 2 with compensation tank 10.

In compensation tank 10 there is window 7 for observation of the

liquid level in regulating the counterpressure. Overflow tube 9 pro-

vides for the passage of air from compensation tank 10 to flow tank 2.

Air pressure in compensation tank 10 is controlled by a valve set Into

cover 8. Connection tube 6 and the frame of valve 20 are connected

with the manifold supplying fuel to the "sampler," while the outlet

connection tube 17 is connected with the manifold supplying fuel to

the engine. Photocells 12 are mounted in the column and "observe" the

passage of fuel at disks 13 of the measuring chamber.

During engine operation the float in frame 15 is in its top posi-

tion and the lever rests against plate 16, as shown in the diagram. If

lever 18 of cam 21 is vertical, the cam holds valve 22 open. The cam

spring in this case is at its minimum length. The fuel passes through

the valve into frame 15 of the floating valve and then into the engine.

The tube supplying fuel to the compensation tank through connec-

tion tube 6 and the flow tank 2 are filled with fuel, while the great-

est part of the compensation tank 10 is filled with air. The level of

fuel in the compensation tank can be controlled by changing the air

pressure with the valve mounted in cover 8.

To measure the fuel flow rate the shaft of cam 21 is turned manu-

ally to the position shown in the diagram. In this case valve 22 closes

and lever 18 of cam 21 moves in behind cam 19 of the float. Since the

valve 1i glnm.d, the fuel begins to flow from the flow tank 2 and air

from compensation tank 10 begins to take its place. Fuel enters the

newly vacated space in tank 10 through connection tube 6. Tube 9 pre-

vents this fuel from overflowing into flow tank 2 so long as the fuel

in tank 10 has not reached the upper rim of tube 9. When the fuel level
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reaches the floating chamber the float descends and the float cam 19,

turning-, releaswes lever 18.

4 -7

Fig. 52. "Sampler." 1) Sleeve- 2) flow tank;
3) central tube; 4) window; 5) bypass; 6)
connection tube; 7) window of compensation
tank; 8) cover; 9) overflow tube; 10) compen-
sation tank; 11) upper flange; 12) photo-
cells; 13) disks; 14) lower flange, 15)
frame (case] of floating valve; 165 plate
lock; 17) outlet connection tube; 18) lever;
19) float cam; 20) valve case; 21) opening
cam; 22) inlet valve.

The spring turns cam 21 and automaticalLy opens valve 22. in tnis

case the fuel enters the engine and through sleeve 1 proceeds into

flow tank 2, while air again flows into compensation tank 10.

The time required for the fuel to pass disks 13 of flow tank 2 is

recorded by photocells 12. The space between disks 13 is le-own exactly
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Fig. 53. Diagram of automatic fuel
flow rate measurement system. 1)
"Sampler"; 2) illumination light; 3)
photocell; 4) amplifier; 5) thyra-
tron relay; 6) chronograph; 7) high-
voltage generator; 8) spark flash;
9) obJective; 10) film; 11) camera;
12) turn counter; 13) timer.
A) Start/stop.

(it is determined during the period of calibration). The fuel flow

rate is calculated from data on the measurement of the metering cham-

ber, the time of fuel consumption, and the specific weight of the fuel.

The fuel level in compensation tank 10 can be regulated so that

as the fuel reaches the upper rim of sleeve 1 it begins to flow through

tube 9 into flow tank 2 and engine feed is not disrupted even if the

system of valve 22 fails to function satisfactorily (for example, if

the spring of cam 21 should break).

The photocells are incorporated in the system for the automatic

measurement of fuel flow rate that is shown in Fig. 53. When the fuel

level passes the region "observed" by the photocell, it releases a sig-

nal through amplifier 4 and the thyratron relay 5 to the "start" of

chronograph 6 and the spark flash 8 of the camera. At the instant of

the spark flash the readings of timer 13 and the turn counter 12 for

the engine shaft are photographed.

Figure 54 shows the diagram of a rotating counter with oval gears

which, when engaged with one another, turn under the action of the liq-

uid pressure differences across the inlet to and outlet from the in-

strument.
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- The volumetric flow rate of the fuel is

determined from the countIng! meha•im or it is

calculated in accordance with the following

formula:

Fig. 54. Diagram "
of rotary counter. V j-L4 VI. (100)

where V. is the volume encompassed by the gears;

BromoS i1 is the fill factor by means of which we take
into consideration the losses through the clear-

ances; n is the shaft rpm.

* Standard counters of this type are suit-

* able in terms of dimensions and weight only for

operations under ground conditions.

Figure 55 shows a diagram of a rotating

gas counter. The blades ("figure-eights"),

Fig. 55. Diagram mounted in the counter case, are shaped so that
of rotating gas
counter. 1) Gas they touch neither the case nor one another;
inlet; 2) gas out-
let. gears situated beyond the limits of the working

cavity transmit rotation from one blade to another. The blades are set

into rotation by the pressure difference between the inlet and the out-

let; this difference on a normally functioning counter does not exceed

30 mm water column.

Rotating counters are reliable in operation and rather exact, but

they do not offer high capacity. Flowmeters of this type may also be

used for the measurement of nonsteady-state flow rates.

Rotameters

The construction of a rotameter is shown in Fig. 56. A [metering]

float 2 is positioned in the rising stream of fuel in a conic [rotam-

eter] tube 1 Which has a scale. As the liquid moves the float is car-
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tbC: a poi.hx - ~ ~' tW~'ti~

Se-qiia! Id'd a the' b1i6Y-t ferOeo which its at function .of.-

2 fli~te- sjpbdd) with whi'cWY thb&J )frqiiidz floW8- pa'st the

f, float. The excess weight is equal to the differ-

ence between the weight of the float irl a vacuium

and the weight of the liquid displaced by the

Fig. 56. Dia- float.
gram of rotam-
eter. 1) Conic Let us write the equilibrium equation for the
tube; 2) float.

floaL in a lIquid stream

where G is the excess wuighit of .u o..n ; ; ., ..

float; yp is the specific weight of the float; 't is the speuific

weight of the fuel (measured witlh a hydroretor'); c,. is L h_ cu~ '. -,

of frontal float resistance, a function of fuel v.iscosiiy, C.L ilow

rate, and float shape, as well as of the poslit. o0' 4.1-- t'ictt ; Ir

the area of the maximum cross section of the float; v is the ['low

rate of the liquid in front of the float.

After a simple transformation we will obtain an expression for'

the determination of the volumetric flow rate of fuel:

t j '.1 ,-, (107)

where f _ is the area of the tube cross section.

hiotameters are compact, thQy are :ishplu, _.n. ,

stantaneous value of the volumetric fuel flow rate. Thoy are sultit

also for the measuremenLt o0 gas flow rates. -owe :'., 'j;aL;t,. uP' ;>' ,::

depend on the specific weight of the fluid, its viszosity, anti o,_:m-

perature. This reduces measurement accuracy signif'icantly.

The gravi~metric method of measuring fuel flow taut

The installation for the measurement of fuel flow raLts by ihtht
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v h (g..s of scales 3,- a fw ank7, a

compensation tank 5, flexible hoses 6 and 8, compensation tube 2, a

three-way valve 9, and an air valve 4..

To fill the installation valve 9 is set to position a, valve 4 is

closed, and valve 1 is open. The fuel from the manifold fills tank 7

and a portion of compensation tank 5. Valve 24 serves to control the

air pressure in compensation tank 5 and the instant at which the fuel

overflows into tank 7.

For purposes of measuring fuel flow rate, the three-way valve 9

is set to position b and the time and the weight of the fuel taken

from tank 7 are measured. Depending on the flow rate, tank 5 is filled

with fuel through compensation tube 2; when the level of fuel in tank

5 reaches the upper rim of the overflow tube, the fuel begins to flow

over into tank 7 and measurement becomes impossible.

S

I S

AIoGoDXIRuR •pgq .9 I MoAe~m:

a sanofpDeJVI b saluepa

Fig. 57. Diagram of installa-
tion for gravimetric measure-
ment of fuel flow rate.

1 Manifold valve; 2) compensation tube; 3) scales;
4) air valve; 5) compensation tank; 6, 8) flexible
hoses; 7) flow tank; 9) three-way valve; 10) fuel
manifold. A) Position of valve 9 at instant of: a)
filling; b) measurement.
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The scales must be of the indicator type and rather sensitive.

The sensitivity of these scales in the system can be checked by observ-

ing their reaction to slight load in the case of the flow rates corres-

ponding to the three basic engine operating regimes. The gravimetric

measurement method is more complicated than the volumetric method, but

it requires no measurement of the specific weight of the liquid (fuel,

oil).

Accuracy of flow and flow-rate measurements

Data on the maximum accuracy achieved in the measurement of the

temperatures of nonmoving media and the measurement accuracy achieved

with industrial thermomctcrs are presented in Tables 10 and 11.

TABLE 10

Metrological (Maximum) Accuracy in Temperature
Measurement

p 1 TemnepaTypa [2 nlorpenHoCm 3
ctorpaAyctiof mIxma I3lepeH•a HaxMeHoaaKHe npH6opa

-183 ±0,005 4 TepMoaeTp ConpoTHBJeHIIR §Tano.-

0 ±0,003 5 To we
100 -0,005 To We

444,6 10.012 To We

±00 +0,020 6 TepMoMeTp conpoTeBReHHI odpa3-

600 10,100 7 Tepmonapa naaTHIoOPoAHA-nAaTHHO-

Ban, TaJIOH4HMS

1300 ±0,200 To We

2000 k4,0 8 OnTHiecKxI nflpOMeTP sBafOiHbMI
3000 *5,5 To we

1) Temperature of centigrade scale, in OC; 2)
measurement error, in 0 C; 3) designation of in-
strument; 4) standard resistance thermometer;
5) the same; 6 specimen-standard resistanco
the Ometar; 7 .L ., r...I.iiL-... , It j un 1IUUL± U

thermocouple; 8) standard optical pyrometer,

The errors in the temperature measurements of fast-moving gases

result from other causes.

With proper selection of the shape and dimensions of the decelera-
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TABLE 11

Accuracy of Measuring Temperatures of Media by
-Means of Industrial Thermometers

I TeUneparypa 2 3
CTorpaAYCIoR florpewHocTb

WHa&4u •aWePeiHa HAIMeI1oDBHHe npH6opOD
•C

4
-183+600 W 1,0÷1O5 07 nepxHero 6

Tepuomerp ConpoTHRUAeNH
npeAeaa ,,,abI a

600 13W0 +013 WTepMUonapa DaHUOPOAHI.n.a-

THHOBSS600+1300 4-. OT Il~p~8 Tepu~onapa xpu~ - o.¢

Temnepaqyp ,i Bag
.Ao 1400 1 90nTHU•CKHA 11HpoNTp

Ac 2000 1 To xe 10

1) Temperature of centigrade scale, in OC; 2)
measurement error, in %; 3) designatIon of in-
struments; 4) ... of upper limit of scale; 5)
... of measured temperature; 6) resistance ther-
mometer; 7) platinorhodium-platinum thermocouple;
8) chromel-alumel thermocouple; 9) optical py-
rometer; 10) the same.

tion chamber which simultaneously functions in the role of a single-

ply screen, the thermocouple measurement errors in flow below 9000C

can be assumed to be equal to +1.0-1.5%. This error is obtained upon

the insertion of a heat-sensing element into an uncooled tube and dur-

ing the measurement of the thermal emf with a PP-type potentiometer.

The accuracy of stream-temperature measurements with series-

produced electrical resistance thermometers is characterized by the

following data.

The standardized TUE-48 electrical resistance thermometer for the

measurement of oil, water, and air temperatures in the range from -70

to +15n0o~ (# 1 iriali nn w rn"f ±4_)I 14 ThP4 Prrnrn e~f' t~hp f'['(WJL47 thpv'mn..

couple in the working range from 400-9000C, according to data from the

manufacturing calibration process, amounts to 8-20 C. When mounted in

an engine, this [thermocouple] error increases as a result of intensi-

fied heat transfer.
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In measuring the pressures of moving gases, it is necessary to

add the errors of the pressure-sensing elements to the manometer er-

rors. The errors of the total-pressure sensing elements in subsonic

and supersonic flows are very small.

The measurement of static pressures, as a rule, is less exact.

Static-pressure sensing elements yield an error generally not higher

than 1.5%.

The accuracy of the determination of X for a flow is governed by

the accuracy of the pressure measurements. For needle sensing elements

the mean square error of the calibrations, determined from the devia-

tion of the experimental points from the linear characteristic, does

not exceed 0.6% in the range X = 0.3-1.4.

In the manufacture of throttling instruments in exact conformity

with Regulations 27-54, flow-measurement accuracy can be achieved with

an error of the order of +1%. The error of the throttling instruments

rises sharply when measuring the flow rates of pulsating streams and

may involve tens of percent.

The measurement accuracy of fuel flow rates in the case of "samp-

lers" depends on the accuracy of calibration, specific-weight deter-

mination, and time measurement. Time is measured by means of a con-

ventional timer exhibiting an error of about 0.3 sec, while the human

[experimenter's] error in reading the time of fuel-level passage comes

to about 0.2-0.3 sec.

In the case of measurements lasting 30 sec, the error in the es-

timation of the fuel flow rate is of the order of 1.5%. If the volume

of the flasks used in this case is increased and calculated for 60 sec,

and if a chronoscope with a balance-oscillation half-period of 0.01 to

0.02 sec is used as the timer, the error is of the order of +0.5%. The

accuracy can be increased by.employing automatic recording of the time
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required for the fuel to flow out of the meautring chamber.

The errbj of v62iumetric d0unt 0s-with Oval -eOrs (svsh -16/4o)

is equal to ±0.5% of the measured quantity. The error in the case of

rotameters is equal approximately to +2.5%.

The accuracy in the gravimetric method of measuring fuel flow

rate is determined by the accuracy of the scalc and the accuracy of

time recording for the fuel flow. The scale-measurement accuracy is of

the order of +0.2%. If a chronoscope and a photocell are used for pur-

poses of time recording, in measuring flow rate for a period of 30 sec

(the measurement error in the case of time is of the order of 0.1 see)

we will obtain a total error of the order of +0.5%.

To increase the measurement accuracy with the given eq1!ipmprt, we

can recommend the method of multiple measurements. The results are

evaluated by averaging the derived data.

4. GAS ANALYSIS

The gas analysis of the products of combustion is carried out

only in the case of special investigations conducted on combustion

chambers. Two types of gas analyzers have gained acceptance in prac-

tice, i.e., chemical and electrical analyzers. The electrical gas ana-

lyzers are less precise.

Among the simplest analyzers is the portable GIhPZ chemical gas

analyzer which determines the percentage content of CO, C02, and 02.

The operation of the gas analyzer is based on the capacity of solu-

tions to absorb gases and involves the measurement of the volume of

Figure 58 shows a diagram of a GKhPZ analyzer. The working parts

of the GIOaPZ are made of glass. The gas is taken into burette 8 having

a volume of 100 ml; the volume of the gas after absorption is measured

by means of this same burette. The lower part of the burette, used in
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the determination of the absorbed gases,

S6 permits the measurement of the gas vol-

4- ume more exactly than the upper part

3 (since it has a smaller diameter). The

7 7 burette is immersed in a water-filled

8 vessel, thus reducing the temperature

fluctuations during the course of the

gas analysis.

0• The absorber vessels 7 (the U-shaped

vessels) are filled with glass tubes and

absorbent solutions; the tubes increase
Fig. 58. Diagram of gas
analyzer. l) Leveling the absorption surface and thus speed up
vessel; 2) filter; 3)
rubber sack; 4) connec- the process of the analysis.
tion tube; 5) three-way
valve; 6) distributor Distributor tube 6 connects vessels
tube; 7) absorbers; 8)
burette. 9) bulb. 7 and burette 8 to gas filter 2 or bulb

9 (depending on the position of three-way valve 5). The glass-wool

packed U-shaped tube which is gas filter 2 traps the solid particles

that are in the gas that is being analyzed. Bulb 9 is used to suck the

gas through filter 2 and to flush the distributor tube 6 with the test

gas coming in from burette 8. Tube 4 connects the absorber vessels 7

with the rubber sack 3 sealing the system from the air.

Gas analysis can be divided into two operations, i.e., prepara-

tion and the actual analysis.

In the preparatory stage filter 2 is connected by means of the

cooled copper tube to the gas separator; valve 5 connects the mn1fn1d

and filter 2 with bulb 9 which provides for gas suction. Burette 8 and

tube 6 are flushed with gas by means of leveling vessel 1 and bulb 9;

the gas is taken into burette 8 by lowering vessel 1 with the trapping

liquid. Then the gas-air mixture is removed by raising vessel 1 and
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bulb 9.

SAfter the system is flushed it is filled With a p kw smple of

the gas being analyzed. Valve 5 of the measuring system is insulated

from filter 2 and bulb 9. The pressure in the system must be equal to

the outside pressure (i.e., the level of the trapping liquid in burette

8 must be identical to the level in vesoel 1).

The valve of the first absorber vessel 7 is opened and the level-

ing vessel 1 is raised in order to carry out the analysis; the gas is

passed from the burette to the absorber vessel several times; when

vessel 7 is filled with gas, the liquid is removed to another part

(Lhe U-shaped vessel), and the air is taken through Lube 4 tu saLuk 3.

Upon the complet•on of the absorption in the fii'st absorber ves-

sel, the valve of this vessel is closed off and the volume of the re-

maining gas is determined. The operation is then repeated with the

other vessels. In measuring the volume of the unabsorbed gas, the

levels in vesse). 1 and burette 8 must be made to coincide.

Salt water (sometimes, mercury) is used as the trapping liquid in

the leveling vessel. A solution of 100 g of caustic potash (KOH) in

200 g of distilled water is used for the absorption of C02; a solution

of 80 g of KOH and 30 g of pyrogallol in 100 g of distilled water is

used for the absorption of 02; for the absorption of CO a solution of

250 g of ammonium chloride (NH4 C1) is used together with 200 g of cup-

rous chloride in 750 g of distilled water. Only the nitrogen remains

unabsorbed.

The aeetuacy of th'-s .T.thod nP dpRrt.m~inn the. .nonpomi.iAnn of

gas is approximately 0.1-0.2%.

5. MEASURENENT OF THRUST AND MOMENT

The measurement of thrust is a necessary element in the testing

of all air-reaction engines including turbojet engines; in the testing
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of these engines it is, moreover, also necessary to measure the magni-

tude of torque.

The measurement of thrust or a moment can be reduced to the meas-

urement of the forces for the determination of which the following are

used: lever dynamometers, dynamometers, spring dynamometers with elec-

trical sensing elements, etc.

Lever dynamometers

Figure 59 shows a diagram of a lever dynamometer with an optical

system of transmitting readings and magnifying the scale.

The force of engine thrust (or the force due to the moment) is

transmitted by the movable platform 1 on which the engine is mounted

through connection 2, the intermediate connecting rod 3, the horizon-

tal P-shaped lever 4 and the scale connecting rod 5 (force causes con-

necting rod 5 to expand). The force of thrust is picked up by the ver-

tical P-shaped lever 16 and this is transmitted by means of the inter-

mediate coupling rod 17 to the lever 18 of the dynamometer. Weight 6

for the preliminary loading of the system and oil damper 19 for the

attenuation of system vibrations are attached to lever 18.

The force is then transmitted through connecting rod 7 to the

lever with weight 14 that serves to determine the values of the divi-

sions, and this lever also carries damper 15 which attenuates the vib-

rations and reduces changes in the load.

Then the force is transmitted to a pendulum with weight 9 which

balances the force being measured; this transmission proceeds through

the rod and steel strip restiniz a•ainnt the prnfile. With a "h n-e in

force scale 12 shifts and its readings are transmitted to the dynamom-

eter screen 13 by means of bulbs 10 and the mirror system 11.

The dynamometer under consideration is extremely simple and reli-

able in operation. However, vibrations may cause the mechanical system
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Fig. 59. Diagram of lever dynamometer with an
optical system for the transmission and magni-
fication of the scale. 1) Moving platform of
the stand; 2) transmission connection; 3) in-
termediate coupling rod; 4) horizontal F-
shaped lever; 5) coupling rod to scales; 6)
load for preliminary loading of system; 7)
vertical coupling rod; 8) exact-adjustment
screw- 9) balancing load; 10) optical system
(bulb); 11) mirror; 12) dynamometer scale; 13)
dynamometer screen; 14) scale division setting
weight; I•) damper; 16) vertical r-shaped
lever; 17) intermediate connecting rod; 18)
dynamometer sensing lever; 19) damper.

to experience resonance vibrations and this markedly reduces measure-

ment accuracy. The dynamometer system can be tuned to eliminate this

drawba ck.

Moreover, there are many hinges in the dynamometer system involv-

must be protected against contamination by dirt or water, since the

accuracy of the dynamometer is reduced if these bearings become fouled.

The appearance of rough spots on the bearing races also affect measure-

mpent accnmr~ayi Therefore, in measurin systems of this type every el-
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fort is made to fabricate the hinges in the form of prisms or flexible

"bands.

Liquid dynamometers

In actual practice laboratories and testing stations make use of

nonflowthrough and flowthrough liquid dynamometers.

The nonflowthrough dynamometers (i.e., without a constant flow of

liquid), having a rotating cylinder or piston set into motion by a

special electric motor, are complicated but exhibit higher accuracy

Fig. 60. Nonflowthrough dynamometer
with distributor diaphragm. 1) Case;
2) look ring; 3) piston; 4) dia-
phragm; 5) guide diaphragms; 6) con-
nection tube.

than other nonflowthrough dynamometers. Dynamometers with distributor

diaphragms are structurally simple but require the absolute airtight

construction for exact measurements that is lacking in a system of air

containers and the system must moreover be insensitive to fluctuations

in temperature.

Figure 60 shows a nonflowthrough dynamometer with a distributor

diaphragm. The liquid dynamometer consists of piston 3, case 1, and

ell-Litrihutor dIaphr-a-m 4. Th okrn 2 rostrlcts the-L piuLuzn uBruEke:

and the flexible diaphragms 5 direct its motion. Connection tube 6 is

used to measure oil pressure.

A liquid dynamometer operates in the following manner. The force

to be measured is applied normally to the piston and balanced by the
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.m counteraction of diaphragms 5, diaphragms

4, and the preasure of the working fluid.

Transformer oil, glycerine, a mixture of

3 •glycerine and alcohol, and other liquids

are used as the working fluids, insofar
2 as they are capable of maintaining theIr

low viscosity when the temperature of

Fig. 61. Diagram of pis- the surrounding medium is low. The pres-
ton dynamometer with
variable [adjustable] oil sure of the working fluid is measured by
inlet and outlet area. 1)
Oil tank; 2) oilpump; 3) a precise manometer that is calibrated
inlet manifold; 4 re-
ceiver chamber; 5 dyna- for the force being measured. The effect
mometer cylinder; 6) in-
let-valve spring; 7) in- of diaphragm flexibility is taken into
let valve; 8) outlet
valve; 9) outlet-valve consideration in the calibration. The
spring; 10) piston; 11)
outlet manifold, piston stroke woust be small - of the or-

der of 0.05-0.10 mm. If there are air sacks in the system and the tem-

perature exerts an effect on the chamber containing the liquid, meas-

urement accuracy is reduced. These shortcomings are absent, to a sig-

nificant degree, in the flowthrough dynamometer.

Figure 61 shows a diagram of a flowthrough dynamometer in which

the inlet and outlet areas can be regulated. The oil passes from oil

tank 1 through the filter into oil pump 2 in which there is a reduc-

tion valve that keeps the pressure in the inlet manifold 3 constant,

Icnowing beforehand that this pressure is higher than might be required
in the power-measurement device.

Txhe oil lb Liupplied to VALW V ýiV I CAApIbUVI -r ofL the dYL±pAiep11VWt4a

cylinder 5 under high pressure (for example, at 50 kg/cm2 ). There is a

spring 6 and an inlet shutoff valve 7 in the receiver chamber 4. The

outlet valve 8 together with spring 9 are seated on a common shaft

with the imlet valve 7. There is an orifice in niston 10 for the ej.o-
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tion of oil through manifold 11 into the oil tank. Under the action of

the force P being measured piston 10 shifts and valve 7 opens. The oil

enters the piston cavity until force P is balanced by the oil pressure

and the force acting in the valve system.

If furce P is reduced, the piston will

2 move to the left, valve 7 will close the in-

flow of oil, and valve 8 will open the outlet

orifice causing the oil pressure in the pis-

ton cavity to drop. The oil pressure in the

piston cavity is measured with high accuracy -

of the order of +0.1%.

A hydraulic sensing element I (Fig. 62)
Fig. 62. Diagi-am of
precise oil-pressure with precision pendulum balances 2. The oil
measurement in dyna-
mometer. 1) Hy- from the piston cavity is carried to the hy-
draulic sensing ele-
ment; 2) accurate draulic sensing element of the dynamometer;
scales.

the force acting on the piston of the hy-

draulic sensing element is offset by the precision pendulum balances.

The entire measurement system is calibrated by means of precise weights.

Figure 63 shows a cross section of a diaphragm flowthrough dyna-

mometer operating on the same principle as the flowthrough piston dy-

namometer, since the measurement of force in the flowthrough dynamom-

eter is carried out at the instant of equilibrium, air bubbles and

changes in temperature conditions exert virtually no influence on the

accuracy of the readings. The pistons of the dynamometers execute ex-

VA -41M.- .1=... ztro.*,,.ti.cz.. Th reduction1 in t ,Ihe p-isto-n st-ee.roe. o~f t-he dyrv.-?

mometers raises the measurement accuracy.

Of considerable interest for the techniques of testing turboprop

engines is the torquemeter (IKM - [izmeritel' kautyashchego momenta]).

The MIN [torquemeterl is a component part of a TVD [turboprop engine ]
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Fig. 63. Design of flowthrough dynamometer
with adjustable oil inlet and outlet areas. 1)
Inlet connection tube; 2) cylinder; 3) inlet
valve with spring; 4) steel diaphragm; 5, 7)
fiber spacers; .6) rubber spacer- 8) plunger;
9) outlet valve with spring; 1O) limiter ring;
11) piston; 12) plates preventing the bending
of the piston; 13) outlet connection tube. A)
Drain.

Fig. 64. Schematic diagram of hy-

gine shaft; 2) gear wheel; 3) pis-
ton; 4) oil-drain orifice; 5) out-
let shaft.

and makes it possible to measure torque both on a test-station stand

and in flight.
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The hydraulic IKM [torquemeters] are the most common. One of the

possible versions of a hydraulic IKM is shown in Fig. 64. A reaction

moment is applied to the fixed gear wheel 2 during the transmission of

engine power through a planet gear to the outlet shaft 5; the wheel

moment (force PO) is transmitted to the housing of the reduution gear

through rollers that transform the rotational motion of the wheel into

the translational motion of pistons 3 (under the action of force T).

The stroke of piston 3 is halted at the instant when the force acting

on the piston is balanced by the oil pressure that is increasing as a

result of the reduction in the area of the outlet orifice. Oil pres-

sure gives an indication as to the magnitude of the torque.

Because of inadequate accuracy on the part of the TKM [torque-

meter] it is not yet possible to eliminate the test-stand systems of

measuring torque, although IKM [torquemeters] have gained considerable

acceptance in turboprop-engine operation.

Spring dynamometers with electrical sensing elements

The acting force in such dynamometers is absoTbed by the spring

and deforms it. The deformation of the spring may be measured by induc-

tion, tensometer [strain gauge], or similar

2, 2 • sensing elements. Figure 65 shows one of

the possible circuits of an induction meter

for deformations. In this circuit the volt-

age of the output diagonal of the bridge

AU-Wb, (lO3)

ivig. 65. Gli'uult of 1cin a . . e4fici1nt that is a function
deformation induction
meter. m) Armature; of the design of the coils rI and r 2 ; U is
zL, z2) magnets; rl,
r 2 ) resistances; r 0 ) the AC voltage applied to the bridge; 6 is

control resistance; U) the shift of the armature m from its neu-
clamp voltage.

tral position.
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The shift 6 of the armature disrupts theiequilibrium of the

bridge and the quantity AU i pr-oportional to this shift. The a -mature

may be connected to an elastic element which absorbs the force being

measured; thus the magnitude of the force can be read off from a prop-

erly calibrated millivoltmeter scale.

Accuracy in the measurement of forces and moments

The methods and instruments described above for the determination

of forces yield various errors.

By means of nonflowthrough dynamometers in which oil pressure is

measured by means of a piston manometer, active forces can be measured

with an accuracy of +0.2%. In this case, an error of +0.1% is attribu-

table to the piston manometer, while +0.1% results from the dynainom-

eter.

Approximately the same accuracy is offered by the flowthrough dy-

namometers, but it is significantly easier to achieve this accuracy,

since in this case no absolute airtight construction nor cleaning of

air bubbles from the system are required, and moreover changes in the

temperature of the surrounding medium are not as significant.

Spring dynamometers do not, as yet, provide the required accuracy.

6, MEASUREMENT OF REVOLUTIONS

Instruments for the determination of engine and machine rpm are

known as tachometers and counters. In testing practice, mechanical,

ecectromechanical, and a variety of magnetic and electrical tachometers

have come into use, these devices measuring the instantaneous value of

the number of revolutions. Tachometers ior a range or 1000-_20,000 rpm

are used for tests of gas-turbine englnes;some machines exhibit greater

rpm; for example, the turbines of aircraft turbine-driven cooling units

operate at speeds of up to 100,000 rpm. In the case of extremely high

speeds (number of revuluLloiwo the latter are reduced to magnitudoc
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which can be measured by industrially produced tachometers or they are

measured by means of specially designed tachometers.

Counters indicate the total number of revolutions for a given

time segment.

Counters

Counters are simple, reliable, and given constant engine rpm,

they are extremely accurate. These counters record the number of shaft

revolutions executed within a given time interval (1-2 min).

Figure 66 shows the diagram of a counter. The counting mechanism

Fig. 66. Diagram of counter. 1) Drive
shaft; 2) worm pear; 3) friction clutch;
4) disk pins; 5) counter disk; 6) counter
reset dial; 7) lever to actuate counter;
8) auxiliary timer key; 9) timer; 10) but-
ton to reset hand of timer to zero posi-
tion.

consists of a number of disks 5 with pins 4 that are connected to one

another in series, the gear ratio in this case being 1/10. If the

irigf-hLland w1iv WCu L U !W( 1 ,-VUUUiUblu, Uhu Wiheel buhljLid LIit. f.iiuL

will execute 100 revolutions, the following wheel 10, etc. There are

numerals on the surfaces of the disks and it thus becomes possible to

read the number in the decimal system.

A worm gear is seated freely on shaft 1 and until this gear meshes
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with the shaft the counter mechanism does not function. If lever 7 is

-raised upward, the downward movement of the sleeve links -the worm gear

with shaft . and actuates the counting mechanism. Timer 9 goes into

action at the same time. The counter can be stopped by exerting force

on lever 7. Button 10 resets the timer to the zero position, while but-

ton 8 is used to start the timer independently.

Electrical tachometers

Let us examine the operating principle and the structural elements

of a magnetic-induction tachometer of the ITE-1 type (Fig. 67). With

9 9 !0

Fig. 67. Schematic circuit-diagram
of the ITE-1 magnetic-induction
tachometer. 1) Winding of sensing-
element stator; 2) sensing-element
rotor; 3) hysteretic disks; 4) rotor
of meter; 5) six-pair magnet; 6)
stator winding of synchronous motor;
7) sensing element; 8) spring; 9)
aluminum disk; 10) s.!ale; 11) pointer;
12) fixed magnets.

the turning of rotor 2 of the sensing element a three-phase current

with a frequency proportional to the number of engine revolutions is

excited in the winding of stator 1. The current is transmitted to the

winding of stator 6 of the synchronous motor of the rpm counter over

wires and it sets rotor 4 into motion.

A .IL-poie six-pair inagnrbi 5 i8 s~aLCd u Lit= voltor ...-.aft of

engine. A sensing element - disk 7 - is positioned between the poles

of the magnet; eddy currents are induced in this element as a result

of magnet rotation. The torque applied by the magnetic field to disk 7

is proportional to the revolutions of the engine. The spiral spring 8
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balances the active moment; thus the number of revolutions is measured

by the turn angle of pointer 11 and the value of the number of revolu-

tions is read from scale 10 in absolute terms or in a percentage.

Magnetic braking is employed to settle the measuring system; an

aluminum disk 9 is fastened between the fixed magnets 12 on the shaft

of pointer 11 and eddy currents are induced in this disk. The interac-

tion of the magnetic fields of the disk and the magnets leads to the

appearance of the braking and damping moment.

Figure 68 shows a longitudinal cross section of the measuring

unit of a tachometer. This measuring unit consists of two components:

a synchronous motor and the measuring mechanism.

The synchronous motor consists of stator 17 and rotor 4 madc in

the form of two crossed magnets 5 and a starting element, i.e., three

hysteretic disks 3 positioned on sleeve 2. The permanent magnets are

freely positioned on the shaft and connected to the latter by means of

spring 6 through which they transmit the torque to the engine shaft of

the motor.

The magnetic unit 8 consists of two plates into which permanent

magnets 9 have been pressed. The opposite poles of the magnets are lo-

cated opposite each other and concentrate the magnetic flux about the

outer edges of the sensing element (the disk) to derive the maximum

moment of rotation. The measuring mechanism has a sensing element ±o

positioned in the air space of the magnetic unit between the ends of

the cylinder magnets.

Pointcr 11 on ocale 12 of the meo11urlng- unit ahowo the numbar of

revolutions per minute of the engine shaft of an aircraft. The material

of which the sensing element is made is an aluminum-manganese alloy

exhibiting a low thermal coefficient of electrical resistance, as a

result of which a change in temPerature exerts little significant ef-
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feet on the readings of the instrument.

Temperature compensation in the measuring unit is achieved in the

following manner; a magnetic shunt 16 made of a special alloy whose

magnetic permeability diminishes with a rise in temperature and in-

creases with a drop in temperature is positioned on magnets 9 of the

magnetic unit. With the surrounding mediuam at a constant temperature

the shunt draws a portion of the operating magnetic flux to itself and

thus reduces the operating flow in the clearance between the ends of

the magnets of the magnetic unit.

With an increase in temperature the operating magnetic flux in

the clearance is increased, while with a drop in temperature the op-

erating magnetic flux is reduced. A change in the operating magnetic

flux in the clearance as a result of a change in magnetic permeability

on the part of the shunt corresponds to a change in the electrical re-

sistance of the sensing element which preserves the magnitude of the

moment of system rotation produced by the magnetic unit virtually un-

changed.

The sensing-element unit is fastened onto three supports 14 by

means of adjustment nuts 15. There is a special magnetic unit in the

instrument which provides a braking moment for the moving system, thus

increasing the stability of the pointer.

The DTE-2 sensing element of the tachometer (Fig. 69), used Jn

the place of the ITE-1 indicator, is a three-phase AC generator with a

permanent four-pole magnet acting as the rotor. Rotor 2 is cast from

able coercive force. Stem 4 transmits the rotation of the aircraft-

engine driveshaft to the sensing-element rotor.

Stator 1 is made of transformer-iron plates to reduce eddy.-current

losses. The stator plates are insulated from one another. The stator
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Fig. 69. DTE-2 tachometer sensing
clement. 1) Stator; 2) rotor (four-
pole magnet); 3) shaft; 4) stem; 5)
cap nut; 6) three-prong plug.

winding- four-pole and three-phase - is made of copper wires. Each

phase of the stator winding has four coils. The phases are connected

by means of a wye-connection and the assembly wiring from the measure-

ment unit to the sensing element is connected by means of a three-

prong plug 6. The sensing element is attached to the aircraft-engine

drive by means of cap nut 5.

In addition to the W£E sensing element, the more exact standardized

ferrodynamic test-stand TSFU-1 tachometer is also used. The cur-

rent frequeDcy of the sensing element is proportional to the number of

aircraft-engine revolutions and is measured, in this case, by means of

a frequency meter employing a resonant-compenwation circuit (Fig. 70).

A compensation ferrodynamic AC ratiometer with a steel magnetic

circuit I is reed in the circuit for the measurement of frequency.
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Fig. 70. Schematic circuit diagram
of resonance-compensation frequency
meter. 1) Yoke-magnetic circuit; 2)
pointer; 3) coil; 4) coil form; 5)
choke.

Coil 3 is wound about the projection of yoke 1. The movable coil form

"I can turn about a shaft, I.e., the steel core. Pointer 2 indicating

the number of revolutions is fastened to the movable form 4. Form 4

closes on choke 5. Upon passage of current through coil 3, a variable

magnetic flux is set up in the yoke and induces the emf E which re-

sults in the appearance of a current in the coil form 4. As a result

of the interaction of the yoke and coil-form fields a rotational moment

M appears and seeks to turn pointer 2 to the 00 position, which is sup-

ported by the induction of choke 5. The active moment appears as a re.-

sult of the application of a variable voltage U and the appearance of

the emf Ex in the circuit with capacitor CG and the active resistance

r 0 .

The fixed coil 3 is supplied from the same source of variable

voltage U through capacitor C. The current Id of the form is a func-

tion of Ea induced in form 4 and it is also a function of Ex applied

tn the form frnm the mesa•Jring nlrn,13it. Thp vnltqgT et qt- k hn '.

tions in the role of Ex

The rotational moment of the ferrodynamic measuring mechanism is

a function of the magnitude of the form current Id) of the magnetic

flux of 43 of the fixed coil, and the angle of shift for the phases
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between them:

The circuit is designed so that the induction of the fixed coil 3

and the capacitance of the series-connected capacitor C are in reson-

ance when the mean value of the measured frequency in the given range

of revolutions is attained.

The capacitance C. of the parallel circuit, the active resistance

r0 of the parallel circuit, the induction of choke 5, and the active

resistance of form 4 are selected so that in the case of the mean fre-

quency in the measured range of frequency the current Id in the form

will be shifted with respect to the flow (3 of the fixed coil through
an angle of . Uiven such relationships, the moment of the form is

equal to zero, the movable part is in equilibrium, and the pointer in-

dicates the middle of the scale.

The resonance in the circuit of the fixed coil 3 is disrupted when

frequency changes in any direction and the phase-shift angle T of the

frame current Id is no longer equal to 900 with respect to the magnetic

flux 3" The moment M of the form in this case is no longer equal to

zero and the form will deflect to the right or to the left from the

central position until the phase-shift angle q between the form current

Id and the magnetic flux D3 of the fixed coil again becomes equal to

90. The rotational moment again is equal to zero and the form remains

in its new position of equilibrium which corresponds to the angle a.

Because of the induction of choke 5 stable equilibrium of the moving

part of the ratiometer is acrnleved in the form circuit.

A definite angle a of pointer deflection from the neutral posi-

tion CO corresponds to each value of frequency within the limits of

the given range. The instrument scale may be calibrated in fractions

of revolutions, in whole rovolutions, or in cycles per second.
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The measuring device in the circuit described here exhibits good

accuracy, and slight sensitivity to fluctuations in magnitude [ampli-

tude] and shape of the sensing-element voltage.

Verification of tachometers and accuracy in the measurement of the
number of revolutions

The influence of the errors in the measurement of the revolutions

on the accuracy of determining thrust and specific fuel consumption

for a single turbojet engine when n = 12,000 rpm is shown in Table 12

presented below.

TABLE 12

1 norpemulloci iaa.c- 2 OIol~Aa wiia~P

PCHIH, mJcAa o~oporon O10lrala W1w

3 a6coaMOT naa• 4 aOTHoc tTeJ4hHa g 5 1 pacxoaa rona na
(O6/ h11H4 ) I Tara h __ a_ _

10 0,083 0,38 0.32

20 0,167 0,80 0,63
40 0,333 1.57 1.27

0o ,667 3.13 2,60

1) Error in measuring the number of revolutions;
2) relative error, in %; ý) absolute (rpm); 4)
relative, %; 5) thrust; 6) fuel flow rate.

The exact measurement of the number of revolutions can be achieved

through the utilization of high-quality tachometers and by checking

these on a regular basis. The tachometers are checked by comparing

their readings with data from a control tachometer. Counters, precise

watchwork tachometers, and quartz or tuning fork-tube frequency gen-

erators may be used as the control instrument.

One of the possible versions-of an insta1Thtinr fPnr the checking

of tachometers is presented in Fig. 71. The installation consists of

electric motor 5 which can be moved by means of handle 3 and friction

gearing consisting of a small disk 2 and a large disk 1. The test and

control tachometers 4 and 7 a4e connected to the shaft of the friction
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gearing. The friction gearing makes it pos-

sible to change the r~volutiotis of the tachom-

eters smoothly within a given range. The ac-

curacy of tachometer calibration 4epends on

the precision of the control tachometer.

The accuracy of the counters is rather
Fig. 71. Installa-
tion for checking of high, i.e., in measuring the number of revo-
tachometers. 1)
Large disk of fric- lutions within a period of 60 seconds, we
tion gearing; 2)
small friction-gear- find that the measurement error in the case
ing disk; 3) handle
to shift electric of time amounts to 0.03-0.05 seconds, which
motor; 4) tachometer
being tested; 5) yields an error in the case of a uniformly
electric motor; 6)
ele^ctric-motor rotating engine shaft, of the order of +0.1%.
guides; 7) control
tachometer. The accuracy of the ITE-l and ITE-2 mag-

netic-induction tachometers is characterized by the data presented in

Table 13.

TABLE 13
Accuracy of Magnetic-Induction ITE-l and ITE-2
Tachometers as a Function of Temperature

irlpeAex ju-epejimA 2 n peUrHOCThb 0 % nPH TeinepaType a IC
e +20 +AO -60

10--0 1,0 * 1,5 *2,5
60--100 *0.5 E1,0 *1,5
10 05 -l I1.0 * 1.5 12.5

1) Measurement limits, in %; 2) error in %, at a

temperature in 00.

The test-stand ferrodynamic tachometers of the FT-49 and the

FT-49/13.5 type exhibit greater accuracy; the error of the FT-49 does

not exceed +0.5% while the error of the FT-49/13.5 does not exceed

+0.35%. The test-stand TSFU-1 tachometer provides for extremely high

accuracy in the measurement of numbers of revolutions (the measurement

error does not exceed +0.2%).
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7. ME~hASUREMENT OF RAPIDLY CHANGING QUANTITIES

Rapidly changing quantities in a VRD [ramjet engine] are measured

by means of special sensing elements which convert nonelectrical param-

eters into electrical parameters whose change is determined by means

of oscillographs. A record of rapidly changing revolutions is required

for a study of transient engine responses. The measurement of rapidly

changing pressures and temperatures makes it possible to study such

important processes as surge and temperature fluctuations.

Engine balance is one of the most important indices of the opera-

tional suitability of an engine. Balance can be evaluated by recording

the frequency and amplitude of frame vibrations. The recording of uum-

pressor and turbine component vibrations aids in the determination of

engine resonance regimes and serves to eliminate the breaking of com-

ponent parts due to vibrations.

Below we will examine the construction of the oscillographs and

sensing elements for the recording of vibrations, revolutions, and

rapidly changing pressures and temperatures.

Oscillographs for the recording of rapidly changing processes

Magnetic-electric (loop) and electron (cathode-ray) oscillographs

are used.

Figure 72 shows the diagram of a loop (or vibrator) magnetic-

electric oscillograph. The loop consists of a permanent magnet 4 in

whose field there is a current-conducting loop 1 to which tension is

applied by means of spring 5 and which is connected to two insulating

prz-,4,,2. 0Mirrornv '3 4a "lIiati ~n Ih lnnn. Tf' m nnnnant- nf' ,jý-arlahl !mn-

litude passes through the loop, the mirror will begin to vibrate as a

result of the interaction between the fields of the loop and the mag-

net and the incident beam on the mirror will be deflected. To damp the

vibrations after the disappearance of the exciting pulses, this system
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is Immersed in oil. The frequency of oscillations recorded by such

loops does no -exceed 10,000 'p. , . . - -

Figure 73 shows the diagram of the optical system of a loop oscil-

lograph. A beam of light from lamp I passes through condenser 2 and

diaphragm 3; this beam is directed to the mirror 10 of the loop by

means of a refraction prism 4.

Because of the variable current passing through the loop, the mir-

ror begins to oscillate and the beam of light to the deflected prism 9

also oscillates. The portion of the beam passing through the deflected

prism 9 impinges on the rotating facets of the mirror drum 8. Because

drum 8 is faceted we achieve a time sweep of the beam and it becomes

possible to observe the curve of the process on ground-glass survee, 5.

2 .

Fig. 72. Mag- Fig. 73. Diagram of loop oscillograph.
netic-electric 1) Light source; 2) condenser; ;) di-
loop oscillo- aphragm; 4) refraction prism; 5)
graph. I) Loop; ground-glass screen; 6) cylindrical
2) support lens; 7) drum with photographic paper;
prism* 3) mir- 8) faceted mirror drum; 9) deflecting
ror; 4) magnet; prism; 10) loop.
5) tension
spring.

The portion of the beam passing beneath the prism 9 through the

cylindrical lens 6 impinges on the rotating drum 7 which is covered

with photographic paper. In addition to the curve of the process, a

sinusoidal curve whose period of oscillation is 1ajown exactly (for ex-
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Fig. 74. Diagram of cathode-ray oscil-
lograph. 1) Cathode; 2) diaphragm 3)
anode; 4, 5) deflecting plate;
screen.

ample, 500 cps) is recorded on the photographic paper. This curve is

produced by one of the loops of the oscillograph known as the Gime

marker. The time-marker curve is also projected to the ground-glass

screcn 5.

The general-purpose [universal] eight-loop magnetic-electric

portable MPO-2 oscillograph has gained widespread acceptance in our

industry. It is operationally convenient and exhibits small dimensions

and weight. The optical recording of the processes in this device is

achieved by means of a 35-mm wide film strip which is passed through

the unit at a speed of 5 m/sec. Thanks to the great sensitivity of the

film strip, an electric lamp of only 7.5 w is used as the light source

in the MPO-2.

Electron [cathode-ray] oscillographs (Fig. 74) are used for the

recording of high-frequency oscillations. The heated cathode 1 emits

electrons which pass through the slit in diaphragm 2 and are scattereu

by the electric field of plate 3; the narrow bundle of electrons passes

between the vertical and horizontal deflecting plates 4 and 5. Each of

the plate pairs is provided with insulated leads from the tube. One of

the plate pairs is connected to a voltage changing according to a def-

inite law, e.g., a linear law. The voltage being tested is applied to

the second plate pair. Under the action of the plate fields the beam

describes a curve on screen 6 that is covered with a fluorescent com-
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position. The curve can be photographed by means of a camera attachment

* for purposes of later study.

Measurement of engine vibrations

Vibrations are recorded during tests of full-scale engines. The

instruments used for the measurement of vibrations are known as vibro-

graphs. They consist of sensing elements, integration-differentiation

amplifiers, and an indicator. Thus, for example, there are 6 sensing

elements in the AV-42 vibrograph (4 horizontal and 2 vertical sensing

elements), 3 integration-differentiation amplifiers, a control panel,

and connection hoses. The readings of the vibrograph can be recorded

on any loop oscillograph.

Let us restrict our examination to the construction of the vibro-

graph sensing element (Fig. 75). Shaft 8 keeps heavy magnet 4 in bear-

ings 6 that are kept in place by covers 1; the heavy magnet can move

freely along the frame.

Springs 2 and 5 represent elastic supports for the magnet. The

natural frequency of the spring-magnet system is significantly lower

than the vibrational frequency of the engine or unit being tested;

therefore, the magnet remains fixed in position (along the axis) in

the case of engine vibration, while the housing of the sensing element,

fastened by flange 9 to the engine, is set into vibration. The mag-

netic flux passes through the clearances and closes on the iron hous-

ing of the sensing element. A magnet is inserted inside coil 3 with a

winding, one end of which leads out to clamp 7 while the other is con-

nected to the sensing-element housing.

As a result of the motion of the sensing-element and coil housings

with respect to the magnet, an emf is induced in the coil and the mag-

nitude of this force is determined from the following formula:

E - cv, (105)
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Fig. 75. Vibrograph sensing
element. 1) Cover; 2, 5)
springs; 3) coil; 4) magnet;
6) bearing; 7) clamp; 8) mag-
net shaft; 9) flange.

where E is the emf, in mv; c is a coefficient, in mv.sec/mm; v is the

speed of the relative motion, in mm/sec.

The sensitivity of the sensing element is determined from the fol-

lowing formula:

K = E/fs, (106)

where s is the vibration amplitude, in mm; f is the vibration fre-

quency, in cps.

Since the change in emf is proportional to the speed of the rela-

tive motion of the housing and the magnet, an emf differentiation and

integration circuit is incorporated in the amplifier; integration

yields the shift curve, while differentiation yields the acceleration.

The vibrograph normally functions at a vibration frequency of 20

to 300 cps the . oop hrgafinn nmplltiide is 0.5-10.0 •z the velocity amp-

litude is 10-375 mm/sec, and the amplitude of the shift is 0.02-1.5 mm.

Measurement of rapidly changing numbers of revolutions

An oscillograph can be used as a revolutions counter and it may

also be employed to record the instantaneous angular-velocity values.
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Fig. 76. Diagram of the recording of the instan-
taneous values of angular velocity and a specimen
of the oscillogram, 1) 0scillogram; 2) curve of
the number of revolutions; 3) base line. A) rpm;
B) loop; C) from the speed-voltage generator.

Figure 76 shows the circuit diagram for the recording of the instan-

taneous, values of angular velocity and a specimen of an oscillogram.

The voltage of the three-phase speed-voltage generator is applied to a

selenium rectifier. A filter is connected into the circuit to smooth

pulsat ions.

The rectified constant voltage V is supplied through the extra

resistance Rdo to the shunted (Rsh) loop of the oscillograph. To in-

crease sensitivity, the circuit is provided with a compensation loop

which includes battery B and resistance Rk The currents of source B

and the speed-voltage generator are subtracted from one another; with

a change in the number of revolutions the difference between the cur-

rents changes and this causes the loop of the oscillograph to deflect.

Measurement of rapidly changing, pressures

Two groups of sensing elements are used for the measurement of

rapidly changing pressures:

1) sensors whose sensing element consists of a flexible membrane;

under the influence of the changing pressure.

The first group includes capacitance sensing elements, measuring

devices with wire strain gauges, induction sensors, ion-mechanical

sensing elements. optical-di~aphragm devices, and magnetic-compengation
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sensing elements.

The second group includes piezoelectric sensing elements, magneto-

strictive sensors, electrokinetic units, radioactive-ionized sensors,

and carbon sensing elements.

The operating principle of these sensing elements can be studied

in detail in the book by G.P. Katys.* Let us examine the operating

principle of the most frequently used in-

duction and piezoquartz sensing elements.

Figure 77 shows a pressure pickup with

an induction sensing element. Under the ac-

Fig. 77. Pressure tion of the pressure difference membrane 3
pickup with induction
sensing element. 1) in this sensing element is bent. The equi-
Permalloy magnetic
wire; 2) winding; 3) librium of the bridge into which this sens-
diaphragm; 4) connec-
tion tube for applica- ing element has been connected is disrupted
tion of pressure.

as a result of the bending and this disrup-

tion is recorded finally on the oscillograph.

A sensing element of this type can be used for the recording of

various pressure differences, depending on the thickness of the dia-

phragm. Thus, for example, if the diaphragm is 0.025 mm thick, it is

possible to measure a difference ranging from 0 to 0.05 kg/cm2 ; if the

diaphragm is 0.20 mm thick, the range of differences that can be meas-

ured extends from 0 to 5 kg/cm2 . Because of the small dimensions of

the cavities, distortions in the measured differences do not exceed

10% below frequencies of 400 cps. The weight of the sensing element is

negligible and it can be made to very small dimensions.

Figure 78 shows a piezoquartz sensing element for the measurement

of rapidly changing high pressures (of the order of several tens of at-

mospheres). This sensing element is included in the piezoquartz indi-

cator.
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Fig. 79. Schematic circuit-diagram
of piezoelectric indicator. 1)
Piezoquartz plate; 2) piezoquartz
sensing element; 3) capacitor; 4)
electrometer tube; 5) amplifier
tube; 6) oscillograph loop.

Quartz plates 6 with the insulated slip

ring 5 pressed between the plates represent

an important element of the sensing unit. The

Fig. 70n. Piezoquartz variable gas pressure is transmitted through
sensing element for
the measurement of a sealing membrane 10 and a mushroom-shaped
rapidly changing
pressures. 1 Insu- rod 9 to the piezoquartz plates that convert
lated lead; 2) insu-
lator; 3) water- the work of the pressure forces into electric
cooling tube; ,1)
sensing-element hous- power. To prevent the sensing element from
ing; 5) insulated
electrode; 6) quartz overheating, it is cooled with water.
plate; 7) spring for
preliminary compres- Figure 79 shows one of the possible ver-
sion of column of
quartz plate; 8) sions of a piezoquartz indicator. The piezo-
coollng cavity; 9)
mushroom-shaped rod quartz plates are positioned so that the elec-
for transmission of
force to quartz trical charges that form as a result of the
plate; 10) sealing
membrane. compression of these plates exhibit a single

sign (minus), these charges being removed by the slip ring. The posi-

tive charges are taken up by the mass. The magnitude of the formed

uhli±gea lu u-upouviunal Lu Lbh aublwv Eu.ves. Thus the measurement of

f-orces in such indicators involves the measurement of electrical

charges.

An electron voltmeter is used as the device to measure charges.

The charge from the quartz plates 1 is applied to capacitor 3 and tho
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control grid of the electrometer tube 4. As a result of the established

potential there is a change in the plate current of the tube, and it

should be possible, in principle, to measure this current by means of

a galvanometer. The current will be proportional to the force acting

on the quartz plates. The current of tube 4 is somewhat too weak and

it is therefore amplified by means of tube 5.

Loop 6 of the oscillograph is connected into the plate circuit of

tube 5. A battery for the compensation of the null current of the amp-

lifier is connected in parallel to loop 6 through the controlled re-

sistance R4. Piezoquartz indicators are used on a wide scale in the

investigation of pressure fluctuations.

A shortcoming of Lhe plezoquartz sensing elements is the fact

that the magnitude of the piezoeffect is a function of temperature. At

a temperature of 570 C the quartz completely loses its property of be-

ing able to develop electrical charges under pressure.

Accuracy in the measurement of rapidly changing quantities

It is extremely complicated to determine the accuracy with which

rapidly changing quantities are measured. The AV-42 vibrograph de-

scribed earlier yields a basic error in the determination of any vibra-

tion parameter without the +10% decoding error in the frequency range

between 25-300 cps and the +15% in the frequency range between 20-25

cps having been taken into consideration.

The error in the measurement of the angular variable velocity is

composed of the time-marker error and the decoding of the oscillograms.

.uecoalng accuracy can be iIjuuue, by .. pead.ng up th. .. peG. L k. I-1t -hh

the photographic paper is fed through the device. The error in the case

of loops employing oil damping approaches +3%, while in the case of

electromagnetic damping the error approaches ±1.5%.

Tho orror in the measurement devices usBed for rapidly ahangIng
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pressures has been estimated at 5-7% and consists of the sensing-

element errors, and those of the amplifier and the oscillograph.

8. MEASUREMENT OF VIBRATIONS AND TEMPERATURES IN ROTATING COMPONENT
PARTS

We have developed a number of methods for the measurement of vib-

rations and temperatures in rotating component parts. Thus, for the

recording of vibrations we use capacitance and strain-gauge sensing

elements, carbon-type sensing elements, etc. Thermocouples, a measure-

ment method involving the hardness scale, fusible plates, thermocolors,

etc., are used for the measurement of component-part temperatures. Let

us examine the widely used method of measuring vibrations by means of

strain gauges and the method of measuring the temperatures of rotating

component parts by means of thermocouples.

Measurement of vibrations by means of strain gauges

The measurement of vibrations by means of strain gauges is based

on the exploitation of the properties of certain metals noticeably to

change their ohmic resistance in the case of deformation. Constantan,

nichrome, manganin, chromel, etc., are used as the strain-gauge materi-

als. Wires 0.01-0.03 mm in diameter are generally used in strain

gauges. The wire is pasted in between strips of thin paper in the form

of flat loops, as shown in Fig. 80. The strain gauges are attached to

the component part being tested and the gauge is deformed together

with the part.

With deformation of A& smm the resistance of the strain gauge

changes in accordance with the following law:

Q Rm1 (107)

where LR is the change in wire resistance; k is the coefficient of sen-

sitivity to deformation; R is the initial resistance; I is the length

of tho wire at null voltage..
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d

Pig. 80. Types of strain gauges. a) Strain
gauge for a base of 5-25 mm; 1) bottom paper
layer; 2) top paper layer; b) strain gauge
for 5 mm base and lower, with spiral winding;
c) foil strain gauge with lower coefficient
of transverse strain sensitivity; d) strain
gauges for study of complex stressed state.

a b
Fig. 81. Circuits for the in-
clusion of strain gauges. a)
Circuit showing connection of
potentiometer; Rd) resistance;
1 ) strain gauge; C) capacitor;
I measuring unit (electron os-
Uillograph); b) single-bridge
circuit; R2 R3 ) resistances; R1
and RO) strain gauges.

The accuracy of measurements carried out by means of strain gauges

is primarily a function of their quality and the quality of the gluing

process. * The surfauu u2C Lae cuui~japoat pavt i~s imaahincd to a filn 4 h of

no less than V6; the machining striations must be perpendicular to the

loops of the sensing element. Celluloid, carbinol, bakelite, bakelite-

phenol (BP-2, BF-4), etc., are the types of glues used for the gluing

pr•Oc•a.
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The strain gauges are connected to the m easuring system by means

of wires, and the system is generally set up in the form of a poten-

tiometer or single-bridge circuit.

The potentiometer connection circuit (Fig. 81a) is used when only

the variable component of resistance is of interest. The constant re-

sistance component is filtered out at the transducer Rp by capacitor u.

An oscillograph is generally used as the measuring unit 1.

Fig. 82. Position of strain gauge on blade and
diagram of connection between strain gauge and
slip ring. 1) Strain gauge; 2) silver-coated
electrically insulated rings; 3) wipers.

The single-bridge circuit (vig. 8i.o) is useo considerably more

frequently, and the operating transducers are connected into one or

two arms of the bridge. For dynamic measurements an unbalanced-bridge

circuit is generally used. In this case, the measurement is carried

out directly on the basis of readings from thc measuring unit I con-
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nected into the bridge diagonal.

Since the change in the strain-gauge resistance is very small,

particular attention must be devoted t6 offsetting the change of this

resistance due to fluctuations in temperature; we should also devote

particular attention to the influence exerted by the difference be-

tween the expansion coefficients of the component part being tested

and the material of the strain gauge. The influence of temperature on

the measurement accuracy may be considerably reduced by the incorpora-

tion of a special compensation sensing element into the adjacent arm

of the bridge (on the opposite side of the measuring diagonal), the

identical temperature conditions being provided for this compensation

sensing element as foi. the basic sensing elomont.

Figure 82 shows an example of the attachment of a strain gauge to

a compressor blade. The transmission of current to the strain gauge

and away from the strain gauge is a difficult problem when the current

itself and the current oscillations are insignificant. In the case un-

der consideration this problem is resolved in the following manner.

A wire from strain-gauge 1 is connected to the electrically in-

sulated silver-coated rings 2 of the slip-ring armature; the fixed

wipers 3 made of a constantan wire 0.2 mm in diameter slide over these

rings. Wipers 3 are pressed to rings 2 by elastic force and it provides

for excellent removal of current with negligible ring wear.

Measurement of component-part temperatures

The measurement of the temperature of fixed component parts gen-

erally presents8 nu var LiLuula! d'Ifficulty. Tho thermocouple !.- mounted

in the component part and the leads from the latter are, if at all pos-

sible, carried away over isothermal surfaces (to reduce the transfer

of heat from the thermocouple bead). The problem of measuring the tem-

porature of rapidly rotating component parts such as, for example, tur-
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Fig. 83. Circuit for the measurement
of temperature by means of the com-
pensation method. 1) Millivoltmeter
of fixed thermocouplej 2) thermostat;

J Junction of fixed thermocouple;
hot Junction of rotating thermo-

couple; 5) null indicator; 6) tur-
bine rotor; 7) hot junction of rotat-
ing thermocouple (mounted on compo-
nent part); 8) contact disksi 9)
sliding pressure contact; 1O0 rheo-
stat.

bine blades and disks, is considerably more complex.

Let us examine a method of measuring the temperatures of turbine

blades by means of the compensation method with the use of thermo-

couples; this procedure is shown in Fig. 83. Hot junction 7 of the

thermocouple is attached to the blade. The wires are carried over the

turbine disk and the shaft to disks 8 which carries contacts made of

silver. Steatite tubes are used to insulate the wires. The wires are

soldered to the disks.

The contact disks 8 transmit the current to the sliding contacts

9 made of constantan wire. The current of the measuring thermocouple

is balanced by the current or' cold Junction 4 in thermostat 2. The tem-

perature of the thermostat is measured by means of a fixed thermocouple

3. At the instant the temperature of the Junction 7 and the Junction 4

are equal, a highly sensitive mirror galvanometer 5 indicates the null

current.
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An advantage of the compensation method is the considerable re-

duction in the role played by the contact resistances in the circuit

and the measurement accuracy is therefore increased. A shortcoming of

this method involves the length of time required to carry out experi-

ments because of the thermal lag of the thermostat.

Manu-
script [Footnotes]
Page

No.

35 The collection "Physical Methods of Measurement in Gasdy-
namics and in Combustion," the translation edited by Yu.F.
Dityakina, IL [Foreign Literature Press], 1957.

130 G.P. Katys. Methods and Instruments for the Measurement of
Parameters in Nonsteady-State Thermal Processes, Mashgiz
[•iachine Industuy PreoL], 1959.

Manu-
script [List of Transliterated Symbols]
Page

No.
37 K = k = kapillyarnost' = capillarity

56 B = v " verkhnyaya = upper

56 c = s = sreda = medium

62 cp = sr = sreda = medium

70 H1 = NP = nulevoy pribor = null indicator

70 T = t = termopara = thermocouple

70 H = n = normal'nyy [element] = normal [element]

75 K = k = konduktsiya = conduction

76 n = 1 = luchistyy = radiative

81 Kp = k1 kriticheskaya [skorost'] = critical [speed]

83 n = p pribor = instrument

90 m sh = sherokhovatost' = roughness

90 E = k =komka = edge

97 n = p = poplavok = float

97 T = t = toplivo = fuel
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Ma[ngt aT TrrnaJ.±terate- Symbols .Cantinu~d)]

Page
No.

109 1KM = IKM = izmeriteli krutyashchego momenta = torquemeters

109 TBXI = TVD = turbovintovoy dvigatel' = turboprop engine

126 MHO = MPO = magnitoelektricheskiy perenosnyy ostaillograf =
= magnetic-electric portable oscillograph

129 no5 = dob = dobavochnoye = extra

129 u = sh =shunt = shunt

129 K = k = kompensiruyushchiy = compensating
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Chapter 4

A LABORATORY FOR TESTING OF ENGINES,
AND THEIR UNITS AND COMPONENTS

Laboratories are set up in conjunction with the experimental de-

sign offices of factories as well as at scientific-research and educa-

tional institutes.

It is the primary function of these factory laboratories to deter-

mine the operating cycle and strength of the units and elements of

those engines on which the given factory or group of factories is work-

ing.

Scientific-research work in the field of engine and engine-compo-

nent cycles is conducted in the laboratories of the institutes; in ad-

dition, these laboratories are engaged in a thorough study of engine

and engine-component characteristics.

A system of scientific-research institutes generally has high-

altitude installations at its disposal for the testing of full-scale

engines.

1. GENERAL INFORMATION ON LABORATORY EQUIPMENT

The following basic requirements are imposed on the testing lab-

oratories:

1) the laboratory equipment must be capable of carrying out the

assignment of the laboratory;

2) the measurement systems must provide for accurate and rapid

recording of the required quantities;

3) laboratories must have all foitis of power supply at their diu-
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posal;

4) the products of the combustion of fuels and the waste liquids

must not be permitted to contaminate the surrounding area;

5) the testing installations must be provided with noise-absorbing

devices.

Let us examine the power systems and the baslc laboratory equip-

ment.

The air system

The air systems of these installations are more complex than anal-

ogous systems encountered at factory testing stations, particularly in

the case of simulating flight conditions.

A nI• order to achieve the requircd

velocity and pressure at the inlet to

the engine the air is compressed in spe-

.• cial compressor devices in which it is

heated or cooled by means of heat-

exchange equipment; in addition, the air

4 is either dried or made more moist. In
Fig. 84. Diagram of air-
blower device, with re- installations which are operated only
moval of air behind the
compressors of the turbo- for short periods of time the air is
jet engines. 1) Air inlet
to TRD [turbojet engine ; first pumped by means of a compressor
2) TRD [turbojet engine];
3) ejection of gases from into receivers (tanks), subsequently sup-
TRD; 4) removal of air
behind compressorý 5) plied to the engine during the period of
throttle valve; 6 air
manifold; 7) ejector de- the test. In the case of installations
vice; 8) supply of air to
testing station. int t ed Zu r.Vii-ueu- U. t ea , at t h C air

is supplied to the engine from the compressor which achieves the re-

quired air flow rate and pressure.

Centrifugal or axial compressors operated by electric motors,

weam turbines, or gao turbines, are used to compress th. air. Piston
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Fig. 85. Diagram of air dryer 1) Pre-
heater burners; 2) air cooler; 3 fan;
4) inlet grid; 5) primary filter; 6)
dryer sections, 7) secondary filter.

compressors are used in those cases in which it is nuoussary to have a

comparatively swall quantity of air at high pressure (for example, in

the case of intermittent installations with receivers).

Such other methods as the use of series-produced TRD [turbojet

engines] in which a portion of the air is taken directly behind the

supercharger and supplied to the general air system feeding the engine

can be employed in order to achieve the required air velocity at the

inlet to the engine. The advantage of using a series-.produced turbojet

engine to obtain air exhibiting comparatively high parameters can be

explained by the fact that the resultant installation is compact,

since it combines into a single unit the source of power - a turbine,

or more accurately, a source of air- a compressor, and all of the re-

quired power, cooling, and control elements.

In the most common air-blower design, based on the utilization of

a nua rU.L.U1~Ojet 61_,g.jAG J1 t .. , T14i hec1n1 yr

gas passing through the turbine of the engine is offset by expanding

the exhaust nozzle. Thus the turbine is made to operate at elevated

pressure differences in comparison with the rated [theoretical] differ-

ences. To increase the service life of the engine that is being used
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as the;air blower the temperature of the gases in front of the turbine

should be kept, if at all possible, within the following limits: T* 3 =

800-8500 K. To increase the mass of air, an ejector may be incor-

porated into the system, but this will result in a loss of total pres-

sure.

To prevent the formation of a condensate or "snow" in the air-

supply system, the air is dried. Silica gel, alumogel, and activated

bauxite are employed as the moisture absorbents. Figure 85 shows a dia-

gram of such a drying installation. During the operation the valves a,

b, and d are closed and the air passes through filters 5 and 7 and dry-

ing sections 6 into the channel. After the dryer has become saturated

with moisture, valves b, c, and e are closed for purposes of regenera-

tion. The air is drawn by means of fan 3 through inlet grids 4 as part

of the regeneration of the moisture absorbent; fuel is burned in [spe-

cial] chambers to heat the air which is then passed through the dryer

sections 6 and passed out through valve d. The cooling installation 2

is shut down during this period.

Depending on the nature of the test being conducted, the incoming

air to the engine must either be heated or cooled.

Great quantities of air are heated by burning fuel or through the

use of heat-storage devices. In the former case, the air is contam-

inated with products of combustion and this is reflected in the func.-

tioning of the object being tested. Figure 86 shows a portion of a

heat-storage device consisting of steel matrices having a total weight

of 36 tons which are heated by means of electric heaters requiring a

powor of 1500 kw. The storage unit is divided into three lengthwise

sections; the valves between these sections make it possible, through

the use of pneumatic regulators, to maintain a given temperature at

the outlet from each section. Special heat controls restrict the max-
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imum matrix temperatures.

Electrical heating during engine tests under natural conditions

is economically unsound because of the great expenditures of electrical

energy (more than 25 thousand kilowatts are needed to heat 50 kg/sec

of air to 5400). The majority of instal-

lations for the testing of VRD [air-

breathing engines] under natural condi-

tions function with heaters in which hy-

drocarbon fuels are burned (gas, kero-

sene, petroleum).

Fig.86.A prtio oftheTurbine-driven comprossed-air ma-
Fig. 86. A portion of the

matrix heat-storage unit. chines consisting of a turbine whose

power is absorbed by means of brakes are used to reduce the tempera-

ture of the air entering the engine. A centrifugal impeller drawing

air from the atmosphere functions as such a brake. Freon refrigeration

equipment is used to cool the air. In this case, the air is cooled in

a heat exchanger through which freon vapors circulate. The pressure of

the air entering the engine is controlled by means of throttles and

bypass valves.

The dimensions of the air manifolds must be adequate to carry the

rated [theoretical] quantities of air for the permissible pressure

losses.

A serious problem in designing an air manifold is the adaptation

of same to a wide range of air flow rates. It is virtually impossible

rapidly to change air pressure and temperature in the case of low flow

rates in tubing designed for a substantially greater flow rate. This

pertains to a significant degree to air heaters. Hence follows the con-

clusion that installations for engine tests must be equipped with sev-

eral air-supply systems originating from receivers or compressor sta-
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tions.

The exhaust system

To reduce gas pressures in order to simulate high-altitude condi-

tions, a system of preliminary gas cooling and removal is installed at

the exhaust of the test installation. The gases may be removed by

means of exhausters operated by electric motors or turbines. Series-

produced turbojet-engine exhausters may be used. In some cases it is

also possible to use multistage steam ejectors supplied with steam from

accumulators (storage devices] charged by boilers.

The cooling of the exhaust gases may be carried out in heat ex-

changers (water serving as the coolant), or by the injection of water

into the gas stream. The injection system is simpler and more expedi-

ent, since it reduces to a minimum the danger of the explosions that

are possible during the starting or sudden stopping of the engine be-

ing tested. Occasionally both methods are employed simultaneously.

The fuel system

The fuel systems of the laboratories are marked by their univer-

sality, by the extensive possibilities of controlling the flow, pres-

sure, and temperature of the fuel at the inlet to the engine, and also

by the great quantity of monitoring-measuring instruments. Two inde-

pendent fuel systems are necessary to simulate high-altitude condi-

tions. The fuel tank of the first system is situated outside of the

heat-pressure chamber, while the fuel tank of the second system is con-

taincd within the heat-pressure chamber, thus making it possible to

change the pressure and temperature of the fuel in the tank.

Auxiliary systems

Pumping stations providing for the supply of great quantities of

water to cool.the installations, the exhaust gases, the fuel, etc.,

must be included among the auxiliary equipment of a laboratory. Exist-
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ing pumping stations at high-altitude laboratories provide a water

feed of up to 25 m3 /min for purposes of testing air-reaction engines.

In the case of high flow rates the water is cooled by means of cooling

towers or pools from which the water is returned to the laboratory.

Electric-power distribution systems are of great significance for

a laboratory. AC electric motors, dynamotors, DC generators, current

transformers, frequency converters, etc., are included as part of the

electrical equipment of a laboratory. The total power of the spent

electrical power is measured in tens of thousands of kilowatts. The

electrical system of the laboratory must provide for the operation of

both AC and DC instruments operating at various voltages.

The complexity of the research, the cumbersome installations, the

requirements of safety measures, and the great number of measurements

(perhaps as many as several hundred) carried out during the course of

the experiments within a short period of time, bring forth the neces-

sity of providing for remote control, and the observation and record-

ing of parameters. Observation is carried out directly through special

windows or by means of Llevision installations. It is best to employ

automatic devices for purposes of the recording.

The instrument readings can be transferred automatically to the

electric computers that analyze the results. Such systems can take

calibration into consideration and provide for the instantaneous print-

out of test results. The entire measurement cycle and the evaluation

of these data for the given conditions requires approximately 1 minute.

For installations of short operating duration this is a long time. Au-

tomatic measuring systems with storage of the derived data are used

successfully in such installations. The input readings of the instru-

ments in such systems are converted into digital signals and recorded

on magnetic tape. Upon completion of the test the tape is passed
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Fig. 87. Block diagram of control
system. 1) Analog-digital converter
for transient operations; Measure-
ment converters: 2) of pressures; 3)
of temperature; 4) of rpm; 5) of
fuel flow rate; 6) of thrust; 7) •
data-evaluation unit; 8) connection
box; 9) input of digital data from
other cells; 10) memory storage]
device; 11) computer; 12ý manual con-
trol position; 13) tabulating ma-
chine; 14) automatic instrument for
plotting of curves; 15) electro-
mechanical data indicator.

through the corresponding converter which produces punch cards that

are then processed through computers.

Figure 87 shows one of the possible test and measurement-recording

control circuits. The readings of the instruments are wire-transmitted

to a central equipment room. The signals are coded in this central

equipment room and all of the information is transmitted to a control

center from which it is directed to a storage unit. The data are re-

corded or plotted automatically after the computer analysis. If neces-

sary, some data may be analyzed and automatically plotted individually

during the course of the tests for purposes of control.

2. LABORATORIES FOR HIGH-ALTITUDE ENGINE TESTS

The reco.-ding of altitude and velocity engine characteristics on

the ground calls for special complex equipment and enclosures espe-

cially adapted for these purposes, i.e., high-altitude laboratories in

which the following problems-are resolved:
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Fig. 88. Diagram of high-altitude installation.
1) Compressor; 2, 6, 14, 18) heat exchangers; 3)
air dryer; 4, 8) turbine-driven compressed-air
machines; 5, '7) air brakes; 9) metering nozzles;
10) air heater; 11) combustion-chamber testing
installation; 12) heat-pressure chamber; 13) dif-
fuser; 15) heater; 16, 19) spray-nozzle injector
cooling devices; 17, 20) exhausters. a, b, c, d,
e, f, g) Valves.

1) the recording of altitude-velocity engine characteristics;

2) the determination of surge-regime regions and the selection of

operational regimes;

3) verification of engine restart capabilities at various alti-

tudes and at various flight speeds;

4) investigation of combustion processes under high-altitude con-

ditions;

5) determination of influence of climatic conditions on engine

operation, etc.

In order to simulate the operating conditions of an engine in

flight on a test stand it is necessary to provide for the control of

the pressure, temperature, and moisture content of the air entering

the engine and the heat-pressure chamber, as well as to control the

pressure at the exhaust. In recording characteristics in which external

drag plays a role it is necessary to provide for the corresponding con-

ditions of flow past the engine.

The diagram of one such high-altitude installation is shown in
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Fig. 88. This installation makes it possible to conduct research 6n

the cycle of a full-scale engine as well as on the combustion processes

in individual [combustion] chambers to altitudes of H = 15 km.

The air having passed through the filter enters a two-cascade cen-

trifugal compressor 1 that is set into motion by means of an electric

motor. Refrigeration units are installed between the cascades and be-

hind the compressor. The temperature of the air at the outlet from the

compressor may be o' the order of 300C0, the pressure will be of the

order of 5.6 atm abs, and the air flow rate is constant and equal to

3.17 kg/sec; the air flow rate is regulated by means of bypass valves.

The air enters a tubular heat exchanger 2 from the compressor.

The air subsequently passes into the air dryer ý consisting of

two pairs of standard sections operating on activated aluminum oxide,

these sections operating alternatingly. After the air dryer the air en-

ters the turbine-driven compressed-air machine 4 whose power is ab-

sorbed by air brake 5 (the centrifugal compressor). The temperature of

the air increases at the outlet from the heat exchanger 6. The working

temperature of the air is achieved by means of a second turbine-driven

compressed-air machine 8 in which the temperature can be reduced to

-l00°C, while the pressure can be reduced approximately to 1.05 atm.

The required temperature is set by means of the bypass valve b. The air

branches out behind the turbine-cx.ven compressed-air machine. The por-

tion of the air moving to the test stand enters a group of metering

nozzles 9 that are connected in parallel and vary in diameter, thus

making it possible to carry out exact measurements witnin a wide range

of air flow rates.

The electric air heater 10 fitted out with a plate temperature

stabilizer is positioned behind the metering nozzles. Passing through

the heater, the air is direoctd uither to the combustion-chambcr tost-
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ing installation 11 or to the heat-pressure chamber 12.

The heat-pressure chamber has an inside diameter of about 4 m and

it exhibits a length of 12 m. The air-inlet side of the chamber is de-

mountable, this being necessary in order to install and remove the en-

gine being tested. Access to the engine during the intervals between

tests is achieved through a hatch in the side wall. The chamber is cov-

ered on the outside with a heat-insulation layer. The air inside the

chamber is carried directly to the engine inlet.

Turbojet-engine thrust is determined either by calculation on the

basis of exhaust-gas parameter measurements or by means of a dynamo-

metric device. The power of turboprop engines is absorbed by means of

a hydraulic brake mounted inside the chamber.

Fuel is supplied from a tank situated inside the heat-pressure

chamber through a number of heat exchangers, thus making it possible

to control the temperature of the fuel. The fuel tank is kept under

pressure, the magnitude of which changes as a function of the "alti-

tude" in the chamber. The exhaust nozzle of the engine is connected to

diffuser 13, thus making it possible to raise the "altitude" of the

chamber. The diffuser is cooled by means of water, as is the exhaust

tube (connected to and inside the diffuser) of the combustion-chamber

testing installation.

The gases leave the diffuser and enter the tubular water-cooled

heat exchanger 14 in which, if necessary, the gases can be cooled;

then they pass onto heater 15 and through valve f, which serves as an

"altitude!ý control, to tne spray-nozzle cooling device 16 which con-

sists of a number of spray nozzles injecting water into the gas stream.

The two subsequent elements keep the parameters of the gas at the in-

let to exhauster 17 at the level which corresponds to the working point

of tho lattcr.
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The heater 15 is needed for the casee in whl.ch combustion is cur-

talled in the engine chambers when the gas te(nperatui.e at-thd inlet to

the exhauster drops somewhat too low. To prevent the ignition of the

unburned fuel in the heater, the latter is of tubular construction and

provided with hot-water heating. The gas temperature behind the ex-

hauster again rises by approximately 2000 C and the gases are thercfore

again cooled in heat exchanger 18 and the spray-nozzle injector cool-

ing device 19 before entering the second exhauster 20.

The rated regime of the exhauster must be maintained by the ap-

propriate control of the air pressure and temperature at the inlet and

the air flow rate. Otherwise, the exhauster may enter a surge regime

or overspeed [enter a regime of Lniolerable numbers of revolutiona].

The weight flow rate of air in exhauster 20 is greater than in ex-

hauster 17, because of the removal of the air from the surrounding

medium into the spray-nozzle injection cooling device 19. The pressure

at the inlet to the exhausters is kept constant by means of the bypass

valves. The exhausters are operated by electric-motor multipliers.

If it becomes necessary to supply a large quantity of air, a pres-

sure regulator automatically closes valve c and opens valve f in the

engine being tested, thus preventing a change in the operating regime

of the exhausters. However, with a reduction in the air flow rate the

bypass valve c opens, while bypass valve p of the exhauster acts as a

safety valve. The required "altitude" is achieved by controlling the

air flow rate with valve c and by controlling the pressure by means of

valve f. The required air Luaevauae is a-cA-i.v..d -•y mcanz of bypaz..

valve b of the second expansion turbine.

High-altitude tests of turboprop engines with propellers present

particular difficulties. Figure 89 shows the diagram of a stand on

which it is possible to testa TVI [tuarboprop nngine] both on the
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growid as well as UIidev hiigh-altiLudu uoaditione. In tho latter case

° the air at the inlet to the engine is supplied from the compressor sta-

tion through tubes 2. The air by means of which the propellers are

loaded is taken from the atmosphere through the noise-reduction device

1 and is applied against the propellers by means of an adjustable fit-

ting 5. The diameter of the latter may change within a wide range from

2.5 to 6.0 m. This measure of control should eliminate pulsations at

the tips of the propeller blades. The fitting may be shifted forward

or back, depending on the length of the TVD [turboprop engine]. The

exhaust gases from the engine are cooled in cooling devices and re-

moved by the exhausters. The streams from the propeller pass through

the noise mufflers 3.

Figure 90 shows a diagram indicating the positions of the basic

structures and devices of the high-altitude testing laboratory, de-

signed for tests of turbojet and turboprop engines. Conditions corres-

ponding to high velocities and flight altitudes (approximately M = 2.5

and H = 21,000 m) can be simulated at the laboratory. For purposes of

controlling the above-indicated parameters within the required range,

the air pressure at the inlet to the engine must be kept between 0.07
2

and 3.8 kg/cm and the temperature of the air must be kept within a

range from -90 to +1900C, while the pressure of the air surrounding

the engine must be kept between atmospheric pressure and 0.035 kg/cm2 ,

which corresponds to the maximum given altitude.

The high-altitude installations of the laboratory require much

power; for example, tne e--.ctric motors employed LW drive all uf Lhu

compressors may exhibit power of the order of 30,000 kw.

The laboratory has an inlet division in which the air is brought

to the proper parameters, and there is also an outlet section. These

two sections are found in individual buildings.
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Fig. 89. Diagram of TVD [turboprop en-
gine] test stand. 1) Device for muffling
the sound of the inlet air; 2) supply of
air from compressor; 3) mufflers for ex-
haust and exhaust pipe; 4) TVD [turbo-
prop engine ] installed for purposes of
high-altitude tests; 5) adjustable air
fitting.

Fig. 90. Diagram showing positions of basic structures and devices
at the high-altitude laboratory. 1) Administrative compound; 2)
substation; 3) exhauster housing (outlet section); 4) building
housing compressor test-stands; 5) primary cooler; 6) secondary
cooler; 7) fuel storage; 8) compressor station (inlet section); 9)
cooling tower; 10) pressure chamber; 11) pump station,

The compartment used for testing under cvonditions of high alti-

tudes consist of two chambers, The first of these chambers is an air

intake which reclvves the air at the required temperature and pressuve.

The air intake is equipped with special inlet guide-vane diaphragms

and blades to straighten the flow; in addition, there is equipment to

measure temperatirLe Rnd pressure. The second -hamber contains the en-
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gine which is mounted on [special] Luits equipped with sensing elements

for the measurement of thrust by means of special balances. The test

section is fitted out with explosion-proof valves.

The testing of a PVRD [ramjet] and its elements in installations

making it possible to simulate flight speeds of M = 2-3 is associated

with a tremendous consumption of power. In this connection it is fre-

quently necessary to resort to supersonic intermittent wind tunnels.

There are three types of supersonic short-duration installations that

are possible and are used, and these differ from one another in the

manner in which the supersonic flow is achieved.

Fig. 91. Diagram of test section of a super-
sonic installation. 1) Connection tube to ex-
hauster; 2) adjustable supersonic nozzle; 3)
inlet for air of given parameter; 4) turn
angle to simulate flow drift; 5) diverging
variable-geometry channels for blower air; 6)
pistons to shift channel walls; 7) engine; 8)
water-cooled exhaust tube; 9) to subsonic dif-
fuser and blower-air cooler; 10) to engine ex-
haust-gas cooling device.

8L the .'uy Lhe, Laiiku [L-vwuvu!.E8'ae•ve filled wiuh air com-

pressed to several hundreds of atmospheres, this air being released in

the form of a supersonic stream against the object being tested (an

engine, an aircraft model, a missile, etc.).

In the second type a vacumt is created in the receiver. Air from
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A the Hurrounding meci.um flows into the receiver,

and an engine or Dome other object is tested in

* the airstream.

ZA • •The third type of :Installation represents a

2J combination of the first two.

- Thgstallatons of the types considered above

4 5, $ 4M require no powerful compressors, but it is dif-

Fig. 92. Dimen- ficult to carry out experiments in these Instal-
sions of stream-
lined nozzles re- lations because of the short time Jnterval dur-
quired to simu-
late flow condi- ing which the stream parameters can be kept con-
tions at inlet to
PVRD [ramjet]. 1) stant.
MAximumm nozzle
dimensions for In the testing of PVRD [ramjets] it is ex-
great angles of
attack and sub- tremely important to clarify the influence ex-
critical regimes;
2) minimum nozzle erted by the angles of attack on engine opera-
dimensions at
small angles of tion. To simulate changes in the angles of at-
attack and super-
critical regimes. tack it is the generil practice in these Instal-

lations to change not the slope of the cngine's axis but that of the

blower-nozzle axis. A drawback ofV ,-uch an installation lies in the

fact that it is necessary to change the blower nozzle when attempting

to determine the engine characteristics with respect to the M(ach) num-

ber.

Figure 91 shows a diagram of the test section of a supersonic

high-altitude chamber with a variable nozzle. The supersonic rectangu-

lar nozzle is controlled by means of two flexIble walls which can be

shifted between fixed walls. The diffuser for the air flushing the en-

gine is also equipped with dl1iintnble nide wnl]lr-. The simulatton of

flow drift at the inlet is achieved by turning the entire nozzle., The

pressure in the chamber compartment in which the engine and the dif-

fuser are housed is maintained to o:ol.uoide with the given t'.Light "alti_
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tud~e."

Primary control is achieved by changing the critical section of

the nozzle. The bleeding of air and the control of the diffuser cross

section is handled automatically and corresponds to the high-altitude

pressure in the chamber. The control system must prevent the occur-

rence of surge through the system.

In designing systems for the supply of air to installations with

free flow, the ratio of the blower-nozzle area Fs to the area F dv of

the inlet portion of the engine is of particular interest. A graph of

the recommended Fs/Fdv ratios for axisymmetrical nozzles for various

M(ach) numbers is given in Fig. 92.

3. INSTALLATIONS FOR THE TESTING OF BLADED EQUIPKENT

The studies and adjustment of compressors and turbines plays a

great role in VRD [ramjet] design projects. Multistage axial compres-

sors and turbines whose basic element is a blade ring are widely used

7 823

Fig. 93. Schematic diagram of in-
stallation for recording of blade-
ring characteristics. 1) Electric
motor; 2) multiplier; 3) throttle;
4) compressor; 5) metering nozzle;
6) receiver; 7) nozzle; 8) guide
vanes; 9) test section of installa-
tion with blade ring.

in contemporary air-reaction engines. The proper selection of the blade

ring provides for improved characteristics of the bladed machine and

,-a zc its efficlenny. Tt I natural therefore that particular atten-

tion is being devoted to studies of blade rings.

A schematic diagram of an installation for the determination of

blade-ring characteristics is given in Fig. 93. Air passes from the
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compressor through the receiver, nozzie, and inlet guide-vano asohmblyj

into the test sedtion of the installation in which the angle of attack,

the blade-setting angle, and the spacing between the blades [buckets]

can be changed within a Wide range.

tin f Lade-rin reac-

-• ":iA- ,-Aa A

SFig. 95. Diagram of in-
S"stallation or determina-

betion of blade-ring reac-
ation force. 1) Diffuser;

a i n) blade ring; 3) re-
ceiver; 4) flexible ele-
ment; 5) support; 6)

Fig. 9n. Structural metering nozzle.
diagram of test sec-

tion of installation Figure 9i shows one of the versions of
for determination of
blade [profile] char- the structural dagmof the the installationacteristicB, 1)

Blade ring under in- test section. The angle of attack can bevestigation; 2)

1ubeing rtestd; a con- changed by means of two rotating shaped in-

rotating shaped in- serts 4. The inserts form a passage In which
serts.

a ring of guide plates 2 can be mounted to
provide for the better straightening of the stream. The given ian,,Cn-

rude of a0 is monitored by means of a dial.

The pressure and ve~locity fields before and after the blade rintL

I being tested are recorded by means of pneumatic probing. It should

be pointed out that this method is extremely c~umbergome and requireo.

the expenditure of considerable time to carry out the experiment; how-

ever, if these experiments are carried out carefully, the method en-

surcs high measurement accuracy.
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The reaction-force balancing method considered below makes it POO-

sible to derive the integral characteristics of blade rings at a con-

siderably reduced expenditure of time for the experiments. The high

productivity of the method makes it possible easily to obtain a com-

parative evaluation of the blade rings, differing in blade shape, and

in geometric and regime parameters.

Figure 95 shows the diagram of an installation for the balancing

of reaction force, this installation also making it possible to deter-

mine the circumferential and axial components of this force. The air

from the compressor passes through the metering nozzle 6 and diffuser

1 from which it is directed into receiver 3 in which the blade ring 2

is mounted. The receiver with the blade ring is mounted in the ver-

tical section of the air duct which is equipped with a fixed support 5

at the top.

The blade ring being tested is mounted on a horizontal flat sur-

face. The reaction force is absorbed by a flexible element 4 which is

simply a thin-walled section of the duct. Four strain gauges are at-

tached to the surface of this element along two mutually perpendicular

axes ab and cd (the section AA). The presence of two sensing elements

on a single axis increases the sensitivity of the bridge and enhances

thermal compensation. The two sensing elements that are situated on a

single axis form the two arms of the measuring bridge, while the re-

maining two arms are connected to a special rheochord [slide wire]

which makes it possible to calibrate the bridge.

The-. sensing clement situated on the ab a.Is measures the axlal

componeit Ra of the reaction force R, while the sensing element situ-

ated on the ed axis measures the circumferential component Ru of the

reaction force.

Knowing the true air flow rate GV, measured by means of the meter-
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ing nozzle, and knowing the reaction force it

• . =VR.n.,(108)

whose components R. and R. have been determined by means of strain-

gauge balances, makes it possible to determine the mean veloc:11.y at

the outlet

the velocity and flow-rate coeffc:cirnto

CIT

and

as. T1

as well as the mean stream angle aU the outlet

Ract= arc tg R- (11

The value of the velocity clt and that of the flow rate CG arTV. tae

found from the usual gasdynamic formulas.

The installation under consideration makes it possible to deter-

mine the influence exerted solely by the M(ach) number on the eharac-

teristics of the blade rings.

Figure 96 shows a diagram of an installation for airstream teAs

of blade rings, this installation permitting consideration of the in-

fluence exerted by the Re(ynolds) numbers on the characterJstics. it

.1a possible in this case to change the M and Re numbers indL,(,T]•dntly

of one another, and this is achieved by changing the differences .in

pressure and density of the air flowing past the blade ring .in t•,tim

system that is cloned airtight during the teat. Sucb ternt; r(!S13tR are

used in calculating the high-altitude characteriýjtics of engineo.

The air proceeding from compressor 3 is cooled4 ini heaU exchanger

4 and is passea through nozzle U Lu Lh blade ring 7 being ....C, Tha
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Fig. 96. Schematic diagram of installa-
tion for airstream tests of blade
rings. 1) Electric motor; 2) multip-
lier; 3) compressor; 4) heat exohanger;5) metering nozzle; 6) nozzle; 7)
blade ring under study; 8) exit valve;
9) throttle; 10) vacuum-pump valve;
11) vacuum pump; 12) inlet valve.

I7
I 2 3 ,

r -5

7 844L9

Fig. 97. Diagram of Fig. 98. Diagram of closed-
installation for test- type vacuum installation.
ing compressor stage. 1) Air turbine; 2) spring;
1) Electric motor; 2) 3) compressor; 4) multip-
multiplier; 3) corn- her; 5) electric motor; 6)
pressor stage; 4) heat exchanger; 7) vacuum
throttle valve; 5) pump with electric motor;
cooler; 6) air dryer- 8) throttle valve; 9) air
7) heat exchanger; ) dryer.
metering diaphragm; 9)
air filter.

a f *....,"; ̂ '. Aata-vndetermi b- ,nona of' mete+in no••le 5 A large nuzm-

ber of valves are provided for in the installation, these being neces-

sary for purposes of control. The density of the air in the closed sys-

tem of the installation is reduced by means of vacuum pump 11.

Let us now turn to the examination of installations for the deter-
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mination of compressor and compressor-stage cavacteristios.
Figure 97 shows the diagram of an instaBl•aion fo8 thh '•tin• o

the stages of an axial compressor. Regimes with various air flow-rate

and parameter values at the inlet can be established for the compres-

sor stage being tested by introducing appropriate changes in the revo-

lutions of the electric motor, the poslitons of the throttle valves,

and the thermal effect on the air in th? heat exchanger and the cooler.

The diagram of the installation for the testLng( of a full--acale com-

pressor is analogous to the one described. A compressor is frequently

studied directly within the engine system. However, in this case the

compressor characteristic may not be recorded completely, but only

within a comparatively narrow range.

Figure 98 shows the diagram of a closed.type vacuum .1insta'.U.atlon

by means of which it is possible to conduct tests at the same volumiet-

rLc air flow rate as under actual conditions. The weight flow .cate of

air in this case will be lower. The compressor being tested, the

throttling device, the heat exchanger, and the air turbine which re-

turns a portion of the power expended on driving the compressor are

included in this system. A powerful electric motor, (as indicated in

the diagram) or a gas turbine may be employed as the powerplant in

this case.

The air filling the installation is first dried in order to avoid

the icing of the measuring instruments during the low-temperature re-

gimes. The test regime is controlled by changing the revolutions, the

quantity of removed heat, the pressure at the inlet to thu compressor,

and also by means of throttling. The temperat-ro of thc atr at the in-.

let to the compressor can be changed over a w.i.de range, and this i3

extremely important for purposes of simulating high-altituda and high-

speed conditions during the tests.
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It is not necessary to use an air turbine in Uhe installation,

since the throttle and the heat exchanger make it possible to estab-

lish the required parameters. However, in this case considerable losses

during the throttling of the air take place, and the heat exchangers

prove to be extremely cumbersome.

The turbine characteristics are recorded on special installations.

The power of the turbine is absorbed by means of a hydraulic

brake or compressor (Fig. 99) which draws air in from the atmosphere.

The power required by the air brake 3 is controlled by changing the

air flow rate by means of valve 1. As can be seen from the diagram,

gases from chamber 13 enter the turbine 4 being tested. The turbine

power, equal to the compressor power, is determined by the following

formula:
N, G .-- P. (*;-el)

N, 75A(113)

where T* 1 is the stagnation temperature of the incoming air; T*2 is

the stagnation temperature of the air at the outlet from the air brake

3; Gv is the air flow rate through the air brake; cp is the specific

heat of the air.

In the installation under consideration the turbine and the air

brake are controlled independently, this making it possible to change

the operating regime of the turbine within a wide range. The testing

of turbines whose power is absorbed by means of a hydraulic brake pro-

duces more accurate results.

4. TNWPALLATION FOR TIE TESTING OF COMBUSTION CHAMBERS

In view of the fact that the problems associated with a wind-

tunnel chamber and combustion processes within such a chamber are ex-

tremely complex, existing combustion chambers are perfected, primarily,

by experimentation.
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Fig. 99. Diagram of installation for
turbine testing. 1) Throttle valve; 2)
metering diaphragm; 3) air brake; 4)
turbine being tested; 5) compressor; 6)multiplier; 7, 11) [i.,. mio,• 3
sampler; 9) fuel manifold; 10) val.ve;
12) fuel pinmp; 13) co.rabston .. bev.

Fig. 100. Diagram of inctoallatlon fo.'
study of combustion prncesses. I) Coln-
bustion chamber being tested; 2) heat
exchanger; 3) air feed; 4) water cooler
to cool gases; 5) high-altitude exhaust
system; 6) muffler for exhaust 5o atmnos-
phere (ground condltLons).

In order to reduce expenditures on the desi:gn of new chamber.3, it

would be desirable to switch from naturnal [•hm]-scaie] tests to tests

of models, the final test being conducted on t'uil].i.soale chambers. How-

uver, because of the difficulties cnoountcrcd in modeling the chambers,

this "two-stage" design method is not ,iied.

Figure 100 shows the diagram of a lu.u.toi, installation for the

testing of combustion processes. As can be seon ruom the diagram the
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air enters chamber 1 from the compressor station through heat exchanger

2 in which it is heated by the gases removed from the chamber. The

presence of heat exchangers makes it possible to have an elevated tem-

perature at the inlet to the combustion chamber - this temperature

characteristic of combustion-chamber operating regimes in the case of

high-velocity flights. Moreover, the special suction system with the

cooler 4 makes it possible to achieve low pressures at the inlet, these

corresponding to high-altitude conditions.

In carrying out experimental tests of combustion chambers, it is

necessary to devote particular attention to the determination of the

heat-liberation coefficient ý, the pressure-recovery factor a*, as

well as to determine the uniformity of the temperature field at the

outlet from the chamber.

The heat-liberation coefficient is defined as the ratio of the

quantity of heat Qd actually liberated during the combustion to the

quantity of heat Qt supplied with the fuel:

R.- (114)QT *

The quantity Qt can always be determined by calculation if the

fuel flow rate and its heating value are known. The determination of

Qd presents considerable difficulty.

In principle, Qd can be determined by the calorimetric method, by

changing the temperature and composition of the gases directly, as

well as by weight methods based on the measurement of the reaction mo-

mentf.m on thn p n Rtrems leavinv the chamber. The above-enumerated

methods of determining E automatically include losses through the cham-

ber walls to the ambient medium.

The calorimetric method is extremely cumbersome, since it requires

the development of a large calorimeter for the determination of the
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quantity of heat released by the efnviuou gvoeu f..tm the ohimbt± usti a.

are cooled in the calorimeter.

It is necessary to point out that the flow at the outlet from the

combustion chamber is not uniform wtth respeaL to temperature, density,

and velocity, as well as with respect ILo gas composition. In this con-

nection a gas sample is taken from several, points of the section, and

the mean-mass value of is determined from the following expression:

Or i'pi bti

. (115)

where G is thA gns flow raite th.'oin,li Ume eorveopondlnfr soc ti.on.; C.

is the mean specific heat of the gases in tihis section; Aýti = T*i-

- T* 2 is the heating of the gases In the section P-31.

The weight method offers considorably less difficulty, I.e., the

method of measuring the reaction force of! the gas otream emanating from

the chamber. This method immediately yields the mean-mass value of

without tedious measurements at separate points along the flow.

In order to determine the prcssu:io-recovcry factor for the com-

bustion chamber

(116)P2

it is necessary to know the total pressure p*? ai; the inlet to the

chamber and the total pressure p* 3 at the outlet f'rom the chamber. The

total pressures do not remain constant through these sections. For

this reason it is necessary to use the following formula

0 . S, , (117)

which gives the mean-mass value of q*. 11 hiU .1 fouiLula Gg and 0 v i

represeul, ý eetl~ely, the. ga, and aii; flow :2atea tarough the ith
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Fig. 101. Schematic diagram of installation for
testing model combustion chambers under ground con-
ditions. 1) Fuel tank; 2) filters; 3) stopcocks;
4) sampler; 5) fuel pump; 6) cooler; 7) drain for
removal of water from water jacket of exhaust re-
ceiver; 8) spray-nozzle injector; 9) chamber being
studied; 10) trap to balance exhaust gas stream;
11) trap rod to which strain gauges are attached;
12) exhaust receiver; 13) outlet of gases to at-
mosphere; 14) water spray; 15) oscillograph; 16)
receiver; 17) metering diaphragm; 18) compressor;
19) compressor drive; 20) throttle valve.

sections; p*31 and p*21 represent, respectively, the total pressures

in the sections 3i and 2i; G v and G represent, respectively, the air

and gas flow rates through the chamber.

The total head at the various points of the section under inves-

tigation is measured by means of a total-head fitting equipped with

"Itrakes" or "combs." The sensing elements on such a total-head "rake"

are positioned so that they are located in the middle of the equal-

sized areas into which the given section has been divided. This dis-

tribution of the sensing elements makes it possible to determine the

mean pressure value. The high gas temperatures at the outlet from the

chamber make necessary the utilization of sensing elements that are

cooled or made of heat-resistant matevials.
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Figure 101 shows a schematic diagrem of an installation fEo-, the

* testing of model combkustion chambetsý tii~ ~$~udo~ i6 '. Ase

cial device for the measurement of the reaction force of the gas

stream emanating from the chamber Is used in this Installation.

Trap 1 (Fig. 102), suspended in cantilever fanbion from rod 2, Is

rigidly attached in fixed sleeve 3 and It sh:¶fts under the action of

the flow entering the trap from the chamber. The rod is subjected to

bending deformations; two identical wirj.,o, resistance oensing, elements

(strain gauges), representing the two arms of the Wheatstone bridge,

are attached to the parallel surfaces A and B3 of the rod, these sur-

faces equidistant from the trap shaft.

These two sensing elements, experioneing dnt clakl tempera•tuve

conditions, but subjected to various deformatlonn (tension and com-

pression), provide for thermal compensal.on, I.e., they eliminate the

influence of the change in the temperature o' the surrounding medium

and the rod on the instrument readings, and they ralse the sensi.tivity

of the bridge by a factor of two. The mont conven.lent cireul t1 for the

measurement of deformations is the clrcuit fo;.0 an unbalanced lw'idge

operating on alternating current. The changes :in the cu.rent in the

bridge, resulting from the deformation of the rod, are proportional to

the magnitude of the shift of the trap along lie xn-axis, I.e., they

are proportional to the value of thrust and are recorded by means of

an oscillograph.

Figure 103 shows a diagram of a device with an induction sensing

element that serves also to balance the exhaust stream. The coupling

rod 5 of the sensing element is attachcd to diaphragrinn3 and l. Undor

the action of the pressure of the prod',tn ,'31 colwitiona the nensjng

element shifts and changes the clearance 6 between armature 6 sitting

on the coupling rod and the magnetic carouli; 7 or the tranerormer in-
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Fig. 102. Dia- Fig. 103. Diagram of in-
gram of impulse pulse meter with induc-
meter with wire tion sensing element. 1)
sensing ele- Nozzle; 2) trap; 3, 4)
ments. 1) Trap; diaphragms; 5) coupling
2) flexible rod; rod; 6) armature; 7) core;
3) sleeve. 8) primary winding; 9)

secondary winding; 10)
sound generator; 11) loop
oscillograph; 12) detec-
tor. A) sensing-element
unit; B) compensator unit.

duction coil. The instrument is connected to an AC supply. This instru-

ment exhibits the advantage of eliminating the need to amplify the

pulse, even if the values of the latter are low.

5. INSTALLATIONS FOR THE TESTING OF AUXILIARY ELEMENTS OF AVIATION ENGINES

The auxiliary engine units are generally tested in laboratories.

The turbine starters, generators, fuel and oil pumps, various regula-

tors and distributors, auxiliary gas turbines, spray-nozzle injectors,

devices to drive the aircraft units, etc., are initially tested on spe-

cial installations.

A powerful starter is required to actuate a gas-turbine engine

that develops great thrust. In this case a turbine starter whose opera-

tion is limited in terms of shutdown time and number of revolutions is

frequently employed. An analysis of the specifics of turbine-starter

operation indicates that the.method of static tests for conventional
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Fig. 104. Diagram of teut-stand for dlynamic
tests of turbine starters. 1) 01]. tank with
heater; 2) pump; 3) thermometer; 11) inanom-
eter; 5) rotating valvc; 1,) a.r.-brakc vanec;
7) flywheel; 8) air-brake housing; ()) clutch

,in._ - ... ! 10) tori•on nhift: 1.A) oil valve:
12) tachometer; 13) turbine starLto,.

gas-turbine engines involving the. measurement of engine parameters in

constant stabilized regimes does not provldc f'or suffIciently accurate

control of the operation of the starter unlit prlor to its installation

in the main engine. The approximation of the parameters of! the starter

GTD [gas-turbine engine] to the operatLonal parametern under tent-stand

conditions is possible only through a comb.hnatlon of the correspond ing,

starter load and a regime of continuous accelcorition.

Figure 104 shows a diagram of a stand for dynamic turbline-starter

tests making it possible to observe a regIme clone to the operational

acceleration regime through an entire ol,,trting cycle and to measure

tlie instantaneous power values for various [nuniborn of'] r0v1u.ons of

the drive shaft. The stard is equipped with a dual supported rotor of

simple design and a drive spring- the elasti.c; portlon of the ltorsion

dynamometer. Similar to the tvantuintseon of it-hn wnin engine, the test-

stand rotor during the starting proce(hdin deve1.ocpn tnurt13i ro s Is tance

to rotational acceleration and blowe(l, o duol'al,-atIon.

The rotor is a steel disk-flywheel enatoct on 1;fe chart, the r-.nd



surface of the disk being fitted out with aerodynamic-doccleration

blades, similar to the blades of a centrifugal blower. There are open-

ings in the rotor frame for the inlet and outlet of air. The inlet

openings can be throttled by means of a special rotating screen.

4 I6 if 13 2 212

23 -.. -- 5

*A fle -a a6

B 608onxooc

C 8rNoN.inusa-

F7 38 9 2I18 3

Fig. 105. Diagram of hydraulic installa-
tion for testing of fuel pumps. 1) Flow
tank; 2) stopcock; 3) pump; 4) low-pres-
sure throttle valve; 5) distributor
valve; 6) rotameters; 7) low-pressure
filter; 8) pump inlet valve; 9) pump be-
ing tested; 10) radiator; 11) manometer

stopcock for pressures below 6 kg/cm2 ;
12) manometer for pre.sures below 6/2

kg/cm ; 13) high-pressure throttle valve;
14) manometer valve for pressures below

25 kg/cm2 ; 15) manometer for pressures

below 25 kg/cm2 ; 16) manometer for pres-

sures below 150 kg/cm2 ; 17) safety valve;
18) low-pressure safety valve, 19) valve;
20) piezometer; 21) valve; 22) distance-
reading thermometer; 23) emergency valve.
Aý Emergency drain; B) from water main;
03 to water main.

The power for the turbine starter in the case of the acceleration

'uginju is pavzilly a wiiulaLud in ULhi Y £lYWii Untd psjL'ially absb b0 d

by the air brake. A hydraulic torsion dynamometer is used as the de-

vice to measure Mkr on the starter shaft.

Great attention is being devoted in the laboratories to the test-

ing of fuel=system units. As an example, Fig. 105 shows a diagram of
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a hydraulic system for an installation uLeft to test fjue)l pwrppi. ut1= 1-

the testing of these puimps the foli6owig allara .,.iC5 ea e_ :

the capacity of the pumps, the control and operating range of the over--

speed governor, the functioning of the valves, the over-all airtight

sealing, etc.

When the teat stand Js in operation the fuel Is passed CUrom the

flow tank 1 through the stopcock 2 uuder I.J'. n ,eI.on of gravIty Into

pump 3. Under the pressure generated by iho punp ihe fuel irs then

passed through the low-pressure thrott'Ie valve 4! to one of the rotam-

eters 6 and then through low-pressure filter ( and valve 8 :.uitn the

pump 9 being tested. From this ptuap the fuel paosen through rad.Iator

10 and partially through the high-pressure thoLtil valve 13, rrom

which it returns to flow tank 1.

The fuel pressure in front of the rol~ameteo. Is contro]]ed by

means of the low-pressure throttle valve 4. The fuel pressure in front

of valve 8 is monitored by means of manometer 12. The pressure at the

inlet to the pump is controlled by valve 8 and monitored by means of

piezometer 20. The pressure at the outlet f.rtom the pumxp Is controlled

by the high-pressure throttle valve 1.3 and monitored by means of maioin-

eters 15 or 16, depending on the magnitude of the pressure. The tem-

perature of the fuel at the inlet to the pump being tested is monitor',t

by means of a distance-reading thermometer 22 and controlled by mlean.s

of the water flow rate through radiator 10.
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Manu-
script [List of Transliterated Symbols]
Page

No.

157 = v =vozdukh = air

158 B.T = v.t = vesy tenzometra = strain-gauge balances

158 T = t = tenzometer = strain gauge

161 T = t = turbina = turbine

161 K = k = kompressor = compressor

163 A = d = deystvitel'no - actual

163 T = t = toplivo = fuel

164 r = g = gaz gas
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Chapter 5

TESTING STATTONS

1. CLASSIFICATION OF TESTING STATIONS AND) BEQIJIEIVMENTS IMPOSED ON SAN?,

Testing stations are employed for purposes of' testinfg aviation

engines under ground conditions. The stations represent a complex of

built-up structures equipped in the proper fashion. The baoic struc-

tures in this case include the following: roonis (testing cabins) in

which the engines to be tested are installed; control rooms from which

the engines are controlled and the funct.loning of the engines Is mon-

itored; and finally there are production build-ings to house the varil-

ous power-supply systems for the testing inrtallations.

The auxiliary structures required to service all of the stations

include a transfer station, machine and electrical workshops, a moni-

toring-measuring instrument division, production departments, adminis-

trative sections, a central fuel storage, etc.

The central fuel storage is situated approximately 200 m from the

station building and it consists of a certain number of underground

reservoirs that are interconnected. The fuel is supplied mechanically

te the testing installations (by means of pumps), or under the prres-

sure of dry air or some inert gas forced into the reservoirs.

Each testing station is fitted oul; with a spec.aJ piece or. eqýuLp-

ment by means of which it is possible to determine the magrnitude of

thrust or torque, or both, in the testing of a TVD [turboprop engine];

in addition, each testing installation has the following synteoim: fuel,

oil, staring, aiv (Num-pee••orlews VI ............ e..in]), ot.
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There is an engine control panel on the installation, and this panel

is equipped with monitoring-measuring instruments. The above-enumerated

equipment and systems make it possible to carry out the tests and to

record the required engine characteristics.

In order to ensure safety and hygienic conditions, the station

structures have been provided with ventilation systems, they have been

soundproofed, fire-fighting equipment has been installed, etc.

Various types of stations are employed in testing practice. De-

pending on the purpose of the test, stations can be divided into ex-

perimental and routine stations. The type of engine being tested deter-

mines the use of a station for the testing of compressorless air-

reaction engines or of a station for the testing of air-reaction en-

gines with compressors, while the operating conditions determine the

use of an open- or closed-type of station.

In selecting the type of station, we find that the determining

factors are the following: the type of engine; the purpose of the test,

the designation of the enterprise of which the station is a part; the

type of equipment used in the station; the nature of the terrain in

which the station is situated, and the climatic conditions prevailing

over this terrain; and finally, the cost of the test station.

The open-type stations are the simplest; in stations of this type

the engines being tested are kept in the open air and they are pro-

tected against atmospheric precipitation only by means of hangar-type

structures, the control and observation operations being conducted

from rooms situated alongside. Stations of this type are quite mobile

and can easily be transferred from one area to another.

Cases are possible in which it would be expedient to reject the

use of an engine-mounting installation, but rather to mount the engine

directly in the aircraft, conducting the test in this manxer. Such an
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installation would make it possible to meaoux'e the actul for-ce of en-
glne thrust, while at the same time t$,lhl iiitb eonsldetabn the "

losses in the intake and exhaust channels of the aircraft for all op-

erating regimes of a TRD [turbojet eng-ine].

Open-type stations are comparatively inexpensive, but eADibit the

following significant drawbacks: they cannot be iol; up near populated

areas because of a lack of special nolso..'-adc-lnin, systoms; thc snutting

up of an engine in the open air results JIn Jnconveni.lenee For the per-

sonnel servicing the station; it hinders the cond i1tions under which

the tests are carried out, etc. Open-type testing stations are used at

repair bases.

Testing stations exclusivel.y of theb closed type, in which the en-

gine is kept within an enclosure throughout the cntiro period of the

test, are used in series-production aviation-engi1.ne building plants

situated in the vicinity of major populated centers. Closed-type sta-

tions provide for the required convenlence of personnel. and make It

possible to use highly effective no.se -roduc t Ion methods.

Several versions of closed-type tenting s, tations whose riecIfic

characteristics are governed by the tasks and requircments eniumerated

below have gained widespread acceptance, depending on the design of

the test sections and their location relative to the control rooms.

In series production a testing statlon must provide for testing

with minimum expenditure of time on thit f.ttting out. and mouiit Jogý of

the engine, for testing conditions that simu1_ate the operational con-

ditions of the engine to the maximum, for, the sjuppl. oiy gof! . quanti.-.

ties of filtered fu.el, for tosting economy, r'or fIre safety, orid for

noise-reduction and proper ventilation.

This chapter presents the fundamental data on e;losed-byp e factory

stations for the testing of turboprop and .urbojet engines.



2. TEST SECTIONS

The following requirements are imposed on test sections:

1) the inlet portion of the test section must provide for the sup-

ply of air to the engine being tested, this air to be free of dust and

exhaust gases;

a• b)

c) d

Fig. 106. Types of test sections. 1) Entry
with noise absorber; 2) guide vanes; 3) inlet
gates; 4) aerodynamic wind-tunnel ring (for
testing of TVD [turboprop engine]); 5) engine;
6) ejector; 7) outlet gates; 8) outlet dif-
fuser; 9) outlet with noise absorber.

2) the inlet portion must be fitted out with a noise absorber;

3) the test section must provide for a supply of air from the in-

let portion to the working section which carries the engine being

tested;

4) the exhaust portion of the test section must be equipped with

a device to remove the exhaust gases and with a sound-absorption de-

5) the test section must be provided with doors in order to per-

mit entry to and exit from the test section for the engines and the

lifting devices;

6) the walls of the test section must be strong and prot.ct the
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servicing personnel in the case of an accideint o:) Af the e ijtnu o' hbtlldc

be. destroyed during the course of a test.

Since test sections are designed to serve foel the testing of any

type of gas-turbine engine,the parameter, which (lete-mlines the dlilen-

sions of the installation is the air flow rate through the engine and

the propellers, i.e., a test section i s desoignud W. bt ilý to with-

stand the power developed by some futmue TVI) [turboprop engine I during

the course of a test.

Four types of test sections, like the ones shown in Fig. .06, are

used in testing practice. Of these, the most comuhon are the test sec-

tions shown in Fig. 1.06a and b. The Insta-llatoio of a vertIcaJ. shalt

at the inlet provides for a supply of prc uic iu Lhu th• LjGne:. 'Ll1a1r• i-

zontal ejection of the products of comblistion malceo It possible to re.

duce the noise adequately at a lower cost than would be possible in

the case of vertical ejection. From this s-tandpoint, a test oection

with two horizontal shafts exhibits thu best conditions for noise ab-

sorption and it also exhibits the best aerodynamic characteristics.

The selection of a given type of test secti1on is governed by the

location of the factory, the type and powv or" the engine being tested,

and by the distance between the test station and other plant struc-

tures.

The test section, as can be seen from Fig. I06, Cons.Ists Of throe,

-min parts: the inlet section, the test section, and thoe exbauc '(,c-

tion. A stand is positioned on a special. foundation in the b1est snc-

tion, the engine to be tested being muwauid uu thi ....... "If th .Cn

gino is of the turboprop variety, it Is necessary to Instal]. an acro-

dynamic wind-tunnel ring at the inlet to the teot section In ouch a

manner that the propeller of the engxqf),in ii filaa t-cd insidc th:1 vi'ng

and that their axes coincidc.. Tho distance boeýwr..n_ i.he 1.1m r,,yucL blade
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tips and the walls of the ring must not be less than 0.5-0.75 m, thus

providing adequate clearance to avoid the vibrations that are excited

by the movement of the blade tips. The aerodynamic wind-tunnel ring

ensures better conditions of airflow past the propeller.

At the outlet from the test section we find an ejector tube

through which the products of combustion are removed, thus reducing

the temperature and velocity of the exhaust gases (due to the intake

[suction] of air). The ejector tube and the engine must be situated on

a common axis.

Figure 107 shows the working section of a test installation. The

engine is passed into the test section through special gates, and then

an electrically operated lift moves the engine to the test stand that

is mounted on the special vibration-absorbing foundation.

The vibrations in the foundation are partially absorbed by an in-

sulation cushion 2 made up of cork plates, specially treated wood, or

felt. There is an air space 15-20 cm thick to provide insulation

against lateral vibrations. The stand foundation must be deeper than

the foundation of the building walls in order to reduce the vibrations

of the latter.

In order to reduce the fatigue stresses caused by vibrations in

the working section, the latter should be constructed of prestressed

reinforced concrete, the walls of the structure being approximately

200 mm thick.

Figure 108 shows the engine equipment on the stand in the test

section prior Lu Lhe sbaerL uf the LesL, while Fig. 109 shows a '±vy

[turboprop engine] mounted on the stand.

It is extremely important to make proper selection of the speed

of the air in the inlet portion of the test section, as well as to se-

Icct properly the speeds of the air and the products of combustion in
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the exhaust section. Data on the velocity of the air and the exhiuuot

gases in the various sbOýments of a TVD [turboprop OngiLne] test .ection

are presented below to provide the aerodynamic characteristics of test

sections.

" 7

Fig. 107. Test section of testi ng Installali.on. i.) Stand; .2)
insulation cushion; 3) air space; 4) foundat.on; 5) test-

section inlet; 6) louvers; 7) blade rinp;; 8) inlet nolise re-

ducer; 9) air inlet; 10) drive; .l) aerodynamlo wind-tunnel
ring; 12) engine; 13) ejector; 14) eloctr•ially operated
lift; 15) outlet noise reducer; 16) repulolu] blades.

Fig. 106. Readying ar, enrgIne, I on th;II',d

prior to the uea.
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Fig. 109. Turboprop engine on

test stand.

The air is introduced to the suction part at a speed of 10-20

m/sec. The mean speed of the air through the sound-reducing unit may

be assumed to be 20-30 m/sec in the suction section while in the

straightener-grid section the air moves at a speed of 15-20 m/sec. The

speed of the air in the plane cut by the propellers (at the outlet

from the aerodynamic wind-tunnel ring 4 in Fig. 106) is derived from

the calculations for the propeller. When the propeller efficiency is

equal to 0.55 (flight speed V = 0), the speed of the air amounts to 45

m/sec.

The velocity of the air is assumed to be of the order of 30-40

/ £.l.. ..... C .14 ... 4,- i --n thecxh'a,,c, Th oe c fna th

air at the outlet to the atmosphere is of approximately the same value.

The pressure in the suction part of the test section is generally

lower than atmospheric pressure by a factor of 100-300 mm water col-

umn because of the mnvemmpnt of the air, and it is higher than the at-
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mospheric pressure by a factor of '200-400) sea watev ooluxrr 111 froat,

of. the exhaust n 6 Uqe;e-eduction unit. This 'bPcuiinstih66 fiUb-t b?. a- 0;

counted for in the strength calculationsl for the test section.

3. CONTROL ROOMS

During the course of an engine test the tec~hnical personnel are

located in the control room that If, ,..ua1td next 1:) tbe test section.

To ensure the control of the engine and the- to., of its opera-

tion, the control room must:

1) be sufficiently large to houFne all equipment, Jnstruments, and

personnel;

2) provide facilities for vluual obbsorvatlon (through special. win..

dows) of the condition of the engine bolng teoted In the test section;

3) guarantee complete safety for the plrsonnel. in the control

room during the test and it must be proporly sound-i:reateld and equipped

with good ventilation facilities;

4) be properl.y lighted (des:lrably, witli nattu)rn1 light during the

day).

Depending on the number of tct siectiLon,,, serv-fced, control rooms

can be of the individual (one- or two-.1d.Iol) ;rid jo:Int types. The con-

trol rooms servicing more than two teaot iionfi are known as Joint con-

trol rooms. The best conditions .or the peivicirig j~orsonnel are pro-

vided by an individual control room, Tho. li•i-i. cuntrol room Js more

-umpact, less expensive, and convenlent i.or the 1,usnsgonmenbt o0 a fhift

(the possibility of simultaneously supel'v-'Jng thW work of all crews

[brigades] servicing an installation).

The selection of a given type of countro.l ioom is governed by the

scheduled engine-productfion program, the typ. 'iid power of these en-

gines, the positioning of the engines3 in the tvist seoctlon, and the de-

sign oa' the test section.



The floor of the control room is installed on special columns and

it is not linked with the walls of the test section, thus significantly

reducing the vibrations that would be transmitted from the engine be-

ing tested.

Special equipment is housed in the control rooms of test stations,

and the basic element of this equipment is the engine control panel

which is equipped with monitoring instruments.

The control panel is generally installed beyond the plane of en-

gine-rotor rotation. The control units of the engine and its elements

and auxiliary systems are mounted on the control panel, as are the

monitoring instruments, the auxiliary instruments required for the

measurement of the test magnitudes of interest, und fiially' Lhitie is a

signaling system that is also part of the control panel. An observation

window is situated immediately above the control panel.

The fundamental requirements imposed on a control panel call for

the positioning of the instruments and control units in such a manner

as to make possible engine control with the greatest convenience as

well as to observe the instruments and record their readings.

V Fig. 110. Control panel.
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Figure 110 shows a control panel. The contr•ol Jevers are slbuatod

in the centrdl porti6n of the pan-el, and here wb -alsb fin-yd the buttonef

of the electrical starting system and "the instruments which character-

ize [describe] the operation of the eng-ine.

The instruments giving readings that must be recorded are located

as close as possible to the central 8ection, while the automatic re-

cording instruments are situated somewhat Uar.,thor away. Like Vnstru-

ments or instruments intended for the measuriement of speol'lic piantl-

ties must be grouped together. Instruments wl.th particularly sensitive

mechanisms must be mounted at points not subject to vibrations, on

foam-rubber pads.

In the case of testing installations the control panel is kept at

a rather great distance (4-6 m) from the engIne. Under such conditions

the transmission of movement from levers on the control panel to [cor-

responding] levers on the engine being tested presents some difficulty.

Remote-control transmission must provide for:

i) smoothness of stroke and absence of great friction;

2) tuning accuracy;

3) constancy of mutual position or control-panel lever and con-

trolled lever;

4) insensitivity to vibrations and change in temperature of am-

bient medium;

5) rapid and easy connection and disconnection to and from .Iuvers,

respectively.

Hinged coupling rods as well as e.KLo, o.t.ectrJ.ioa, ana nycirauLic

drives arc used to achieve the l.in!f bntwcsn tlio cnnt'nl-panel levers

and the control units on the engine.

Operational experience has demonutnteid that with careful adjust-

ment and proper uarte all of .the abov•-..uadca td ...... of. drix fune
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2

Fig. 111. Schematic diagram of hydraulic
drive. 1) Transmission element; 2) mani-
fold; 3) sensing element; 4) engine lever.

tion normally and provide for reliable engine control. It is truc that

they do not all satisfy the above-enumerated conditions in identical

fashion or in complete measure.

Of the above-enumerated drives, the operationally reliable and

easily controlled hydraulic drives have gained rather extensive ac-

ceptance. In the use of cable transmissions we encounter difficulties

in the elimination of the free play that disturbs the precise tuning

of the engine to a given regime. Electrical transmissions restrict the

potentials of the test, since it is impossible to execute a nonuniform

shift of the control levers.

Figure 111 shows a schematic diagram of a hydraulic drive. The

drive consists of a transmitting and receiving [sensing] element, con-

nected to each other by means of a tube. The system is filled with

be reduced, the system is filled with a mixture of transformer oil and

kerosene. Each of the elements of the drive is fitted out with a pis-

ton that is spring loaded. Identical shifting of the transmission and

receiving elamAnts is provided for in the system. Because of the ac-
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tion of the springs the liquid is constantly- under pressure.

T I he manifold betweeh the transmission mechanism (on the paneli)

and the receiving [sensing] mechanism (on the engine or test stand)

can be placed anywhere in the test section.

Signal lights (lights of various colors on the control panel) are

widely used in the control rooms for convenience in servIcIng the in-

stallation during the test. Thus, for example, a signal light can in-

dicate the flow of current to the Installation, preparedness for en-

gine start, fuel supply to the engine, etc.

The signaling systems (including the systems used for measurement

purposes) are installed to correspond to the type of engine employed,

as well as to match the testing installation and the manner in which

the equipment has been positioned on the tes3t otand.

The air in the control room should be changed at 'Least every 10-1,)

minutes. It is recommended that the entire fuel-manifold system be en-

closed in a special casing for which individual ventilatJon is pro-

vided.

4. TESTING INSTALLATIONS AND THEIR DISPOSITION AT THE STATION

Two types of testing installations are presently in use (Fig.

112). The basic difference between these installations lies in the dis-

position of the engine being tested in the test section with respect

to the control panel and room. In the installation shown In Fig. 112a,

thc engine is positioned parallel to the control panel, while the en-

gine is positioned perpendicular to the control panel in the installa-

tion shown in Fig. 112b. The test sections are sBructuraily lusc uum-

plex in the first type of installation and sRtlnfy the aerodynamic re-

quirements in simpler fashion. Greater safety for the servicing per-

sonnel is ensured in the installations of the second type, since the

rotation of the compressur, Witi ta•abii-e, and thc j;rcpcllcr takes place
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in a plane parallel to the control room. The location of the test in-

stallations at a station is based on the type of test installation

selected.

aa) bN6

Fig. 112. Diagrams of testing installations.
1) Test section; 2) control room; 3) opera-
tional housing; 4) control panel; 5) observa-
tion window; 6) engine; 7) air inlet; 8)
ejector tube.

4 d

-ad)
15 

6
22

Fig. 113. Diagram of test-installation posi-
tion at station (arrows indicate direction of
air movement in test section). 1) Test section;
2) control room; 3) test stand with engine; 4)
control panel" 5) traneaer Polntf

Figure 113 shows four versions of installation disposition. The

diagrams in Fig. 113a and b show stations with test sections in which

the engines are positioned parallel to the control panels, while the

remaining diagrams show stat.ions with test sections in which the en-
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gines are positioned perpendicular to the control panels. In some sta-

tions (Fig. 113a, b, and d) use is maa• bf in-iRanlttiLi1s With iaivid-

ual control rooms (single-sided in Fig. ll3a, and double-sided in Fig.

113b and d), while the remaining figures (Fig. 113c) show a Joint con-

trol room.

The test sections of all testing installations must open on a

transfer point 5 in which the engine is prepared for the test and from

which the engine is sent on to the reassembly slhop or the shipping

warehouse.

The diagrams in Fig. 113a, b, and c show a single-row disposition

of testing installations at a station, while the diagram in Fig. 113d

shows a double-row disposition. The single-row test-installation dis-

position facilitates the setting up of a station on the grounds of a

factory and makes possible centralized fuel. supply, facilitaýes fire-

protection conditions, and also simplifies the supply of pure air to

the engines.

In addition to the above-mentioned basic buildings, a consider-

able portion of the area at a station is set aside for auxiliary ser-

vices. The area for the auxiliary structures is selected and allocated

on the basis of existing norms.

That portion of the station where the auxiliary structures are

located (the warehouses, the administrative offices, and the personnel-

servicing departments) must be set up in a two-story building. The sta-

tion area is generally set up at the edge of the plant grounds, next

to the assembly shop, the prevailing wind direction being taken into

consideration here. The exhaust gases should not be carried onto the

plant grounds. Railroad sidings should be available near the test sta-

tion in order to provide for the supply of fuel to the fuel storage

area. The shipping section to which the engines Lhat have successfully
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passed their tests are sent should be located close to the station.

5.. TEST STANDS AND METHODS OF DETERMINING THRUST

The force of thrust must be determined with great accuracy. In

measuring thrust the permissible error should not exceed ±0.5% of the

magnitude of maximum thrust.

The various types of test stands should satisfy the following re-

quirements:

1) they should exhibit sufficient mechanical strength and rigidity

with relatively small dimensions and low weight;

2) they should produce no additional resistance to the approach

of the air to the engine;

3) provide for reliable mounting of the engine and convenience of

access to the engine for the purpose of performing the work associated

with the servicing of the engine;

4) the design of the stands must permit of the testing of various

modifications of a given type of engine;

5) guarantee sufficiently long service life.

The existing stands can be divided into fixed and movable. In the

case of fixed stands the frame carrying the engine is not movable. Un-

like these, the platform on the movable stands can shift within limits

governed by stopping devices.

Determination of thrust on fixed stands

In tests carried out on fixed stands, engine thrust is determined

by calculation on the basis of the following well-known formula (for

the case, flight velocity c = ')

~a"+ 0, C5 + ' (Ps - Po),(11O)g

Formula (118) shows that in order to determine the value of thrust

it is necessary to know the area F5 of the exhaust nozzle, as well as
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the air flow rate Q., the fuel flow rate Gt, the velocity 05 of the

ga.ses at the outlet from the nozzle, the static presure-- - at the out-

let from the nozzle, and the pressure pO in the teat section. This

method is complex and cumbersome; moreover, it is impossible to meas-

ure the air flow rate and the gas exhaust velocity with a high degree

of accuracy. For this reason this method is rarely employed.

If the following values, known from the familiar gasdynamics for-

mulas, are substituted into Expression (118)

2 + I

= F P6-j _)7' ( (1 9

and

and if simple transformations are carried out, we will obtain an ex-

pression for the determination of thrust in the following form:

R=2 ip-! P -s - Fr,+F(pF--po). (121)

The value of the adiabatic exponent k in Expressions (119)-(121),

a function of the composition of the gases and the temperature, can

with a sufficiently high degree of accuracy be assumed to be constant.

The reaction-thrust value referred to the International Standard

Atmosphere (MSA) is generally of interest in engine testing:

RýP (122)

Substituting the value of R from Formula (121) into Expression (122),

we will obtain
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1 -1]+(1- (123)

Thus in order to determine the value of the engine's reaction

thrust, referred to the MSA, it is necessary to measure the mean total

and static gas pressures at the outlet from the exhaust nozzle and the

pressure in the test section, and then to employ Formula (123).

The values of the total and static pressures at the exit from the

nozzle can be determined by means of three "rakes" mounted at angles

of 1200 to one another and connected by means of a common header for

purposes of averaging. For the case in which the pressure P 5 = P0 '

Formula (123) assumes the following form:

R,=2,66jF,[ (124)

The gasdynamic method on a fixed stand yields thrust measurements

that are less accurate than those achieved with a dynamometer on a

movable stand; however, these results are completely in accord with

the technical requirements imposed on the release of series-produced

TRD [turbojet engines].

Determination of thrust on movable stands

The method of measuring the force of thrust directly on movable

stands has gained widespread acceptance. In this case the engine is

mounted on a special platform or frame which can shift in the direction

of the thrust developed by the engine. The platform shift is governed

9191 oy a 'orce-measuring device and ranges zrom U.L to :3 mm. The piatrorm

generally has its own stopping devices that restrict its motion.

All movable stands consist of a movable platform (frame) and a

fixed base. In terms of structural indices, these stands can be divided

into three basic groups: stands with a platform on rollors; stands
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with a suspended platform; and stands on which the platform is fastened

tO flexible rods.

7.2

Fig. 114. Stand with suspended platform on con-
nectinag rods. 1) Support struts; 2) yokc; 3, and')
connecting rods; 5) P-shaped lever; 6) connecting
rods; 7) lower pins; 8) stopping-device screw; 9)
pins; 10) movable-platform strut, 11) hinged sup-
port; 12) third-support unit; 13) lower-support
connecting rod; 14) movable platform.

The first widely used types of stands employed in the testing of

air-reaction engines were units consisting of roller-mounted platforms.

They were marked by their low sensitivity and poor stability of read-

ings, because of the high contact stresses in the rollers and the rapid

wearing out of their races. For this reason, roller-mounted platform

stands are not used at the present time.

Suspended test-stand platforms can be suspended from the ceiling

of the test section or from special support struts that are rigidly

fixed to the foundation. The test-stands with platforms suspended from

special support struts exhibit considerably greater operational advan-

tages. Depending on the type of suspension, this category of test-

stands can, in turn, be divided into two forms: test-stands with plat-

forms suspended from connecting rods, and test-stands in which the

platform is suspended from flexible strips.

A connecting-rod platform-•uspension stand consists of four sup-
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Fig. 115. Stand with suspended plat-
form on flexible strips. 1) Dynamom-
eter; 2) base; 3) flexible strip; 4)
device for calibration; 5) platform.

port struts 1 (Fig. 114) rigidly fixed to a special foundation; in ad-

dition, there is a movable platform 14 suspended from four connecting

rods 6, a thrust-transmission mechanism connected to the metering de-

vice, two struts 10, and supports 12 for the mounting of the engine on

the movable platform of the test-stand.

The use of spherical (self-stopping) bearings in the hinged sus-

pension joints permits the easy shifting of the platform upon applica-

tion of force. The upper head of the connecting rod is fitted with a

single bearing, while the lower portion of the connecting rod, made in

the shape of a yoke, is fitted with two bearings and is connected to

the eyelet of the platform 14 by means of pins 7. The magnitude of the

shift in the longitudinal direction is restricted by screws 8. The

lateral shifting of the platform during the course of engine operation

on the test-stand is limited by means of special stopping devices. The

lateral shifting of the platform permitted by the limiting devices

ranges from (.1 to 0.5 mm.

The shifting of the test-stand platform in the longitudinal direc-

tion under the action of the force of thrust produced by the engine

being tested is of comparatively great magnitude (2-3 mm); with shift-

lng of this magnitude, the hooc of thc fucl syatcm connected to the
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engine, the fuel system being under high pressure during the course of

the test, introduces distortions into the measurement accuracy. It is

impossible to reduce the shifting of the platform, since it is iiupos-

sible completely to eliminate the free play in the hinged connections

of the test-stand.

The measurement accuracy for thrust is reduced also as a result

of the lateral shifting and the friction that arises as a result be-

tween the guide bearing [a pillow] and the limiter.

Despite the indicated shortcomings, this test stand is occasion-

ally used in testing series-produced VRD [air-reaction engines].

Figure 115 shows the diagram of a test stand in which the plat-

form is suspended from flexible strips. The platform 5 is connected to

the base 2 by means of four steel strips 3 attached to the platform

supports and the base by means of stress-bearing bolts. The strips are

specially thickened to provide for better attachment with the supports.

When using a flexible strip exhibitisg an a/b ratio of the order of 50,

there is no lateral shifting of the test stand, thus increasing the

accuracy of the thrust measurement. A teat stand with strip suspension

exhibits greater simplicity and support (strip) reliability than the

test stand with connecting-rod suspension.

The shifting of the test-stand platform under the action of the

force of thrust produced by the engine being tested must be small (to

eliminate the effect of strip flexibility) and in contemporary instal-

lations does not exceed 0.5-1.5 mm.

In some test stands the platform is mounted on vertical Ilexible

rods and the shifting of the platform is limited to 0.2-0.5 mm. Be-

cause of this small shift, the accuracy in the determination of thrust

is increased.

These test stands are quitw simple and they erue e:edlently era-
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ployed for engines of small weight.

Of the above diagrams for test stands used to determine thrust,

the greatest acceptance has been gained by those stands in which the

platforms are suspended from flexible strips.

Test-stand calibration

In order to achieve more exact thrust readings, it is recousnended

that the movable platform on all types of test stands be prestressed.

It is advisable for this purpose to provide for a tension-lever device

which can simultaneously serve as the calibration unit.

The test-stand platforms have been equipped with special devices

which serve to hold the engine, i.e., engine support frames. The en-

gine-support frames are absent in certain types of test stands, Lhe

engines being mounted directly to special units on the platform.

The mounting elements are designed so as not to restrict the free-

dom of engine movement after the starting of the latter, in view of

the thermal expansion of certain engine component parts. The engine is

mounted to the test stand at three points.

To maintain the thrust measurement accuracy, all connections to

the engine supply and control elements are made of elastic materials.

It is impossible to achieve absolute accuracy in the measurement of

thrust, because of the presence of frictional forces in the measure-

ment system and because of the influence exerted by the various con-

nections. In this connection it is necessary to calibrate the test

stand together with the measuring device with which it is to carry out

its function.

The test stand is calibrated at a time when an engine is mounted

on it. There are two types of calibration, i.e., static calibration in

the case of an inoperative engine, and dynamic calibration for the

case uf an engine in operation. Only rarely is a test stand calibrated
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Fig. l16. Device for calibration of test
stands. 1) Yoke; 2) bracket; 3) bracket fasten-
ing bolts; 4) strut for movable platform of
test stand; 5) turnbuckle; 6) stops; 7) strut
of calibrating device; 8) strut-fastening
bolts; 9) weight holder; 10) .rod; ii) F-shaped
lever; 12) pin; 13• lever; !4) movable counter-
balance weight; 1IM turnbuckle; 16) connecting
rod.

for dynamic operation; for this reason we will not consider dynamic

calibration here.

Special devices installed temporarily alongside the test stand,

or the tension-lever devices included in the designs of some test

stands, are used for purposes of calibration. The calibration device

is used artificially to reproduce a load on the test stand that cor-

responds to the direction of engine thrust. The calibration devices

may exhibit variation in design and operating principle. The simplest

and most commonly used devices in testing practice are the lever-type

calibpation units.

Figure 116 shows a calibration lever-type device whose two struts

I of the stand. The vertical position of the struts is controlled by

stops 6 through the turnbuckle 5. r-shaped levers 11 are connected to

the upper portion of the struts by means of a hinge attachment; these

levers are connected by means of pine 12 to connecting rods 16 wihich
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have been provided with turnbuckle 15. At the other end of the levers

pan 9 is suspended from rod 10 to hold the calibration weights. The

other end of the connecting rod is linked to struts 4 of the moving

test-stand platform through yoke 1 of bracket 2. A counterbalance 14

is attached to lever 13 which represents a continuation of lever 11.

In setting up this calibration device, the length of the connecting

rod 16 is controlled by means of the turnbuckle so that the axis of

the pin 12 connecting the connecting rod with the lever shifts toward

the engine by some 1.5-2 nm with respect to the axis of the pin con-

necting the lever to the strut of the unit (the lengths of the connect-

ing rods must be identical in this case). Then the rods with the weight

pans are suspended and the indicator of the test-stand measuring de-

vice is set to "0" by shifting weights 14 on levers 13.

Loads ranging in weight from 10 to 25 kg are placed on the pan 9

for purposes of calibrating the test stand and the readings of the

scale are recorded in the calibration log. The loads are successively

increased and the readings of the thrust-measuring device are recorded.

The maximum load must exceed the maximum thrust developed by the en-

gine by 10-15%. In this case it is necessary to take into considera-

tion the relationship between arms a and b of lever 11.

For purposes of verifying the sensitivity of the test stand, equal

weight fractions are added to the two weight pans, these weights cor-

responding to 0.5% of the measured or maximum thrust (which depends on

the actual technical conditions). If the thrust-measuring device does

not inticate a change in reading upon the addition of such a weight,

the calibration device must be unloaded and the device must be checked

to make certain that there are no blocks within the elements [links]

of the test stand, the device, or the measuring unit. Any detected de-

fects must be eliminated, ancl the uallbration of bhe teBt stand must
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:be-,repeated. -- . -

_Upon comletion of the l.. dingbfh the

latter is unloaded by the gradual removal of the weights from the

weight pans. During this procedure the readings of the measuring de-

vice are recorded for the calibration points at which the earlier

readings were determined, as the weights were being increased.

If the thrust-measurement unit readings at the analogous points

obtained during the loading and unloading of the calibration device

exhibit a divergence in excess of +0.5% from the maximum (or occasion-

ally the measured) thrust, the stand, the calibration device, and the

measuring unit must be checked out and the calibration must be repeated.

After the complete removal of the weights from the calibration

device, the movable platform of the test stand must be rocked back and

forth and given an opportunity to find its equilibrium position. The

indicator of the measuring unit must indicate a zero thrust value at

this time. Upon completion of the calibration, a calibration graph for

the test stand is prepared on the basis of the mean data derived dur-

ing the loading and unloading of the calibration device.

A test stand must be calibrated at least once a month, as well as

prior to and after extensive engine testing and after each overhaul of

the stand. Depending on the construction of the stand, the nature of

the tests that have been carried out, and the design of the calibra-

tion unit, the calibration procedure may exhibit certain unique fea-

tures in connoction with which the sequence of calibration is laid

down in the corresponding technical instructions.

6. TEST STANDS AND TORQUIE-DTETERMNIATION METHODS

The basic parameter that bharacterizes the efficiency of turbo-

prop engines is the power absorbed by the propellers. The direct meas-

urement of this power during. the course of a test would bl inef'fluilneii.
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The effective power is generally determined by an indirect method in

accordance with the following formula:

N-_,8,1" (125)

'716,2

In determining the power of turboprop engines it is necessary to

devote particular attention to the methods and accuracy of determining

torque. The permissible error according to existing technical require-

ments should not exceed +0.5% of the magnitude of the maximum value of

the torque being measured.

The torque-determination methods used at testing stations vary.

But in all cases, the engine being tested is mounted on a rigid [fixed]

(with a nonmoving platform) or a movable balance test stand (with a

rocking platform).

The requirements imposed on the above-indicated test stands are

identical to the above-mentioned requirements imposed on the test

stands for the determination of reaction thrust.

Regardless of the type of stand on which a turboprop engine is

being tested, a necessary element of the test stand is the brake which

absorbs the engine power.

Air and hydraulic brakes have found considerable application in

the testing of turboprop engines. Engine propellers are used as air

brakes. Air brakes are used to test engines both on fixed as well as

on balance test stands. Hydraulic brakes are used only for engine

tests conducted on fixed test stands.

Let us now undertake an examination oi the various methods of de-

termining the torque of a turboprop engine.

Turboprop-engine tests on fixed test stands with propellers and hy-
draulic brakes

Figure 117 shows a test stand consisting of a rigid space girder,

placed in the foundation and. suppoItllg the wtrew-beak'lu flaui• 2
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which contains the engine framework 1 in Which is mounted- the engine
whose power is absorbed by a prope•ler.*-T•@ t•%'tsta6 a i• 'Inp1 in h

design, easy to operate, and designed for the testing of engines of

great power. The testing of engines of lower power is possible through

some simple adjustments of the test stand, i.e., by mounting an inter-

mediate frame on the stress-bearing ring.

Fig. 117. Rigid test stand for testing TVD
[turboprop engines)I with propeller. l) En-

gine mount frame; 6 ) stress-bearing frame;
3, 4) braces; 5, 6) struts; 7, 8) support
points; 9) pins.

It is possible to use a variable-pitch propeller as the brake for

this type of engine, if the characteristic of the latter is circum-

scribed by the area OAB0 (Fig. 118). The line OA corresponds to the

maximum value of the blade angle Tmax' while the line OB corresponds

to the minimum value of the blade angle %min' The point A corresponds

A tc the maximum torque. The point B sets the limit for the maximum per-

missible revolutions from the standpoint of propeller strength. The

line AB characterizes the change in power at M,,, = const.

In principle, knowing the relationshflp between the. power absorbed

by the propeller and the revolutions for the various values of T

=const makes it possible to determine engine power. But in actual

practice this method is rarely used, since the characteristics of the
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S. propeller in operation in the test section

2 are not stable and cannot be derived with a[ I sufficient degree of accuracy.

D •The magnitude of the torque on the

Fig. 118. Characteris- shaft of the engine being tested in a fixed
tic of variable-pitch
propeller. 1) For a test stand where propellers ai,e used as

heavy" propeller; 2)
for a "lightened" pro- brakes can also be determined by means ofpeller. special torquemeters (IKM) (see Chapter 3).

Hydraulic brakes have gained consider-

able acceptance for purposes of absorbing

and measuring power. Figure 119 shows the
Fig. 119. Diagram of
the mounting of a TVD diagram of the mounting of a turboprop en-
[turboprop engine] on
a fixed test stand gine 3 on a fixed test stand 4, a hydraulic
with a hydraulic brake
used to absnrb the en- brake 1 being used as the power absorber.
gine power. 1) Brake;
2) sleeve Joint; 3) The test stand consists of a rigid girder
engine; 4) test stand.

mounted on a special foundation.

$- The operating principle of the hy-

draulic brake is based on the utilization

of the resistance that arises in the rota-

tion of disks in a fluid. The schematic (A-

agram of such a hydraulic brake is shown in

Fig. 120. Shaft 1 carries brake disk 2

rotating within the casing of stator 5

which can turn in its bearings. Water sup-Fig. !2C¾ $•.h~matic

diagram of hydraulic plied through valve 4 moves through tube J
brake. 1) Shaft; 2)
brake disk; 3) water under constant pressure to the center of
feed; 4) valve; 6)
stator casing; 6 disk 2, whence under the action of centrif-
drain; 7) worm gear;
8) turning connection ugal forces it is ejected to the periphery
tubes.

or the disk. The wat3e water is removed
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through tube 6. The thickness of the water layer inpide the casing and,

consequently, the power absorbed by t-he'bra-6, _is i-gu-iat-d thr6uh'

connection tubes 8 which are turned by means of worm gear 7.

The hydraulic resistance acting on the disk as it moves through

the layer of water produces a braking moment. The latter is directed

against the rotation of the disk and balances its equal but oppositely

directed torque, the latter being applied to the shaft of the brake.

The work performed by the engine is converted into the heat which

raises the temperature of the water.

The moment equal to the braking moment, but oppositely directed,

is applied through the water to the casing. This moment will turn the

casing in the direction of rotor rotation. The magnitude of the moment

is measured by means of dynamometers. Thus the hydraulic brake is used

to measure torque.

Turboprop engines can be tested on a hydraulic-brake test-stand

with or without a reduction gear. Low-power engines operating with a

single propeller are tested with a reduction gear.

The following requlrements are imposed on hydraulic brakes used

in TVD [turboprop-engine] *tests:

1) reliable operation for no less than 2000 hours;

2) the error in the torque measurement must not be greater than

+0.5% of the maximum measured moment;

3) provision must be made for changing the load within wide lim-

its at a constant number of revolutions;

4) the brake must be simple to operate and easy to control.

With a high theoretical number of revolutions, the hydraulic

brake for the testing of powerful TVD is quite compact and light.

The above-enumerated requirements can be satisfied by the domes-

tically produced GT-E hydraulic brake (Fig. 121). The hydraulic per-
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Fig. 121. GT-E hydraulic brake. 1) Freewheeling
coupling; 2) support; 3) drain fitting; 4) disk;
5) bearings; 6) support flanges; 7) casing disks;
8) slide valve; 9) middle disk; 10) settling ring;
11) water pump; A) Fill chamber; B [B]) decelera-
tion chamber; C [B]) settling chamber.

tion of the frame consists oi a 'il.L chamber A, a deceleraiO1n Ghaibll'u1.

T3 [B], and a settling chamber C [B]. The fill chamber is a cavity from

which water flows into the deceleration chamber; the purpose of the

fill chamber is to even out the fluid pressure, which is extremely im-

portant from the mbatidpoint of the opcrational stability of the brake.
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Mechanical enegy Xs converted into thermanM. ebrgy in the decelerati- n

chamber. The decelefation chamber is;6loEedo--ff on the out.ode-by

means of ring i0 of middle disk 9. Slots for the passage of water from

the deceleration chamber to the settling chamber are formed between

the ring and the frame disks 7. On the stator surfaces facing the

brake disk there are radial fins [extended surfaces] to raise the re-

sistance coefficient of the deceleration-chamber walls.

During the course of the operation air and water vapor accumu-

lates in the deceleration chamber, and this produces shaking and un-

stable operation of the hydraulic brake. To eliminate this defect the

deceleration chamber is opened to the atmosphere. Water passes into

the brake through a flexible hose from a constant-level cnamber through

slide valve 8 controlled by means of an electric motor. In other words,

the slide valve serves to control the magnitude of the power absorbed

by the brake.

The water pump 11 supplying the ejector of the hydraulic brake is

mounted on the stator. Since the pump 11 is driven by the shaft of the

brake and is mounted on the stator housing, it [the pump] exerts no

influence on the accuracy of power measurement. The ejector provides

for the stable operation of the hydraulic brake in all regimes.

To avoid the formation of scale, the temperature of the water

leaving the hydraulic brake must not be permitted to exceed 70-800C.

The accuracy in the measurement of torque is a function of the

magnitude of friction at the supports and of the rigidity of the tub-

ing through Wnich the water rlows. xne smaller tne turning or the

stator, the higher the measurement accuracy. The tubing (hoses) must

be soft.

The torque acting on the stator is transmitted to the measuring

device. Two levers (Fig. 1212) arc attached to the hydraulic-brakc
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Fig. 122. Diagram of calibra-
tion device and measurement of
torque. 1) Dynamometer; 2) op-
erating lever; 3) rollers; 14)
calibration device; 5) cali-
bration lever.

frame. The calibration lever 5 serves to absorb the forces from the

weights positioned in the calibration device 4. The operating lever 2

transmits the forces resulting from the reaction moment to dynamometer

1.

The dimensions of the hydraulic-brake disk are selected on the

basis of calculation. Considering the friction of water on the two

sides of an infinitely small annular brake-disk element and integrat-

ing the differential equation, we will obtain the following formula

for the determination of the power of the disk friction:

N. -- vna(1• -- ) (126)

where cp is the coefficient which characterizes the influence of the

friction of the disks in the fluid on the magnitude of the losses; rn

and rv are, respectively, the outside and inside radii of the brake

disks, in m; n represents the number of brake-rotor revolutions, in

seconds; C is a constant.

The design of the GT-E hydraulic brake was carried out in accord-

ance with the semi-empirical formula
2. •!,/• V • P 2'(', -4. 4.6)""8 _(0-,• Sp- ( r; -. ; (127)

where Cd is a constant characterizing the resistance of the disk (for

the GT-E brake, Cd 0.209);. a is a constant characterizing the influ-
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ence of the fins on the walls of the frame disIks on the magnitude of

the absorbed power (f or the QT-EH _draI ib•be 'it 1 ai§afu1ed that

S= 5); w is the angular velocity of the disk, in I/Bec; v is the co-

efficient of the kinematic viscosity of the working fluid, in m2 /sec;

p is the density of the working fluid, in kg'sec2/m4.

, B: C: The quantities v and p are determined from

the mean temperature of the water at the inlet

to and outlet from the bra1k, and this tempera-

ture is usually tsr = 40-450 C. By using Formula

(127) we can construct the characteristic of the
Fig. 123. IlY-
draulic-brake hydraulic brake for the case in which it is com-
characteristicz

pletely filled, i.e., maximum power as a func-

tion of the number of revolutions.

The calculated power is used to determine the flow rate of water

through the hydraulic brake:

632.N,Q=- Ai (128)

where At is the temperature difference for the water between the inlet

to and the outlet from the brake, generally equal to At = 3 5-4 5
0 C.

The quantity Q is used to calculate the cross section of the tub-

ing at the inlet to the hydraulic brake. It is recommended that the

speed of the water in the tubing be set to range between 2-3 m/sec.

The quantity Q is also used to calculate the flowthrough passages of

the throttle, the water pump of the ejector, and the drain fittings.

ThA m uxim1m pre-ure in kv.!m' developed In the deceleration chamber is

calculated from the following expression:

-L --- "r2 -- rg\ )- - (129)

The force applied against the wall of the deceleration chamber

can be found from the developed pressure.
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Figure 123 shows the characteristic of a hydraulic brake. If the

characteristic of the engine being tested falls within the area cir-

cumscribed by the lines OABCDO, this would be an indication that the

given brake can absorb the power of the engine and measure the magni-

tude of the torque. The initial segment (OA) of the characteristic cor-

responds to the functioning of the brake when filled with water to the

maximum and this segment is a curve that is close io being a cubic

parabola.

The torque attains its maximum value at point A. A further in-

crease in the number of brake revolutions is permissible if the thick-

ness of the water layer in the brake is reduced so that the torque re-

mains constant on the segment AB and equal to its maximum value.

The power absorbed by the brake attains its maximum at point B. A

further increase in this power results in the onset of the boiling of

the water filling the brake. The limit angular velocity of the brake

rotor is attained at point C.

The line OD of the characteristic indicates the minimum power ab-

sorbed by a brake without water because of the friction in the rotor

bearings and the friction between the disk and the air.

The hydraulic brake with a torquemeter is calibrated by means of

a calibration device consisting of levers, connecting rods, and weights;

a diagram of such a device is shown in Fig. 122. The method involved

in the calibration of a hydraulic brake is analogous to the method

used to calibrate the thrust-measurement test stand. The accuracy re-

quirements ror the calibration of a hydraulic brake are the same as in

the case of the measurement of reaction thrust.

A hydraulic brake is calibrated at intervals stipulated in the

technical documentation for the testing of a given type of engine, and

after all, overhauls are preventive-maintenance inspections.
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Fig. 124. Hydraulic system of the installation.
1) Constant-level tank; 2) slide valve with elec-
tric motor; 3) valves. A) Hydraulic brake; B) to
radiators; C) to cooling tower.

I

Fig. 125. Be.aancing electric motor. 1)
Armature- 2: 8) stator bearings- 3, 7)
struts; 4, 6) rotor bearings; 55 stator.

A shortcoming of hydraulic brakes in the testing of powerful en-

gines having coaxial propellers i.F thc fact that it is ncocssary to

remove the reduction gear, as a result of which the engine power is

determined without any. consideration of the losses in this unit.

The application of a hydrauJic brake as the absorbing device for
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the power developed by the engine being tested results in the addition

of yet another system - a water system - to all of the systems of the

test installation; a schematic diagram of this water system is shown
in Fig. 124. The water from a main enters the constant-level tank I

whence it passes into the brake through a filter and a controlled

slide valve 2. The waste water, as well as the excess water from Lank

1, is passed on to the cooling tower where it is cooled, subsequent to

which it is i'eturned to the constant-leve1 tank. The system is not

complex, but during the testing of powerful engines it must exhibit

great flowthrough capacity.

Intests on engines with an air or hydraulic brake, a balancing

electric motor is occasionally used as a starting device (Fig. 125).

The balancing electric motor makes it possible simultaneously with the

turning over of the engine being started to determine the magnitude of

the power absorbed by "he engine during the starting procedure. The

moment applied to the stator of the electric motor is measured in the

same manner as in the case of a hydraulic brake, by means of levers

and a measuring device. After the engine has entered into its regime

of operational revolutions, the balance electric motor is shut off.

Figure 126 shows a rigid test stand for the testing of TVD [turbo-

prop engines] with propellers acting as brakes, and with a balance

electric motor 6 functioning as the starter. The figure shows dynamom-

eter 9 serving for purposes of determining the magnitude of the power

absorbed by the engine at the instant of start and the calibration de-

vice 7 of the balancing electric motor.

Engine tests on balance test stands

The power of a turboprop engine can be determined by means of a

balance test stand. The propeller serves as the brake to absorb the

engine power.
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Fig. 126. Rigid test stand for the
testing of TVD [turboprop engines]. 1)
Reduction gear; 2) connecting shaft;
3) engine; 4) dashpot; 5) test stand;
6) balancing electric motor; 7) device
for the calibration of the balancing
electric motor; 8) manometer; 9) dyna-
mometer; 10) electric motor; 11) pump;
12) filter; 13) fuel tank; 14) elec-
tric heater.

Figure 127 shows a schematic dia-

gram of a balance test stand. The test

stand consists of a fixed base 3 and a

Sframe 4 that rocks about the 0 axis. The

- engine 7 being tested is mounted on the

frame. During engine operation propeller

8, rotating counterclockwise, produces a
FPi. !P7. Schematic dIa-
gram of balance test clockwise reaction moment on the rocking
stand. 1) Calibration de-
vice; 2) connecting-rod axis of the frame. The reaction moment
system; 3) immovable base;
4) frame; 5) lever- 6) is equal in magnitude to the torque ap-
adjustable load; 7) en-
gine; 8) propeller. plied to the shaft of propeller 8 and it

causes the frame and lever 5 which actu-
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ates conneicting rod 2 linked with the torquemeter to turn through a

certain angle. The calibration of the test stand by means of device 1

is carried out in a manner analogous to the calibration of the test

stands used for the measurement of thrust.

An absolute necessity in the case of balance test stands is the

positioning of the center of gravity of the rocking system beneath the

rocking axis. The axis of the engine is generally made to coincide

with the axis of the rocking system or it is positioned somewhat higher.

The twisting of the flow streamlining the engine by means of the

propellers exerts some influence on the accuracy with which the torque

Mkr is measured. The twisted airstream reduces the actual torque by

2-3%.

It is well known that gases are exhausted axially from a turbine

only in the case of engine operation in the rated regime. Analysis of

experimental material shows that the twisting of the gas stream leav-

ing the turbine may introduce an error as high as 10% of the measured

magnitude of Mkr.

In order to eliminate the influence of the streamlining of the

engine with an airstream twisted by the propellers, it is recommended

that the engine be covered during the course of the test with a rapidly

removable cowling made of sheet steel and fastened to the fixed base,

or that a guide-vane assembly be installed between the engine and the

propeller.

In order to eliminate the influence of a twisted gas stream be-

hind the turbine on the measurement of Mkr, it is recommended that a

guide-vane assembly be installed at the outlet from the exhaust nozzle

of the engine, this assembly being mounted in a cradle.

After implementing the above-indicated measures, it becomes pos-

sible to measuxe 6he Lorque of a TVD [turboprop engine.] with an error
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not exceeding +2%.

As can be seen from the above, thU accuracy of torque measurements

in engine tests on balance stands does not correspond to the technical

requirements.

The greatest measurement accuracy for torque is achieved by the

hydraulic brake. The testing of engines on rigid test stands with air

brakes and ifM [torquemeters] for the determination of the magnitude

of Mk is the most promising.

7. STANDS FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF THE EQUIVALENT POWER OP A TVD [TURBO-
PROP ENGINE]

The efficiency of a TVD [turboprop engine] is evaluated by thA

equivalent power which represents the sum of the effective power ap-

plied to the shaft and the power produced by the reaction thrust. Un-

der test-stand conditions, this power can be determined from the fol.-

lowing expression
N.--N,+O.91, R,. (130)

where 0.91 is the factor used to convert thrust into power; Ne is the
effective power; R is the reaction thrust of the nozzle.

Thus in order to determine Ne it is nee-

essary simultaneously to measure the torque

Mkr and the nozzle reaction thrust Rs.

The stand for the determination of equiv--

5 5 alent power consists of elements which make.

Fig. 128. Test stand it possible to carry out the simultaneous and
for the determina-
tion n-f ecuivalent separate measurement of torque and thrust,
power. l) Hydraulic
brake; 2) engine; 3) Equivalent power can be determined
movable platform; I$)
flexible strip; 5) whether the engine is installed on a fixed or
base; 6) dynamometer.

a movable test stand. In this case it is ex-

pedient to determine reaction thrust on a fixed test stand by employing
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Fig. 129. Diagram of test-station fuel system. I) Filter;
2, 3) pneumatic valve; 4) flexible hoses; 5) valve; 6) re-
verse valve, 7) th~ree-stroke valve; 8) metering tank; 9)
pump unit; 10) purification filter for starter fuel; 11, 1)4)
automatic pressure regulator; 12) coarse fuel-purification
filter; 13) fuel-f1ow-rate counter; 15) compressed-air valve;
16) sampler; 17) emergency fire-safety device. A) Control
panel; B) instrument panel; C) from air manifold; D) air; E)
oil for protection, from oil system; F) oil for protection;
G) fuel drain from manifold.

the gasdynamini method, while it is best to determine the torque by

means of one of the above-considered methods.

The stands in which the engine and the hydraulic brake which ab-

sorbs the power of this engine are mounted on a movable platform have

found some application for purposes of determining equivalent power.

The diagram of' such a test stand is given in Fig. 126i. A platform 3 is

suspended on strips 4 from base 5. The engine 2 whose power is absorbed

by hydraulic brake 1 is mounted on the platform. The thrust developed

by the gas stream leaving the exhaust nozzle is measured by dynamom-

eter• 6. This method provides .high aoccuracy in the determination of
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both the thrust of the exhaust nozzle and the engine torque. Tis in-

stallation is cumbersome, compilx, an.d not-always --efient-- -

The calibration of the dynamometers used to measure thrust and

torque on the test stands considered above is carried out separately,

but with the engines mounted and fitted out to correspond to the equip-

ment being used.

8. THE SYSTEMS OF THE TESTING INSTALLATION

In order to make it possible to carry out engine tests and to re-

cord the characteristics stipulated in the technical manuals, testing

installations are fitted out with fuel and oil systems, fuel-charging

systems, starting systems, etc. Let us examine some of these systems.

The fuel sysm

A fuel system for an installation employed to test VRD [air-
reaction engines] must provide for:

1) uninterrupted supply of the required quantity of fuel to the

engine for all operating regimes;

2) the possibility of rapid measurement of fuel flow rates in all

engine-operating regimes, with an error not to exceed +0.5%;

3) careful separation of air and filtration of the fuel supplied

to the engine;

4) supply of two various grades of fuel (starter and main) to the

engine at various instances;

5) convenience in operation and airtight construction.

The fuel is fed to the engine through a flow tank situated on the

testing installation, or it is suppliea directiy rrom the fuel stovagt

area. Contemporary VRD [air-reaction engines] expend considerable quan-

tities of fuel. For this reason virtually all testing stations employ

a system of direct fuel supply to the engine from a central storage

area. Tne fuel is supplied thraough tubing exhibiting orosa scctions
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Fig. 1 0. Diagram of central fuel stor-
age. l) Entry point; 2) filters; 3) pump;
4) containers; 5) pressure pump; 6) re-
duotlon valve; 7) manometer; 3) flow-
meters; 9) valve. A) To the installa-
tions; B) main fuel; 0) main fuel (an-
other grade); D) starter fuel.

adequate for the continuous supply of several operating engines, and

the fuel pressure in the system is kept equal to 1-1.5 atm excess

[gauge pressure ].

A schematic diagram of an installation fuel system in which the

fuel is fed continuously is presented in Fig. 129. The main fuel from

the central fuel storage area is fed through a coarse-purification

filter 12. Then the fuel is passed through the total fuel flow-rate

counter 13 to the automatic pressure regulator 14 which maintains the

required pressure in the net. The fuel is directed from the regulator

to the engine through flowmeter 16, the latter. being of the volumetric

or weight -LY~Pc. Tiiu ZuU! UxiLuzu tLh~ u~i~ UZWiwU U.UgKii lLU.E 1 duil P1e-aU

matic valve 2. The pneumatic valve is designed to shut off the fuel in

the case of a fire emergency. It is advisable to install a rotameter

between the flowmeter 16 and filter 1, thus making it possible continu-

ously to monitor the magnitude of the flow rate and to maintain the
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stability of the engine operating regimes.

" The starter fuel is supplied -to.-he engine through- f4-1ter- i, e the

automatic pressure regulator 11, and the emergency electromagnetic re-

mote-controlled valve 3. The metering tank 8 is used to measure the

flow rate of the starter fuel. There must be a drain manifold in a

fuel system to provide for the return of the excess fuel intu the fuvl

storage area.

The adopted centralized supply of the installations with fuel

provides for the continuous movement of fuel to the engines and it

also provides for fire safety. The fuel storage area generally con-

sists of flow tanks, a pump station supplying the fuel to the installa-

tions, and a "drain"t station which pumps the fuel from the v.ailluvti

tank-cars into the fuel tanks at the fuel storage area. Three pipelines

are used to supply the fuel to the installations: main fuel (various

gradeu) is moved through two of these pipelines, while the starter

fuel is moved through the other. There is an individual pump providing

the required excess pressure in each pipeline. The constancy of pres-

sure in the system is maintained by reduction valves which provide for

the bypass of excess fuel back to the fuel tanks.

Figure 130 shows a diagram of an approximate disposition of fuel

tanks and equipment at a central fuel storage area, the fuel being

supplied to the installations by means of pumps.

The fuel entering the engine is carefully purified. The installa-

tion of two filters is generally provided for in a fuel system, i.e.,

a coarse-purification filter anu a rfne-purfijoation fiiLer. ThU C11-

ters included in the system must exhibit low coefficients of hydraulic

resistance and they must trap particles larger than 5 P in size.

Silk (capron) fabric or special rubberized paper is used as the

fi*.liing material. The oonstruction of ono ouch filter is show;n in
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Fig. 131.

The choice of the filtering-surface

area depends primarily on the magnitude

of the fuel flow rate, the permissible

- resistance of the filter, and on the

proposed frequency of overhaul.

The hermetic sealing of the valves

for a pressure greater than the operat-

ing pressure is checked systematically.

The cross-sectional area of the

fuel manifold [pipeline] is selected so
Fig. 131. Fuel filter. 1)
Drain valve; 2) silk; 3) that the fuel moves aL a speed of 1-2
frame of filtering element;
4) fuel-supply connection m/sec. To reduce possible losses in
tube; 5) upper cover plate;
6) fuel-removal connection pressure, the ý-adii of curvature are
tube; 7) housing.

generally made to exceed three diameters

of the manifold.

All manifold vonnections must be easily accessible for inspection

and rapid replacement. In order to eliminate the influence of the fuel-

supply tubing on the measurement of thrust or engine torque (when test-

ing engines on nonrigid test stands), the fuel manifold is connected

to the engine by means of a flexible hose directly at the test stand.

The hermetic sealing of the fuel system under a pressure greater

than the normal operating pressure is checked no less than twice and

no more than once a month [sic].

Contemporary turbojet engines are equipped with an oil system

that is independent of the aircraft (autonomous), and its individual

elements (containers, radiators, etc.) are structurally incorporated

as part of the engine, Therefore, for the series-production testing of
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engines no eicternal oil-circUlation sY~tem is Ae°idýAtý thF-1 iintalla-

tion. The TRD- (-turbojet engineM testing installations are-ge-neraMy .y

fitted out only with an oil system intended for the protection of the

engine.

For purposes of cooling the rubbing component parts of a TVD

[turboprop engine] reduction gear, considerably more oil must be

pumped through than in the case of a TRD [turbojet engine] and an ex-

ternal oil system satisfying the following requirements is therefore

required at TVD [turboprop-engine] testing installations.

1) the system must provide for the supply of the required quan-

tity of oil to the engine, as well as for the measurement of the quan-

tity and flow rate of oil being pumped;

2) the oil leaving the engine must be cooled, and the temperature

at the inlet to the engine must be maintained within certain limits;

3) the oil leaving the engine must be filtered;

4) prior to starting tho engine under conditions of low ambient-

air temperatures, provision must be made for the heating of the oil.

Figure 132 shows the schematic diagram of an oil system for a TVD

[turboprop-engine] testing installation. The oil is fed from a specia.

container into tank 4 set up on a weighing device 5 through oil flow-

rate indicators 7. The oil-tank enclosure is generally designed to pro-

vide for the supply of two grades of oils to the testing installations

and for the return of the waste oil from these installations. Tank 4

is equipped with an electric heater. From the tank the oil 13 fed

through a filter to the engine. As the oil leaves the engine it passes

through filter 10 (made o± a brass grid) and roturnod to the tank

through the flowmeter 2 which makes it possible to determine the quan-

tity of oil being pumped through. The system has a water-oil radiator

1 by means of which it is possible to determine the heat transfer to
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the oil.

Two filters connected in parallel at the outlet from the engine

make it possible to switch off one of the filters and to carry out an

inspection without stopping the test. The pump unit 3 makes it pos-

sible to heat the oil in the entire system. In order to achieve this

4 the system must provide, in advance, for the completion of the circuit

by means of valves 12.

A B

5 1'

1 2 f

J. I r

Fig. 132. Schematic diagram of oil system. Con-
ventional denotations: - oil feed; -- oil
drain; - flexible hose. 1) Water-oil radiator;
2) flowmeter; 3) pump unit; 4) weighing oil
tank; 5) scales; 6) oil collector; 7 oil flow
indicator- 8, 12) three-way valve; 9) reverse
valve; lO) filter; 11) valve. A) To the engine;
B) from the engine.

In the testing of engines we distinguish between the oil flow

rate and the "pumping" of oil. By flow rate we mean the quantity of

oil consumed by the engine in one hour of operation. "Pumping" or ol1

refers to the quantity of oil pumped through the engine in one minute.

The flow rate is governed by the change in weight or volume of

oil in the installation tank within a given interval of time. In the

uase of a volumetric measurement it is necessary to mainta= the oil
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at an identical temperature at the start and end of the measurement

proecedure.

The "pumping" measurement is carried out during the course of a

single minute, at a steady oil temperature. The quantity of pumped oil

is determined from the following formula:

0. = V•. = V. [7. 2' c - 0,007 (k...- 20)], (131)

where Vm is the volume of pumped oil; T{m 2000 is the specific weight

of the oil, at 200C; tmm.vykh is the oil temperature at the outlet from

the structure.

The heat transfer to the oil can be determined from the following

expression, on the basis of the "pumping" magnitude:

Q.=c.( V.... -t .... M.) Go, (132)

where tm.vkh is the oil temperature at the inlet; em is the specific

heat of the oil.

c¢.=0,43+-0,011 tM.S+*.. 1 5  
(133)2/

The radiators used in the oil system are conventional water-oil

tubular radiators. The oil flows through tubes flushed by water or,

conversely, between tubes through which water flows. The oil pressure

in the radiator must be somewhat higher than the water pressure.

The oil-system tubing diameters must be chosen so that the rate

of oil circulation does not exceed 1 m/sec.

All engines undergoing control tests are subjected to internal

and external protection. The internal protection of an engine is car-

ried out at the i-Rt~tlnn whilA thp t1-.rnq1 nvrntentlnn of an envllie! iS

handled at the shipping point. Internal protection involves two stages.

Upon completion of the control test and prior to the shutting down of

the engine, oil is passed into the engine's fuel system rather than

fuel (see Fig. 130). The protection of the remaining engine units is
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carried out on special carts in the transfer hall to which the engine

is directed after the-tests.

9. CALCULATION OF THE REQUIRED NUMBER OF TEST STANDS

The number n of test stands at a station can be determined from

the following formula:

S(134)

where ZT is the total gas capacity for the tests, in test-stand hours;

4) is the actual operational time "reserve" for a single test stand, in

hours.

The total gas capacity for the tests depends on the production

schedule for N engines, the number of test hours, and the time required

for auxiliary operations when the engine is on the test stand. This

time, regardless of the type of test involved, is composed of the fol-

lowing elements: the time required for the mounting of the engine on

the test stand and for the mounting of the engine equipment, the heat-

ing and the running-in of the engine, the testing of the engine, the

adjustment of the engine, external inspection, adjustment operations

(for engines undergoing extensive or special tests), and the time re-

quired for the removal of the engine from the test stand.

Let us denote the total time that the engine spends on the test

stand during the period of the mounting and testing operations as fol-.

lows: the delivery time is A; the monitoring time is B; the special-

test time is C; prolonged-test time is D; and the repetition-test time

is E. The quantities A, B, C, D, and E are determined from the test

schedule. The number of engines undergoing special tests is assumed to

be equal to K1 = 0.025 N. The number of engines undergoing prolonged

testing is denoted by K2 which is determined from the technical speci-
fications for the test. When taking into consideration the magnitude
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of the teststand load during the oburse df 6I•ed tests it i e •c-

essary -to add 26% to the adjuistluent" operationb7d TThd -Umhn&r df--e-.n~g"i ela

undergoing repeated tests is assumed to be equal to 13 = 0.1 N. The

time of a repetition test is set equal to the time of the delivery and

monitoring tests, i.e., E = A + B. Consequently, the total annual ca-

pacity in hours can be detuthied from the following formula:

XT-I,i (A+B)+0,025C.+,2K2 DIM . (135)

The true operational time reserve for a single test stand for a

year is less than a calendar year (being a product of the number of

working days per year and the possible daily time during which the

test stand can be kept in operation) because of time losses due to

equipment overhaul, preventive maintenance, and idlo time:

(136)

where k is a coefficient that is a function of the degree of test-stand

complexity, the engine characteristics, and of the degree of equipment

wear. It is generally assumed that k = 0.85-0.95.

There are 359 working days in a year, and if we assume that the

station is in operation on a 24-hour basis, each shift working for a

period of 6 hours, Oka, = 359 work days X 4 shifts x 6 hours = 8616

hours. In its final form the formula for the determination of the num-

ber of test stands can be presented as follows:

Nj,,- 1~'(A+ B)+°'°Zc + ,2K ,DJ] (137)

If n proves to be a fraction, it must be rounded off to the high-

est whole number. To achiove the required reserve in station capacity,

the recommendations call for the fitting out of a station with nt

= n + 1 test stands.

10. METHODS OF CONTROLLING NOISE AT TESTING STATIONS

Noise is generated at the testing stations as a result of the euc-
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ttonb nd-_dýart4idar~y a34 i iltOV-the

/flow -of gas th-rbiUgh 4the ejih~tt nbzi~iir

' ~ In the -case of TVD [turb~oprp-enginiý

* / testing- we have the additional noise--

factor of the propellers.

"It should be borne in mind that the

-,. exhaust noise produced by air-reaction

engines is a high-frequency phenomenon

U N •that is particularly dangerous from the

Fig. 133. Total noise in- standpoint of health. Problems relating
tensity as a function of
azimuth for various types to the control of noise at installations
of engines (of equal
thrust) at a distance of for the testing of jet engines are ex-
9 m from the source of
the noise. 1) TRD [turbo- tremely important not only for the ser-
jet engine ] with after-
burner; 2) TRD [turbojet vicing personnel at the station and the
engine]; 3) TVD [turbo-
prop engine]; 4) at the staff at the plant, but for the popula-
front; 5) at the rear.

tion residing in the vicinity of the plant.

Figure 133 shows the data which characterize the change in noise

intensity at a distance of 9 in around various types of engines, at ap-

proximately identical thrust indices. An increase in the distance to

90 m reduces the intensity of the noise by approximately 20 db.

The decibel is the unit of noise intensity. The number of decibels

is determined from thp following expression

L=.101g4- db, (138)

where I is the loudness level of the source; I0 is the loudness level

-at the t-res-hld no audibility, equal to l0-9 erg/em2 .sec = 1O-16

joules/em2 .sec.

In order to be able to represent the magnitude of the noise pro-

duced by jet engines from the physical standpoint and in order to clar-
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-ITfy the meaning of the de .....r--..,:... .. •"

e problem under. cqonsideraýt4 n let, us make-use- of -

Fig. 13 4 which shows the physiological6ffect-of varyingintens ties

of noise on a human being. In the case of a loudness level in excess

of 80 db it becomes difficult to carry on a conversation; a level of

120 db produces a sensation of pressure in the ear, while at 140 db

sound produces pain; at 160 db the organs of hearing suffer mechanical

damage. According to the rules of safety, no work should be performed

for any prolonged period of time when the noise-level intensity rises

above 85 db. Higher sound-pressure values can be withstood for short

periods of time.

In the attempt to control noise at testing stations it is abso-

lutely necessary to bear in mind that significant speeds, temperatures,

and volumes of exhaust gases complicate the planning, selection of ma-

terials, design, and construction of noise-absorption systems.

In this connection, in planning and designing noise-absorbing sys--

tems for testing stations it becomes necessary to take into considera-

tion not only the physicomechanical properties of the sound-absorbing

materials, but the permissible pressure differences across the gas

stream and the available cross sections of the inlet and outlet ducts

of the installation. The quantity of secondary air required for the

reduction of the gas temperature is determined as part of the design

calculation.

In the effort to combat noise it is necessory to take into con-

sideration the possibility of noise propagation in two ways, i.e.,

through the air and through foundations and the soil. To preveilL ihu

propagation of noise through the foundations of the testing installa-

tions, the latter are insulated from the ground. Let us dwell in some

detail on the methods used to combat noise that is propagated through

thie air.
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Fig. 134. Physiological effect of noise on
hearing organs. 1) Noise intensity, in db;
2) mechanical damage; 3) threshold of' sen-
sation of pain; 4) threshold of the sense
of touch; 5) line of equal loudness (100
db); 6) speech region; 7) threshold of
audibility; 8) pressure, in dyn/cm2 ; 9)
frequency, in cps.

a) b

Fig. 135. Diagram of exhaust channels
with baffles made of fiber-material
panels, a) channel with panels covered
with a perforated steel sheet; b) chan-.
nel with panels in parallel position;
c) channel with turns; d) sinusoidal
positioning of panels.

A sound originating at some point of the testing installation be-

gins its propagation in all directions anid, un unuuun±'ueving an ub-
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stacle, is reflected or partially absorbed. Having been reflected once,

the sound may be -reflected once again from-an obstacle-on the opposite

side, this procedure continuing to complete attenuation. The better

the material of the obstacle absorbs sound, the more rapidly is the

soniu energy attenuated. And conversely, good reflecting surfaces, if

properly positioned with respect to one another, so amplify a sound

that it continues for some time after the generation of the sound from

the very source. This phenomenon, known as reverberation, plays a sig-

nificant role in problems relating to sound treatment. In the presence

of significant reverberation, the intensity of auditory reception is

markedly increased.

The reverberation magnitude is a function of the degree of sound

absorption by wall surfaces and sound-attenuating devices, as well as

being a function of the volume of the testing enclosure. It follows

from the above that walls, ceilings, and sound-absorbing devices for

testing installations must necessarily be constructed of porous ma-

terials exhibiting good sound-absorption capacity.

The material used in sound-absorption systems and for purposes of

sound treating control rooms at testing stations must:

1) remain rigid if sprayed with fuel, oil, or water, and it must

not, in this case, lose its sound-absorbing properties;

2) not lend itself to erosion;

3) be fire-resistant (to reduce exhaust noise);

4) be rigidly mounted to the walls of the test section (dur.ing

the sound-treatment of the latter).

Tho majority of these requirements are moat complctely satisfied

by fibrous materials (rock wool, fiberglas, etc.) and porous ceramic

and slag-concrete blocks (solid and with hollows).

The least expensive materials well suited for purposes of attenu-
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ating noise but incapable of satisfying a number of the imposed re-

quirements can be recommended for use in the inlet syttems; i.e.,

treated wood; for exhaust systems, metal filings or bundles of metal

wires. Fibrous materials are used at the installations for purposes of

reducing noise exhibiting a wide range of frequencies.

Various conflgurations (Fig. 135) can be imparted to the sound-

absorbing channels. Porous ceramic (solid or hollow) blocks are used

to form honeycomb-type channels (Fig. 136). For greater sound-attenua-

tion efficiency, the blocks are shifted at definite intervals by one

half of the lateral cross section of the hollows and the duct is fre-

quently fashioned in a staggered [zigzag] array. Ceramics are less ef-

ficient in the abtenuation of noises in the middle and high frequency

ranges, in comparison to fibrous materials. The structural properties

of materials used to reduce noise are determined from their strength

at various speeds for the gas streams moving past these materials and

causing erosion of the material as well as exciting vibrations.

Many fibrous materials are easily eroded

and destroyed by great vibrations. in this

connection, if the gas stream is moving along

a surface at a speed below 25 m/sec the fib-

rous material is protected by means of a

screen or perforated steel sheets (Fig. 137a).
Fig. 136. Honeycomb
channel of ceramic At stream velocities below 50 m/sec a layer
blocks hollow from
end to end. of strong fabric or a fabric layer covered

wiL a wl r oeen p A . 1 -0 '1 l iiUv Le.d beu ween uhe layer of f-

rous material and the perforated outside sheet cover. The fabric must

not be very dense so that the acoustic properties of the fill material

can be completely exploited.

At gas-stream velocities of 50-140 m/sec an additional protectivc
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fac-ng io used by inserting lighter peb-

"f ~ orated- sheets bet66ween -the- roii ileia 4).2.3
f and the perforated outside facing, while

the 25-millimeter space between the sheets

ý2 - is filled with bundles of tightly wound

cB) 5 6 7 steel wire. These bundles do not shrink

during operation and provide for high sonic-
Fig. 137. Design of
sound-absorption pan- wave passage (Fig. 137c).
els for various gas-
stream velocities, a) The panels considered in Fig. 137 may
Up to 25 m/sec; b) be-
low 50 m/sec' c) 50- be made in the form of vertical barriers or
140 m/sec. l) Fairings;
2) perforated steel cylindrical structures suspended from spe-
facing; 3) sound-
absorption material; cial grids in the noise-absorption systems
4ý glasswool fabric;
5 metal-wire bundle; of the testing stations.
6 perforated or cel-
lular barrier; 7) The perforated sheet facing of the
silencer.

panels may be destroyed under the action of

vibrations as a result of metal fatigue as well as as a result of the

loss of plasticity properties on the part of the sheet material (be-

cause of a weakening resulting from the holes in the material). To re-

duce the vibration amplitude of the perforated sheet facing, it must

be reinforced with braces.

Figure 138 shows the attenuation curves for sound, in decibels

per unit length of channel (30 cm) with respect to frequency octaves

for a number of the panels considered above. It is clear from these

curves that the most effective noise-absorption system for low (37-300

cps) and middle (300-1200 cps) frequencies is the system in which the

panels are d1il'ibuted sinuooidally. The system with the thickened

panels filled with fibrous materials and faced with perforated walls

provides for good sound attenuation at low frequencies. The system in

which the panels are arrayed.in zigzag fashion in the channel (Curve l)
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Fig. 138. Attenuation curve
per unit length of channel (30
cm) with respect to frequency
octaves for various channels.
1) Channel with panels for
high flow velocities (see Fig.
135c); 2) channel with sinus-
oidal panels (Fig. 1.35d); 3)
facing of hollow blocks (Fig.
136); 4) panel baffles 100 mm
thick with a distance of 430
mm between the axes; 5) panel
baffles 900 mm thick at a dis-
tance of 1800 mm between axes
(Fig. 135b). A) Attenuation of
sound, in db, per unit length
of channel (30 cm); B) cps.

provides the best sound attenuation for high frequencies (1200-4600

cps). Thus in order to provide for the most effective attenuation of

sound over the entire frequency spectrum, combined sound-absorption

systems or sound-absorption systems consisting of combined panels (Fig.

139) should be employed. The inadequacy of the panels considered above

is taken into consideration in these panels. The sound-absorption sys-

tem composed of such elements provides for the attenuation of sound

oscillations over the entire range of audible frequencies and because

of the high erficlency oi such a system it is possible to employ ab-

sorption elements of smaller dimensions.

The sound-reducing element consists of a number of curved chan-

nels whose walls are made of sound-absorbing materials. The shape of

the channels through which the air flows cnhances the attenuation of
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Fig. 139. Diagram of the construction of
an element of a sound-reducing system.
1) Curved channels capable of absorbing
middle-frequency Bound; 2) materials ab-
sorbing high-frequency sound; 3) resona-
tors to attenuate low frequencies.

2 1 3 .. 6 8 .F0. 10 .

Fig. 140. Double-section silencer. 1) Inlet;
2, 3, 4) Venturi sections; 5) diffuser sec-
tion; 6) branch section; 7) throttling sec-
tion; 8) perforated cone section; 9) section;
10) perforated diffuser section; 11) divider
section; 12) exhaust cascade section.

the middle-frequency sound, while the wall material absorbs the high-

frequency components of the noisez To atte.•tt, low-frequency noise we

use special cutouts known as resonators.

The noise producod by the exhaust gases is significantly reduced

by mixing these with cold air or water. A more efficient and consider-

ably less expensive method calls for the mixing of air with the gases.

An even greater effect is produced by a noise-auduat~l syatema that
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is based on a combination of the principles of gas expansion and noise

absorption. Such a system involves the fact that a stream of exhaust

gases carries with it [ejects] a certain quantity of air contained in

the test section. The flow of gas that is cooled in this manner enters

the diffuser at whose outlet the velocity of the gas flow is reduced,

and pressure rises easily, thus making it possible to pass it through

a system of slotted channels faced with noise-absorption materials.

Figure 140 shows a structural diagram of a double-section silencer

made of steel up to 25 mm thick. An aluminum coating 0.1 mm thick is

used to protect the housing of this silencing device against atmos-

pheric influences, and this coating is applied by means of the method

or hct pulverization. A layer of aluminum heat-resistant paint is ap-

plied over the aluminum coating. The setting up of thin silencer unit

requires no special equipment. The foundation consists of simple con-

crete or brick blocks. Where the silencer passes through the wall of

the test section special provision is made for packing and sealing

that is designed to permit the unit to move back and forth without de-

stroying the structural elements of the building.

The optimum acoustic efficiency of a silencer for various test

conditions and at various engine powers can be achieved by controlling

a special throttling device carried in the silencing unit. The length

of the silencer is approximately 30 m and it weighs about 73 tons.

The cascade ejection of the gases ensures protection against the

"reversal" of the hot boxes into the test section at the instant that

tne engirie uuaeu to operato, thuo ci~minating, any nee forn vR1vP.F be.-

tween the silencer and the test section.

One of the basic means of controlling noise is the sound treat-

ment of the test section. This is achieved by facing the walls, the

floor, and the ceiling of the test section with sound-absorbing panels,
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simiilar to those described above.

To control the penetration of noise into the controlroom of the

installation, the doors between the control room and the test section

must be of dual construction and they must be covered with sound-

absorbing material. The frames and panes of the inspection windows

must also.be of double construction, or possibly even triple uonstrUuv-

tion (not connected to one another) and, moreover, they must be air-

tight. The trenches from the test section to the control room and the

openings in the walls between them (for the passage of various mani-

folds) must be carefully closed off with sound-absorbing materials.

The walls separating the test section from the control room must be of

double construction, and an air layer is absolutely necessary.

Fig. 141. Installation for the testing of engines, with a
silencer. 1) Main air collector; 2) sound-attenuation device; 3)
louvers; 4) guide rails; 5) flre-rqtem sprinklers; 6) ongine;
7) three-point engine suspension; o) teies;upihg BiCUL u1 C.-
haust tube; 9) demountable section of exhaust tube; 10) observa-
tion window in tube; 1].) second air collector; 12) control room;
13) inspection window and panel; 14) manometric panel; 15)
double silencer.

Let us examine an installation for the testing of engines which

is equipped with a silencer (Fig. 141). Thc _ound-reduction systems a
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the inlet and exhaust are based on the principles o6nildered -abo4&.

The air is taken in through tw6 air cbllectbis,--i.e.-, -thfr6gh e thn

main collector 1 in the forward portion of the station in which the

sound-absorbing panels 2 are vertically positioned and form broken-

line channels in the in-plan view, and through a second air collector

I11 situated at the roof of the testing station to provide the ejector

tube with air for purposes of cooling the exhaust gases. A double

silencer 15 is positioned at the exhaust.

The above-considered examples of silencing units pertain primarily

to stations used for the testing of turbojet engines. In planning sta-

tions for tests on TVD [turboprop engines] it is necessary to take

into consideration the requirement of air for the propellers and to

increase the dimensions of the noise-silencing channels.

11. SAFETY TECHNIQUES DURING TESTS

The technological features of the test process itself call for

the implementation of a number of measures to ensure the safety and

health of the servicing personnel.

During the tests, and particularly during experimental tests, it

is possible for an engine to break apart. In such a case the greatest

danger comes primarily from the breaking up of the rotating portions

of a compressor and turbine, and in the case of a TVD [turboprop-

engine] test or during the test of a ducted-fan engine, there is the

danrer of the breaking apart of the propeller or fan.

In the case an engine rotor or propeller breaks up, the component

no- nly tothe onginc itoclfbuttocthe.

test equipment and installation. In testing practice there have been

cases in which a turbine disk rotating at a speed of about 450 m/sec

disintegrated. The fragments from the disk penetrated the steel shroud

of the turbin, and bent the protective steel sheet (20 mm thick)
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and .penetrated •_a concrete Wall several imters a-Ay from-the engine to

adepth of 150 Ma. -This eiample .0 the-sei usners- of the-~

consequences resulting from such an aecodent,

The -inspection Window of the control-room must be-made of bullet-

proof glass and must be situated outside of the plane of rotation of

the engine's rotor or propeller.

During the course of Jet-engine testing it is dangerous to be sit-

uated in the vicinity of the alretream entering the engine, or to come

too close to the engine exhaust, since this might lead to an accident.

Therefore it is strictly forbidden to enter the test section in which

an engine is operating, and this applies to all regimes with the ex-

ception of the low-gas [idling] regime. The po:'Intu subject to the ac-

tion of the exhaust stream from the test sectlon mut be fenced off.

Special platforms are set up around the test stand for pu.sea

of fitting out an engine on a test stand prior to a test or to mount

the propeller (in the case of a TVD [turboprop-engine] test), thus

permitting the servicing personnel to carry out the necessary work.

Of great significance in engine testing installat:ions is the con-

trol of the contamination of work areas by fuel vapors, oil, and the

products of combustion. For this purpose the air must continuously be

purified by means of fresh air-exhaust ventilation.

To avoid the possibility of mercury spillage, the piezometric

panels are covered with plastic and special traps are installed at the

bottom to contain the spilled mercury. To reduce the liberation of mer-

c,,•y vapors, a small quantity of kerosene or water should be added to

the piezometer tubes fill.ed with mercury. The permissible mercury-vapor

content in a building or in the surrounding atmosphere calls for no

more than 0.01 mg [of mercury] per I m3 of air. Slnce mercury vapors

are extremely harmful, every effort should be made not to employ mer-
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cury instruments at the testing installations.

Fuel and oil vapors are dangerous from the standpoint of fire and

have a harmful effect on the health of the servicing personnel. There-

fore no leakage in the fuel and oil systems of the installation can be

permitted. The fiiel and oil manifolds are laid down in special chan-

nels and they must be connected to the exhaust ventilation system.

The presence of easily flammable materials, open flames, heated

engine parts, and hot exhdusl gases at a testing station makes it nec-

espsary a Zn Amplement strict measures and fire-safety regulations. There-

fore engine testlng.' Insto3latJions have special facilities at their dis-

posal., in addition to the conventional fire-control devices (fire ex-

tinguishers, feltingZ,, water, sand, etc.). Thus, for example, a dva-In

manifold intended for the rapid removal of the fuel from the entire

system into specia-3, tanks dug into the ground are provided for as part

of the d'uel system. Glass-tube 'evel indicators are not recommended

for the fuel tanks or measuring _.'-ices.

It is strictly forb-dden to smoke, light a match, or to use vari-

ousi fire-producing instruments -within the enclosure of the testing sta-

tion. It is recommended that electric lgbh; bulbs in the test sections,

control rooms, and production enc.iosures be mounted in special hous-

ings set into the ceiling.

The most effeutive fire-fighting eauipment at the station are the

foam and carbon-dioxide devices. In the evend of a Vire the fire-

fighting equipment should be put Into operation. Sim-ultaneously, the

supply of fuel shoul.d be shut off automatically and the drain manifold

actuated.

Safety goals impose a number of requirements on the structures of

the station. These requirements must be taken into consideration dur-

ing the planning stage for the station, during the construction of the
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building~s, in the width of~ the passages and-the number of exitR that

will be used in the case it becomes necesshry to e-va-a-uate all Person- -

nel at the station within a period of 3 minutes, and it to aljo taken

into consideration in the lighting for the b6uildii~ iThd the -ýentila-

tioni and heating of the various st~rtctures.

Mvanu-
Bc1xipt [fist of TUranslite rated. Symbol;3]
Page
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Chapter 6

THE TECHNOLOGY OF SERIES TESTING OF AIR-REACTION ENGINES

Testing technology determines the operations and changeovers, and

it regulates test sequence, in order to ensure high-quality testing

procedures and to make certain that engines are delivered in accordance

with the technical requirements imposed.

The 1;tchnological procedure of testing an engine can be divided

.tnto tnu Lol.lowing stages:

1)j 'ha. readying of the engine for the test (inspection, mounting

nt' forward conneceon tubes, various types of sensing elements and de-

vices);

2) M-., mounting of the engine on the test stand (oonnection of

the meak-urement, fueie, and oil systems, and the installation of pro-

pellers in the case of WPD [turbprop engines]);

3) tno actual tests;

4) the removaL isulntiingI of the engine from the tezt stand;

53) the finishln-, operati.ons on the engine itself after the com-

p.letlon of the te;•i .the removal of the forward connection tubes, the

removal of the sens:;.ng elemvntn and the various devioes, the covering

of the iioLs, partial Jocking and sealing, and preservation).

The d;)ration na8 sequence of testing is determined by the• type

and design of engine and is oo,:ered in the test schodule. This chapter

proposes to undertak6 an examination, in the form of an example, of

the techniques involved in the testing of turboprop engines with coax-

ial propellers and some of the features encountered in the techniques
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employed to test turbojet and ramjet engines.

1.. TECHNIQUES OF TVD [TURBOPROP-ENGINE] SERIES TESTING

The procedure involved in the series TVD testing under considera-.

tion here consists of two stages.

The first stage: a turboprop engine with two coaxial propellers

is tested on a rigidly fixed test stand (see Fig. 117), the effective

power and reaction thrust not being measimed.

The second stage: a turboprop engine is tested on a combined test

stand, without propellers (see Fig. 128), the power at the shaft of

the reduction gear and the thrust developed by the exhaust nozzle be-

ing measured simultaneously.

Preparation for testing

The condition of the equipmcnt and inctruments of the testing in-

stallation is of great significance for the successful completion of

engine tests, and any irregularities on the part of this equipment or

the instruments may result either in distortion of the test results or

in serious damage to the test stand.

The test stand and its equipment, and the systems and instruments

of the testing installation are regularly checked and subjected to pre-

ventive maintenance and regular check operations. The monthly preven-

tive-maintenance operations involve the thorough cleaning and inspec-

tion of the test stand, the engine-servicing platforms, the oil and

fuel systems, the oil and fuel filters, the samplers, scales, etc.

The filters of the oil and fuel systems of the installeticon are

inspected and flushed with gasoline and the inspection results, inso-

far as these pertain to the filters, are recorded in maintenance logs.

The fuel, oil, and similar hydraulic systems are checked for leaks.

The action of the gas-control lever on the panel is checked for smooth-

ness of operation. Seizing of the engine control system and labored
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operation are intolerable.

Particular attention is devoted during the preventive-maintenance

operations to the checking out of the instruments; they are removed

from the panel and sent to the instrument division of the station for

checking.

The electric power supply for automatic starting is checked by

operating the appropriate toggle switches and monitoring the signal

lights. The devices and cables used to raise the engine - the electric

overhead cranes -- are inspected and they are checked in operation.

Before the tests are begu2G, tne required documentation is pre-

pared, i.e., the testing schedule, the forms for the various stages of

the te;st, the technical specifications, and the instrument approval.

blank6.

Delivexy, transportation, and installation of engine

The assembled engine Is delivered to testing-statlon workers at

the transfer point. On delivery the engine is inspected superficially,

a check is made to see whether there are cover plates over the com-

prensor inlet, the exhaust nozzle, the connection tubes for the test-

stand systems, and an inspection Is also carried out to make certain

that the aeals on the control screws for the various units have ,ot

been broken. When the engine is passed fi.om the assembly shop tc uhe

testing station, all of the technical documentation (the technical

specifications and approvai blanks) must be submitted together with

the engine itself.

Once in the tetsting section, the engine is ri•orýd Crom the trana-

portation carrier by mcans of an electric oierhead crane and it 1k

placed on the engine frame of the test stand, where it is fastened and

positioned in place. Then the hoses and tubing of the fuel and oil sys-

tems and engine-control connecting rods are attached. The sensing ele-
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Sments for the measurement of temperature and-vibrations are thenb at-

tached, as are the hoses and tubing for pressure measurements, etc.

SWhen TVD [turboprop engines] are being

tested on a rigidly fixed test stand, the pro-

pellers are mounted at the same time that the

plumbing and electric wiring to the engine shaft

are connected. The blades and hubs of the pro-

pellers are carried separately and assembled at

the test section.

The final operation in the installation of

Fig. 142. Verifi- the propellers is the checking of blade beat. An
cation of propel-
ler-blade beat. indicator I.B mounted on a special base for thls

purpose and its arm i•j moved into position to come into contact with

the blades of the forward propeller at a certain diameter (the point

at which beat is checked is indicated by means of a line on all of the

propellers).

As the propeller turns the deflections of the indicator arrow for

each of the blades is manually recorded. An indicator setup for check-

ing of beat is shown in Fig. 142. The highest deflection difference

must not exceed the permissible values stipulated in the operational

instructions for the propeller (1.0-5.0 mm). This operation is subse-

quently repeated for the second propeller.

The presence of significant beat indicates improper mounting of

the blades in the huab or that the propeller has not been seated prop-

erly on the shaft of the engine, resulting in dynamic imbalance of the

propeller and engine vibrations.

The existence of a powerful airstream in the test section during

the course of the test calls for the reliable attachment of the hoses,

tubing, and electric wiring .that is connected to the engine.
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Upon completion of the installation phase, the engine is readied

for start; for this purpose the oil pressure in the test-stand mani-

fold is checked, as is the functioning of the sampler adjustment con-

trol, and the quantity of oil in the oil tank. A careful check is made

to see that no extraneous items have been left in or around the engine,

the test section, or the servicing L)latform. Tools, devices, covering

plates, and similar items are removed from the test section.

If all of the preliminary operations have been completed and if

the readiness of the installation has been verified, the engine is

started directly.

Delivery test

The delivery test is begun with a false start of the engine by

turning it over. by means of the starter, but without igniting the fuel.

This false start is carried out In order to fill the oil system of the

engine with oil, to check the operation of the starter, the drain sys-

tern of the combustion chamber, and to ready the fuel system.

The oil in the oil system of the installation must be heated to

4o-50QC befure the ztart. It is particularly necessary to heat the oil

during the winter when, L4vSi, low ambient-air temperatures, the vis-

cosity of the oil is increiLsed.

The engine iri starteC oy depressing a otarter button on the con-

trol panel, all of the remaining operations being carrled out auto-

matically until entry into the low-gas regim6. The engine functions

for a period of 5-1t in.ues in the low-gas regime, after which it Js

stopped by means of a ahfutoff vaino. the following measurements are

taken during the starting procedure and the low-gas operaLion:

1) the operating time of the starter;

2) the time required for the engine to enter the low-gas regime

from the instant of start;
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3) the number of engine revolutions;-

4) oil pressure;

-.5) fuel flow rate;

6) the temperature of the gases behind the turbine;

7) the temperature of the oil at the inlet to and the outlet from

the engine.

When the engine is stopped, a determination is made of the ease

with which the engine makes the transition from 1000 rpm to complete

stoppage (with respect to the time of stoppage). This parawt.Ler indi-

cates the ease with which the engine rotor can rotate and it also

points to the absence of extraneous friction in the component parts

and units.

it is advisable duwrin the course of thc delivery tests to Com-

bine the running-in of the engine and the adjustment of the fundamental

parameters. Thus, for example, during the running-in phase tie opera-

tion of the propeller feathering system should be checked. Tne running-

in of the engine component parts is carried out in several stages,

with gradual 1ncrease in power.

The first stage involves the rpm adjustments, raising tho number

of revolutions to their maximum. The blades of the propellers are, in

this case, set for fine pitch (an unloaded propeller). The revolutions

are raised stepwLae through 200-500 rpm: the staytime at each number

of revolutions amounts to 5-10 minutes during which time the basic en-

gine parameters are measured and the functioning of the units is

checked out.

The second stage involves the adjustment of the engine with re-

spect to power, with gradual stepwiso increases in the latter to a re-

gime that is 0.7 of the rated regime.

The third stage involves the adjustment of the engine with respect
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to power to the takeoff regime.

The engine operating regime in the case of delivery tests is gov-

erned by the fuel flow rate. For each power stage the engine is in op-

eration for a period of 5-15 minutes during which all parameters are

measured.

When the engine is stopped between the various running-in stages,

adjustwent and superficial Inspection operations are carried out.

During the running-in procedure the functioning of the auxiliary

units - the electric generators, regulators, servodrives, hydraulic

pumps, air compressors - are checked out; in addition, a check is car-

ried out on the operation of the sensing elements and the automatic

units of the control system, any required adjustments being carried

out at this time. A sudden (within 1-1.5 sec) movement of the throttle

lever from the low-gas stop to the waximum rpm stop is carried out to

test engine pickup, while the return of the throttle lever .1s used to,

check on [-he reduction in the fuel flow rate.

The results of engine adjustments are verified at the end of the

delivery testing procedure for all regimes from low-gas to takeo2f.

Upon completion of the delivery tests all control units tre covered

dnd sealed.

hij-r (;,!gine's fuel. system 1z preserved by filling it with liquid

oil by turning it over, or bhvrough the false-start procedure. All opera-

tions carried out with the engtne as part of the do.Ivery tests are

recorded in a log.

Some defects resulting from poor engine assembly (oil and Di.el

leakage at manifold joints) are eliminated by assembly-shop personnei

during the course of the tests. An engine which has passed the de3 very

tests is taken down from the test stand and sent for complete overhaul

to the assembly shop. If the.overhaul and inspection of the component
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parts reveals no deviations from the technical requirements, the en-

gine is reassembled and sent on for a control test involving the use

of a hydraulic brake.

Control tests on a hydraulic-brake test stand

The control test of an engine on a test stand with a hydraulic

brake consists in:

1) the readying of the teHst stand for the test;

2) the mounting of the engine on the test stand;

Fig. 143. Device for the centering of the
engine and the hydraulic brake. l) Hy-
draulic-brake shaft; 2) engine shaft; 3)
centering device.

3) the starting and running-in of the engine;

4) the measurements at the control points;

5) removing the engine from the test stand.

For the purposes of the test the engine is assembled in the as-

sembly shop without a reduction gear but with a shaft for the direct

connection of the engine rotor to the hydraulic brake. It is not im-

possible in this case to test an engine with a reduction gear on the

hydraulic-brake test stand. For this purpose the test stand must be

equipped with low-rpm hydraulic brakes of corresponding power. The di-

mensions of low-rpm hydraulic brakes are great and may screon out the
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air inlet to the compressor. It is for this reason that the units with-

out reduction gears have gained the greatest acceptance for the test-

Ing of TVD [turboprop engines].

In readying the hydraulic-brake test stand for the tests it is

inspected and the positions of the levers for the systems used to meas-

utre torque and exhaust-nozzle thrust are checked out, as is the reli-

ability of the fuel- and oil-system valves, the ease of engine- and

hydraulic brake-control system operation, the condition of the lift

devices, the availability of the necessary tools, and the hoses, mani-

folds, and electric wiring conduits are checked for cleanliness and

to make certain that they are whole.

The t~stAnrg equipment, fuel- and oil-analysis data sheets, and

the inspection torms and technical-data sheets for the monitoring-

measuring instruments must be readied prior to the start of the tests.

All of the instruments must be checked out by the plant laboratory

at tho intervals established by the requirements of the tesu-adjustment

operations.

The engine assembled for purposes of hydraulic-brake testing is

mounted on the test stand and held in the supports of the engine frame,

thus making it possible to move the engine in order to lIne it up

[make it coaxial] with the rotor of the hydraulic brake. The shafts of

the engine and the hydraulic brake are connected by means of a special

shaft fitted out with splined couplings which allow for but little mis-

alignment of the engine and brake axes.

The shaft of the engine is centered with respect to the shaft of

the hydraulic brake before the introduction of the connecting shaft.

As the shaft of the hydraulic brake is turned, the indicators mounted

on a special rod fastened to the flange of the brake shaft come into

contact (with their extensions) with the flange of the engine shaft.
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MIn four positions separated by 900 around a circle, the deviatibois of

the indicator arrows are recorded. By means of the movable supports of

the engine frame, the engine is shifted so that the indicator devia-

tions fall within the permissible limits in both the radial and the

axial directions. In the radial direction beats of +0.1 mm are regarded

as permissible, while in the axial direction +0.05 mm is acceptable.

The indicator installation used to check centering is shown in Fig. 143.

The fuel and oil systems, as well as the pressure and temperature

measuring sensors, are installed and connected at the same time that

the engine is being centered.

In readying the engine for start it is necessary to confirm that

there is oil in the oil tank, and when M. and Rs are being measured

by means of hydraull dynamometers it is necosoary to make certain

that there is oil in the measurement system. The fuel pressure in the

test-stand manifold must be checked, and the test section and the en-

gine inlet must be inspected to make certain that no extraneous items

have been left behind.

In testing an engine on the hydraulic-brake installation it is

necessary to undertake a careful check of the manner in which all of

the tubing and wiring to the hydraulic brake has been attached in or-

der to avoid the entry of any extraneous items into the compressor,

since this would result in the destruction of the engine. Under winter

conditions the appearance of water at the inlet to the engine, because

the water system was not properly sealed, may result in the formation

of ice on the compressor blades, which will damage them.

The ease of engine rotor rotation is tested by manually turning

the rotor through several revolutions. After the withdrawal of the

servicing personnel from the teat section, the fuel and oil valves are

opened, the automatic starter toggle switch is actuated, and the pumps
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for the torque and thrust measuring systems are put into operation.

An engine on a hydraulic-brake installation can be started both

by means of a starter as well as by means of an outside electric motor

with smooth revolution control. In the first case the starting is an

automatic procedure controlled from the control panel by depressing a

starter button until the engine enters the low-gas regime; in the sec-

ond case, the engine is started by having the electric motor turn over

the engine, i.e., the operator shifts the throttle lever manually to

provide the fuel. and start the ignition.

The running in of the engine with respect to revolutions is car-

ried ou, by changing the number of revolutions stepwise from the low-

gas regime to nmax. The operating time at each number of revolutions

is 5-10 minutes, during which the engine parameters are measured.

Upon completion of the running-in procedure an external inspec-

tion o1 the engine is carried out, and this pertains as well to the

units of the engine and the hydraulic brake; in addition, the oil fil-

ters of the test stand are checked.

Before measurement of the control points, the calibration of the

torquemeters and the thrust-measuring units is checked. The control

points are deterined for regimes identical to engine-operating regimes

in which the engine was tested togebher with its propellers. During

the course of the control-point measurement the resistance moment de-

veloped by the hydraulic brake is changed by increasing or reducing

the supply of water. The parameters are generally established at the

completion of operations in a particulav regime on the basis of time.

The measured parameters are evaluated and the characteristics are con-

structed from the derived data. After the evaluation of the test re-

sults the fuel system of the engine is treated for storage and the en-

gine is dismantled and removed from the test stand. A reduction gear
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and various units are mounted on the engine that has passed control

tests with the hydraulic brake and this is done in the assembly shop;

subsequent to this the engine is sent for control testing with propel-

lers.

A torquemeter (IfM) for the determination of power is frequently

mounted in the reduction gear of a turboprop engine. Given sufficient

accuracy and operational stability for the IKM, the control testing of

a series-produced engine on a hydraulic-brake test stand can be by-

passed or it can be carried out on a selective basis, spotchecking in-

dividual engines. In this case, the test cycle for the turboprop en-

gine is radically reduced, the procedures are simplified, and the costs

involved in testing are reduced. In the case of complete rejection of

hydraulic-brake tests, there is no need to equip the testing stations

with complex hydraulic-brake installations.

.Control testing with propellers

Control testing with propellers involves checking the quality of

the final assembly and adjustments, completing the delivery paperwork

for the representative of the client, and the preparation of the en-

gine for storage. The engine is mounted on the test stand in the se-

quence indicated earlier.

During the control tests the basic engine parameters are care-

fully checked, as is the operation of the engine in all operational

regimes; the starting of the engine, its pickup and fuel-feed reduc-

tion are also checked, and so is the functioning of the automatic pro-

peller feathering system, and the functioning of the de-icing system.

Prior to each engine start by means of a starter, the ease of ro-

tor rotation by the turnUig of the latter through several propeller

revolutions is checked. The time required for the engine to stop when

the fuel supply is cut off at n = 1000 rpm is measured for the charac-
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teristic of the state of the engine rotor.

In case individual engine parameters deviate from the technical

specifications, they can be regulated and tested once again.

After a check on the quality of the assembly and the adjustment pro-

cedures, all fuel- and oil-system filters of the engine are inspected

and flushed clean. Then all of the devices on the control-system units

arc closed and sealed, subsequent to which the engine is turned over

for the preparation of the delivery documentation to the representa-

tive of the client. During this phase it is recorded in the test log

that the engine has been adjusted in accordance with testing procedures

and that all the engine parameters correspond to the technical require-

merits.

The delivery documstLaLion confirms that the engine has been sub-

jected to a final and detailed check of operation at all operational

regimes, the parameters having been measured in the presence of and

with the participation of a representative of the client. Deviations

in the parameters from the technical requirements and the existence of

defects cannot be permitted at the time the engine is delivered.

Upon completion of the dellvery tests, the engine is subjected to

an external inspection, and the fuel and oll filters are all chec1 'ed

and flushed clean. The data derived during the course of the tests ar(

evaluated and the required graphs are plotted. The basic 'engine data

derived during the control tests are entered on the engine-specifica-

tion blanks.

The engine that has passed through the control test is then

treated for storage. The detailed sequence for the internal and ex-

ternal treatment of the engine for storage and packing is taken from

a special manual.
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The testing log

A testing log is maintained throughout the course of the deliveY'

and control tests of the engine. Prior to the initial start of the en-

gine the testing log must indicate:

1) the number of the engine, and that of its units and the pro-

peller;

2) the date and time at which the enginc arrived at the installa-

tion;

3) the number of the testing installations;

4) the type of test (delivery, control on the hydraulic-brake in-

stallation, control with propeller);

5) the results of the analysis of the oil and fuel in the systemi

of the installation (specific weight, viscosity, flash point, absence

of mechanical impurities and water);

6) the hours and minutes the engine had been in operation in pre-

vious tests, if such had been carried out;

7) the readiness of the engine for start.

During the course of the tests, in addition to measuring the en-

gine parameters for the various regimes, all work with the engine is

recorded (elimination of defects, replacement and adjustment of units).

If the engine ceases to function at a time not specified in the test-

ing schedule, R detailed record of the factors responsible for this

stoppage ib included in the log, as well as a listing of all subse-

quent operations performed with the engine. If the test is interrupted

for some reason and the engine ia removed from the test stand, this is

also indicated in the log.

The testing logs represent a part of the basic documentation and

they must therefore be kept .with 2Ztt0eme care.
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Evaluation of results

The parameters that are measured during the course of engine test-

ing must be referred to standard atmospheric conditions. Reference to

the MSA [International Standard Atmosphere] makes it possible to coin-

pare series-produced engines with one another under the conditions of

their tests for various atmospheric conditions (winter and summer,

night and day, etc.).

In evaluating the test results for a TVD [turboprop engine], un-

like the generally accepted reference parameters for a TRD [turbojet

engine], we introduce the concept of normal reference parameters, i.e.,

Ne norm' Gt.norm' CN norm' Ra.norm' etc.

The word normal refers to the values of the parameters of the en-

gine being tested, these values referred to standard atmospheric con-

ditions and derived with the control units in identical positions.

The normal reference parameters are used only in the procedure

for the evaluation of test results for TVD [turboprop engines]. The

reference coefficients derived on the basis of experimental tests are

suitable only for a given TVD design with a definite and constant law

governing the control of revolutions and fuel flow rate. The values of

the normal parameters are given in the technical specifications.

The engiiie operating regimos during the determination of the con-

trol points on a nydraulic-orake tesi Atand are determined from the

load and the revolutions. The fuel flow rate and zimilar engine param-

eters are defined Ps function: ýP t+- regime. The loads applied to the

brake are calculated.

In tests of engines together with their propellers, the regimes

are determined by the fuel flow rate, while the power at the engine

shaft and the reaction thrust are determined by calculation on the

basis of data derived from the test of the engine on a hydraulic.-brake
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tCst stand. Both in the case of a testconducted on a hydraulic-brake

test stand and when the tests are conducted with propellers the agree-

ment between the engine data and the technical specifications must be

determined under identical operating conditions for the engine.

The loads for the regimes in which the engine is tested on a hy-

draulic-brake test stand are calculated in the following order. The

equivalent power of a turboprop engine Is detArmlned from Formula (130).

In a test of an engine on a test stand with a hydraulic brake, the normal

value of the power Ne norm along the engine shaft is taken as the

basis for the calculation of the loads for the assignment of regimes,

and the magnitude of this power for each regime is found from the fol-

lowing formula

"l• ...... S. opM, (129)•

where

M= - O
9
IR" SPM (14o)N.•. (10

The magnitude Ne norm is given in the technical specifications.

The values of the coefficient m for testing under ground conditions

are calculated according to the characteristics determined during the

process of the experimental tests conducted on the engine. Since the

tests generally proceed under conditions other than standard atmos-

pheric conditions, the magnitude of the load of the hydraulic brake

must be selected so that after reference to MSA [Internationo1 Stand-)rd

Atmosphere] the power of the engine is equal to Ne norm'

Under the given atmospheric conditions the magnitude of Ne zam

for c--ch regim'4-A- in A f±~mnrirm h nlwng om

S(14)1)

where KN is the reference coefficient that is a function of the pres-

sure and temperature of the outside air, and by means of which coeffi-
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cient we take into consideration the law governing engine control with

respect to revolutions and fuel flow rate. The value of the coefficient

KN is determined from curves constructed on the basis of experimental

tests conducted on the given type of engine.

At a given power the engine is loaded with the hydraulic brake

that develops the corresponding braking moment on the engine shaft. In

this case the given operational revolutions of the engine are main-

tained at a constant value by the rpm regulator which automatically

increases the supply of fuel with an increase in the braking moment.

The braking moment of the hydraulic brake is equal to the torque

of the engine and it is measured in the form of the force P on arm 1.

The magnitude of the load (the force P) for the assignment of the en-

gine regime with respect to the measured power is determined from the

following formulas

N MKqn .Pin
U.. 716",2 7"6,2,

whence

P=716,2N, u. 716,2KN N#,MOP 12

in I n

The calibration graph showing the pressure on the torquemeter of

the hydraulic brake as a function of the load on the hydraulic-brake

lever is used to determine the required engine operating regime.

Calculation of normal TVD [turboprop engine] parameters for the case
of hydraulic-brake testing

To determine the agreement between the basic engine data measured

on a test stand with a hydraulic brake and the data called for in the

technical requirements, it is necessary to refer the values of the

measured parametcrs in the case of constant control-unit positions to

the normal atmospheric conditions. During the course of testing TVD

[turboprop engines] we measure and calculate the following quantities:
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Ne, Re Gt, and T*k (the stagnation teinpat1re of the gas stream be;:;

hind the turbine). The normal values of the parameters are calculated

on the basis of the following formulas:

N. •" •(143)

"* QOPM,5N. (144)

Ko r " (146)

CNOP0. -, (147)

where KNJ KG, KR and are the respective reference coefficients.

The normal parameters of an engine in the case of control testa

with propellers are also calculated from these formulas. The ntumber of

engine revolutions both in the case of tests on a test stand with a

hydraulic brake and in the case of propellers remains constant and

equal to nnorm"

In the event that nzam deviates from the given value of the number

of revolutions, corrections are introduced into the calculation of

Ne norm and Re norm' The magnitude of these corrections is determined

from curves constructed on the basis of experimental tests.

2. FEATURES OF PROLONGED TESTING

Prolonged tests are carried out in individual stages. The dura-

ion of the continuous-operation stage is governed by the purpose for

which the engine is intended. After each stage of a prolonged test the

engine is inspected and certain adjustments are made.

The total number of stages in a prolonged test is governed by the

duration of the individual stages and the established service lifo.

The testing regimes and operation of an engine for a particular stage

are set so that after the completion of a prolonged test the operation
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of the engine in the various regimes corresponds to the announced data.

Thus, for example, during the course of a 100-hour test, 40 hours must

be in the nominal [rated] regime, 10 hours must be under takeoff con-

ditions, and 50 hours must involve engine operation in cruising re-

gimes. The sequence of the regimes in the stage correspond approxi-

mately to the possible sequence of regimes in actual operation.

Prior to and after prolonged tests the basic characteristics of

an engine are determined in order to define the stability of the en-

gine parameters over a long period of operation. The change in the

basic parameters of an engine during the course of a prolonged test

is determined on the basis of data derived during the tests. The mean

power values, and the mean values of reaction thrust and specific fuel

consumption, as well as of other parameters, are calculated during the

various stages of prolonged testing with respect to the averaged hourly

fuel flow rate for the given regime. The derived data are compiled

into a table.

In compiling the reports on the conduct of prolonged testing, in

addition to the tables of the mean parameters and the graphs indicat-

ing changes in these parameters during the course of the test, a re-

port is also made of the defects recorded during the course of the

test, with a detailed description of the nature of the defect and its

causes. The report also includes photographs of individual defective

component parts and a note is made as to the conclusions drawn from

the results of the prolonged test; finally, recommendations are made

with respect to the elimination of the discovered deficiencleb.

In the event of an unsatisfactory conclusion to a test (the de-

struction of component parts or units during the course of the test or

significant wear and damage discovered during the overhauling of the

engine) the factory must determine the factors responsible for these
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d&fects and to deVelop and implement m•s•ies to eliminate them. Subse-

quently, the test must be repeated. If even a single engine from a

given batch fails to pass the test, the entire batch must be rejected.

These engines may subsequently be accepted, if after the implementa-

tion of the aforementioned measures the first engine from the batch

successfully passes the series-production prolonged testing procedure.

3. FEATURES ENCOUNTERED IN THE TESTING OF TRD [TJT•BOJET ENGINES]

A turbojet engine, unlike a turboprop engine, is not fitted out

with a high-stress reduction gear and a propeller. The turbojet engine

requires no prolonged running in of the component parts, since the en-

gine rotor turns in antifriction bearings and there are no reduction

gears that require careful running in. The testing procedure is fur-

ther simplified by the fact that there is no need to measure engine

power. The time required for the testing of a TRD [turbojet engine] is

considerably less than that required for the testing of a TVD [turbo-

prop engine].

The thrust of a turbojet engine is a strong function of the num-

ber of revolutions and high accuracy in the measurement of this number

of revolutions is therefore required. In TRD testing it is extremely

important that the temperature field behind the turbine be adjusted.

The field is evaluated in terms of the mean temperature and its uni-

formity throughout the entire field. The reaction-thrust adjustment

for the engine is achieved by choosing a nozzle of the required cross

section. A reduction in nozzle cross section increases reaction thrust,

and vice versa.

On the whole, the technological process of the delivery, control,

and prolonged tests of turbojet engines is quitu simllar to the tech-

niques employed in testing, turboprop engines. The preparatory work,

assembly, preventive-maintenance operations on teat-stand equipment,
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and the evaluation of the TRD test results have much in common with

similar procedures involved in the testing of TVD and they will there-

fore not be examined here.

The referral of the measured TRD parameters to the MSA [Interna-

tional Standard Atmosphere] is carried out with the following formulas:

engine thrust

RUM , 70 (148)

engine revolutions

288 S~(149)

hourly fuel flow rate
_,,, 760 ,/i88

T ,-0P - .i (150)
Palm VT...

specific fuel consumption

P CRMN (151)

gas temperature behind the turbine

run (152)

4. GENERAL DATA ON PVRD [RAMJET] TESTS

The purpose of testing ramjet engines includes:

I) verifying the quality of engine assembly;

2) checking the correspondence between the actual and the re-

quired thrust characteristics;

3) a study of engine cycle stability in various regimes and de-

termination of flame separation and overheating of individual compo-

iint paraz ,•~f L, LLLJ J

4) verifying the operational reliability and stability of the

fuel-supply regulator;

5) checking the reliability of engine start under various condi-
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tions with respect to the M(ach) number ahd the Air tet6rAt1e at tht

inlet.

For purposes of operating a PVRD [ramjet] under static conditions

it is necessary to develop air ram pressure at the inlet to the engine.

The air is supplied to the PVRD by means of a special device mak-

ing it possible to change the speed and temperature of the air. The

rate of air supply is a function of the engine testing regimes. A dia-

gram of the simplest installation for the testing of a subsonic ramjet

engine is shown in Fig. 144. The engine is mounted on a test stand con-

sisting of a frame mounted on flexible supports and fitted out with

levers that transmit the force of the thrust from the PVRD to a dyna-

mometer.

Fig. 144. Diagram of PVRD testing Instal-
lation. 1) Compressed air receiver; 2)
calibration device; 3) thrust measuring
unit; 4) testing stand; 5) exhaust tube;
6) fuel supply; 7) PVRD [ramjet]; 8) noz-
zle.

In order to avoid distortions of the velocity field at the inlet

diffuser, the engine axis must coincide with the axis of the air-supply

connection tube. FueJ. is supplied to the enrine from a flow tank by

means of the test-stand pump which ensures the technically required

flow rates and pressures. The fuel pressure at the inlet to the tagbin

is controlled from the control panel by means of a throttle valve.

A necessary condition for PVRD testing is the verification of
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starting reliability, since an engine mounted in a rocket or an air-

craft cannot be started independently and must be capable of reliable

start in the air at comparatively great flight velocities.

One of the important features encountered in the testing of PVRD

[ramjet engines] is the short duration of these tests (of the order of

2-4 minutes); therefore, the measurement of the engine parameters and

their exact determination must be carried out automatically. Generally,

the instruments that measure these parameters are mounted on an indi-

vidual panel and these instruments are then photographed at definite

intervals of time for each operating regime.

The preventive-maintenance operations carried out on the installa-

tion are analogous to those described above. Particular attention is

devoted to the servicing of the complex air supply system and its care

and maintenance.

Prior to each test of an engine the thrust-measuring units are

calibrated. A necessary condition of the preparatory operations is the

verification of the airtight sealing of the tubes and hoses of the air-

duct parameter measuring systems. The presence of even insignificant

air losses will result in substantial distortion of the results.

In testing PVRD on the installation whose diagram is shown in Fig.

144, we find that the thrust that is measured is lower than the the-

oretical by the quantity Rsopr which represents the external drag that

has not been taken into consderation here:

R- +(153)

The magnitude of the force of the external drag Rsopr is a func-

tion of the parameters of the approaching stream. This force is deter-

mined from data derived in cold wind-tunnel tests of the engine and

these data are used to construct curves indicating the relationship

between Rs opr and the velocity of the approaching otrveam.
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Unlike TVD and TRD, this type of engine requires nb delivery t~sts

Sfor purposes of adjustment and running in; therefore, in series produc-

- tion of PVRD, these engines are subjected only to control tests. In

addition to the control tests, individual engines are randomly sub-

Jected to prolonged test procedures involving the total service life.

Manu-
script [List of Tranoliteratcd Symbols]
Page

No.

250 za e = ekvivalentnaya = equivalent

250 c s = soplo ý nozzle

250 HopM = norm = normal'noye - normal

250 3am = zam = zamerennaya measured

251 Kp= kr = krutyashchiy torque

255 np= pr = privedeniye = reference

257 conp = sopr = soprotivleniye = drag
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Chapter 7

ENGINE FLIGHT TESTS

The flight-engineering characteristics of aircraft are determined

in great measure by the characteristics and the operational indices of

their engines. There are always some differences between the actual

flight characteristics of an engine and those derived at the stations

or under conditions encountered in high-altitude installations. More-

over, it is important to clarify the features of the operational flight

characteristics of a particular type of engine and its shortcomings,

as well as to determine the means by which these defects can be elim-

inated. These conditions and requirements govern the need for the exe-

cution of flight tests for all newly designed engines and their modi-

fications.

Each type of flying craft is given a definite designation and for

this reason the engines that it carries must exhibit the required op-

erational characteristics for the conditions under which it is to op-

erate. In this connection, the scope, the purpose, and the methods of

the flight tests vary as a function of the type of engine and the

designation of the aircraft.

When a single engine is mounted on various aircraft, its opera-

tion musL be checked for each type of' aircraft. The need for thic type

of test is brought about by the fact that aircraft of various designa-
tions are used under nonidentical flight conditions and there are also,

as a rule, a variety of structural configurations of the powerplants,

including the inlet channels and the gas-exhaust tubes, all of which
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serve to exert considerable influence on engine operation.

Higher requirements with respect to the accuracy of the measured

parametersare imposed on flight tests. Since a flight experiment is

ver!y expensive, it is desirable to reduce the testing time to the min-

Imum U without impairing the quality of the test. The majority of thK

measured parameters are recorded by special automatic reco'dincs unritV,.

Tne present chapter presents only the most general of ir;Vui',na Lou;

on engine flight tests.

i. AICRAFT FOR FLIGHT TESTS

Flight tests of VRE [air-reaction enginesl are carried out either

directly on the aircraft for which it was designed, or these tests are-

conducted on special aircraft known as flying laboratories.

The primary flight tests of a newly designed engine are, In marn/

cases, assocnatpd with great difficulties and risk when conducted or,

an experimental aircraft.

The flight tests of an engine are significantly simpliffid thro:ud.

,he use of special flying laboratories that are modificationz of

series-produced aircraft. The experimental engine is mounted in the

fuselage of the flying laboratory or suspended in a special pod he-

heath the wLng or the fuselage. Somettimes the experimental engine Ls

riounted above the fuselage or in the aircraft's tail assembly. The a;s-

sembly of all of the elements of the powerplant on the flying labora-

%Dry must approximate the assembly of the poroerplant of the experime:.,-

tal aircraft for which the engine being tested was designed to the

greatest possitle extent. This makei It possible to undertakr, a de-

tailed study and adjustment of the varicus units and individual szytems

of the experimental aircraft's powerplant simultaneouly with the

flight tests of the experimental engine.

Figure I15 shows an over-all view of a flying lauorataory modifiaed



from a series-produced aircraft for the testing of small air-reaction

engines. The experimental engine is suspended on a pylon beneath the

right wing of the aircraft. A fuel tank is mounted beneath the iefU

wing, this tank exhibiting the same configuration as the powerplant of

the experimental aircraft.

Fig. Vi15. Flying laboratory.

Figure 146 shows a diagram of the mounting of a ramjet engine on

an aircraft for subsonic flight tests. The engine is positioned over

the fuselage of the aircraft in such a manner that the engine's axis

is parallel to the longitudinal axis of the aircraft. When the engine

being tested is suspended beneath the fuselage provision Is made for

complete or partial withdrawal of the engine into the cargo compart-

ment of the fuselage during taxiing, takeoffs, and aircraft landings.

Moreover, devices are included in the flying laboratory to make pos-

sible the dumping of the experimental engine in the case of an emer-

gency. The powerplant of the aircraft is fitted out with a special

fire-extinguishing system.

Tn nnnvertlng a serles-production aircraft into a flving labora-

tory, all equipment not needed for the flight tests is removed from

the aircraft. This reduces the weight of the aircraft and makes it pos-

sible to provide conditions that make the work of the crew easier and

proviips the apace needed to carry the exioerimental equipment.
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Fig. 146. Diagram showing the mounting of a
ramjet engine on an aircraft. 2) Measuring
instrument panel; 2) metering tubes' 3) com-
pressed-air flasks; 4) fuel tank; 5$ reduc-
tion gear; 6) experimental engine; 7, 8) for-
ward and rear supports.

Tests on a flying laboratory make it possible to resolve a great

many questions with respect to a flight study of the experimental en-

gine, and namely:

1) to determine the altitude-velocity characteristics of the en-

gine for the basic operating regimes of the engine;

2) to determine the stability coefficient of the engine under

high-altitude conditions;

3) to determine the temperature field at various sections of the

engine's gas duct;

4) to check engine operation and to evaluate its parameters for

steady and transient regimes;

5) to evaluate the starting characteristics and the limits of en-

gine start under high-altitude and high-speed conditions;

6) to determine the minimum stable regimes and to check the low-

gas regime at various altitudes;

7) to determine engine pickup and its operation in the case of

pronounced throttling under various flight conditions;

8) to check on the starting and operating stability of the after-

burner and to determine the parameters of the engine when the after-
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burner is functioning;

9) to evaluate the pressure losses and determine the influence of

the inlet and outlet devices of the powerplant on the functioning of

the engine;

10) to evaluate the operation of the systems of control, lubrica-

tion, and engine cooling at various engine regimes;

11) to determine the vibrational overloads for the various regimes

of engine operation.

Since flying laboratories are modifications of multi-engined air-

craft, it becomes possible to determine engine characteristics for

each regime at several given flight speeds and altitudes.

The experimental engine is, as a rule, designed for a new aircraft

exhibiting higher flight characteristics than the series-produced air-

craft that has been modified into a flying laboratory; therefore, a

study of a new engine mounted on a flying laboratory is occasionally

limited with respect to altitude and particularly with respect to

flight speed.

Moreover, the thrust and flow-rate characteristics derived on a

flying laboratory generally differ somewhat from the characteristics

of the powerplant installed on the main aircraft, and this can be ex-

plained, first of all, by the difference in the designs of the inlet

units and the exhaust systems.

It follows from the above that flight studies of an experimental

engine mounted on a flying laboratory, no matter how carefully and ex-

tensively thoy arc conducted, cannot eliminate the nccd for future

flight tests and adjustments of the basic aircraft for which the en-

gine was designed.

Pilotless. flying laboratories are used to test individual types

uf engines, particularly FVRD [ramjet engines] intended for installa-
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tion in guided missiles. Such laboratories are modified versions of

series-produced or specially designed pilotless craft equipped with

the necessary measuring and radio-transmission equipment.

Flight tests in pilotless laboratories are conducted over prede-

termined trajectories of test flight ranges along which observer sta-

tions have been positioned to track the flight of the pilotless craft

and to receive the transmitted measurement data by means of a telemetry

system.

2. MEASUREMENTS DURING FLIGHT TESTS

All parameters characterizing engine operation must be measured

during the course of engine flight tests. A typical diagram for the

measurement of the various parameters of a TRD [turbojet engine] per-

taining to the gas-air duct is shown in Fig. 147. The number of meas-

ured parameters is determined by the testing schedule and should pro-

vide for the derivation of the necessary engine characteristics. All

of the measuring equipment must be calibrated and must provide for the

required accuracy and speed of measurement.

The most important parameters affecting the work of an engine and

the flight characteristics of an aircraft are the barometric pressure

and the air temperature. These parameters may change to a considerable

extent at a constant geometric flight altitude and as a result the

aircraft and engine characteristics for a given geometric altitude

will show divergences.

In connection with the fact that the geometric altitude, i.e.,

the distance n1nng the vertical to thc ground, does not directly deter-

mine the aircraft characteristics, the practice has been adopted to

determine the flight altitude from the magnitude of the barometric

pressure and MSA data. Thus the determination of flight altitude can

be reduced to the measurement of the barometric pressure.
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Fig. 147. Diagram of TRD preparation.
P*!, P*2, P*)l, P* 5 $ T* 2 , T*.1) Total

stagnation pressures and temperatures;
PlJ P2' P4 ) static pressures.

C V, For the simultaneous measurement of

flight altitude and velocity we make use of a

PVD (air-pressure receiver [pitot-static

tube]) a diagram of which is shown in Fig.

148 in conjunction with a speed indicator and
Fig. 148. Diagram of
the measurement of an altimeter. The PVD [pitot-static tube] con-
flight altitude and
speed. 1) Total- sists of a static pressure tube 6 and a total-
pressure chamber of
speed indicator; 2) head [dynamIc-pressure] tube 5. The static-
static-pressure cham-
ber of speed indica- pressure tube is connected to the static-
tor; 3) static-pres-
sure chamber of al- pressure chamber 2 of the speed indicator and
timeter; 4) altim-
eter vacuum chamber, the static-Dressure chamber 3 of the ali-.m-
5) total-head tube;
6 static-pressure eter. The dynamic-pressure chamber 1 is con-
tube.

nected to the dynamic-pressure tube 5.

Chambers I and 2 of the speed indicator are separated by a dia-

phragm. The pressure difference between chambers 1 and 2 causes the
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* bending of a diaphragm which is connected to th6 needle of the speed

indicator or the recording element of an automatic speecl recorder (the

speedograph).

A vacuum is produced in cavity 4 of the altimeter and the deforma-

tion of the diaphragm under the action of the pressure difference be-

tween volumes 4 and 3 will therefore be proportional to the static

pressure. The diaphragm of the altitude indicabor is connected to the

needle of the altimeter or to the automatic altitude recordirv.- wuit

(the barograph).

Aerodynamic corrections are introduced for the instrument read-

ings. The instrumental aerodynamic corrections are found from calibra-

tion curves plotted in accordance with results obtained from a special

calibration flight at several speeds and altitudes. The aerodynamic

corrections for the apeed indicator and the altimeter are uniquely as-

sociated to one another and only one of these corrections is therefore

determined during flight, the other being calculated.

The speed indicator is calibrated in terms of air density under

ground conditions (on the basis of the MSA [International Standard At-

mosphere]) and the speed measured by the instrument is therefore known

as the indicated ground speed ci z when the i.nstrument and aerodynamic

corrections have been taken into consideration.

The correction factor 6cszh for compressibility is determined

from special nomograms on the basis of the magnitude of the indicated

ground speed, the altitude, and the flight Mach number. Then the indi-

cated !. pred is determined:

C,-Cj+CU. (.L54)

To determine the true flight speed, a conversiux is carried out

to the actual air density:
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where A is the relative density of the air pH/po; pO is the air density

under normal conditions (at P0 = 760 mm Hg and to = +15°C); PH is the
actual density of the air at the given altitude.

In addition to speed indicators,

the aircraft are equipped with instru-

ments for the direct measurement of the

flight Mach number. As is well known,

the Mach number is defined by the rela-

Fig. 149. Diagram of flow- tionship between total and static pres-
meter sensing element. 1)
Rotor; 2) exciting coil. sure. This relationship is used in the

Mach-number indicator. The movement of the dynamic-pressure diaphragm

in the instrument is associated with the shifting of the static-

pressure diaphragm so that the instrument needle indicates the flight

Mach number. A thermometallic split contact is provided for in the in-

strument to ensure temperature compensation for the two diaphragms.

Thermoelectric thermometers (thermocouples) and electrical resist-

ance thermometers are used to measure the temperature of the outside

air.

The temperature of the outside air is measured on an aircraft in

the same manner as the temperature of the streams. The temperature of

the ambient air is measured by means of low-lag instruments for which

the points of sensing-element installation on the aircraft must be

carefully selcctcd.

The temperature of the outside air is determined from the follow-

ing formula:

N •- (156)

where T*zam is the measured stagnation temperature; AT is the correc-
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tion factor applied to the thermometer readings for the deceleration

of the air.

The stagnation [deceleration] correction factor AT can be deter-

mined from the following formula:

&T=O,2rM' (157)

The total pressures in the various sectl.ons of the gas-air duct

are measured by means of pressure "rakes."

The measurement of the number of revolutions by means of aircraft

tachometers do not provide the required accuracy and they are employed

only for purposes of determining the regime. Test-stand tachometers of

elevated accuracy are used for flight investigations. Automatic record-

Ing devices making it possible to record the number of revolutions

continuously are used for investigations of nonsteady-state regimes.

During flight the fuel flow rate can be determined with suffi-

cient accuracy by means of a volumetric flowmeter which is equipped

with an automatic recording unit to register the readings.

The sensing element of such a flowmeter, presented schematically

in Fig. 149, is the rotor 1 that is immersed in the flow of fuel. The

rate of flowmeter-rotor rotation is directly proportional to the speed

of the fuel passing through the flowmeter, and the total number of ro-

tor revolutions within a given interval of time will characterize the

volumetric total fuel flow rate.

A permanent magnet is positioned inside the rotor and an excita-

tion coil is positioned above the rotor. As the rotor turns, an elec-

tric current exhibiting a frequency that is propor~lonal to Oie rate

of rotor rotation is generated in the excitation coil. A flowmeter of

this type provides for a fuel flow-rate measurement accuracy of +0.5%

in volumetric units. The actual volumetric flow rate is determined

from the following formula
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V=A- -- 36+AV, (158)

where n is the number of pulses indicated on the automatic-recorder

tape during the period of T sec; v represents the volume corresponding

to a single pulse; AV is the calibration correction factor for the

flowmeter.

Flowmeters yielding readings in gravimetric units are also used

to measure fuel flow rate. In order automatically to introduce correc-

tion factors for the specific weight of the fuel, a floated density

meter connected to a potentiometer is hooked up to the structure of

such a flowmeter. Depending on the extent to which the float is im-

mersed, the resistance of the potentiometer changes in proportion to

the specific weight of the fuel.

When the flight-test schedule does not call for special determina-

tion of flow-rate characteristics of the engine, the fuel flow rate

can be determined from the magnitude of the fuel pressure. For this

purpose, on the basis of earlier recorded test-stand characteristics,

a plot is made of the relationship between the flow rate &nd the pres-

sure in front of the spray nozzles. The approximate value of the fuel

flow rate during flight is determined from this relationship.

Thrust which is a basic indicator for TRD [turbojet engines] can

be determined either by direct measurement or indirectly. In the first

case, the thrust of a TRD is determined by means of a dynamometer. For

this purpose the engine being investigated is mounted in a pod on a

hinged beam. The longitudinal shift of the beam as a result of the

f.C Ued aUL 1i6 Oil tLf, elltil±t . ll atol i dL z~inge ±'•-U- Lg... .. L. ... ....... lu.L. .

by the dynawometer spring.

Under flight conditions the dynamometer records the sum of three

forces, i.e., the thrust of the engine without consideration of ex-
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ternal drag, the aerodynamic drag of the engine nacelle, and the longi-

tudinal component of the weight of the engine installation. In the

study of an engine, in the final analysis, the thrust of the engine

must be determined without consideration of resistance and the weight

component. In this case it Is generally assumed that the aerodynamic

resistance of the nacelle with an operating engine will be equal to

the external resistance of a nacelle with an inoperative engine arid

with closed inlet and outlet channels. The external drag of a nacelle

with an inoperative engine is determined during a special flight; from

the data of this flight the nacelle drag cx is also calculated. The

longitudinal weight component of the engine installation is produced

by the existence of an angle 0 between the axis of the engine and the

horizon line. The angle 0 is measured by means of a special instrument

during flight.

Engine thrust is determined from the following formula:
S+ -I- c•O-- 0, Oin 0, (159)
2

where Rzam is the measured thrust; Gd is the weight of the engine in-

stallation; Sm is the area of the engine-nacelle midsection.

In connection ,ith the complexity of the direct measurement o1

TRD thrust during flight, in a number of cases the thrust of the engine

is determined indirectly. The engine thrust can be determined with suf-

ficiently great accuracy by the gasdynamic method described in Chapter 5.

The flow rate of air through the engine can be determined :In a

number of ways. The most common manner Is the one involving the deter-

mination of the air flow rate througn measurement of thQ dyntumic p.,-

sure and the static pressure of the air by means of velocity sensors

mounted in the inlet channel of the engine. In this case it should be

borne in mind that there arises a certain nonuniformity in the velocity
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field at the engine inlet, and this may result in an inaccuracy in the

determination of the air flow rate. To derive sufficiently accurate

results it is necessary to install several "rakes" in the inlet chan-

nel. This makes it possible to consider the nature of the velocity

field through the height of the channel as well as about its circum-

ference.

The stagnation temperature at the inlet to the engine is neodod

to determine the air flow rate and is assumed to be equal to the stag-

nation temperature of the approaching airstream. This measurement

method for the air flow rate is more convenient in testing TRD [turbo-

Jet engines] with axial compressors.

3. METHOD FOR CONDUCT OF TURBOJET-ENGINE FLIGHT TESTS

Test schedule

In setting up the schedule a determination must be made of the

number of problems to be investigated, a plan must be made for the

measurements that are to be carried out, and the measuring equipment

is selected. The flight-test schedule stipulates the number and dura-

tion of flights and the purpose of each. The operating altitudes, ve-

locities, and engine-operating regimes are set down for each flight,

as is the time during which the aircraft and the engine must be kept

in a certain regime prior to the measurement. The schedule stipulates

the degree of accuracy permissible for maintenance of flight altitude

and velocity, engine operating regime, and the number of repeat meas-

urements in these regimes. The scope and content of the schedules may

vary, depending on the purpose of the tests and the characteristic

features of the engines.

In testing an experimental engine it ls necessary bo delermine

its characteristics, to clarify its operational properties and defects,

and to lay down means for further improvements. For this purpose, the
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flight-test schedule for an experimental TRD [turbojet engine] includes:

1) ground tests of the engine in its aircraft assembly to check

on its operation and to determine the influence of aircraft devices on

the engine parameters;

2) control flight within the vicinity of the airfield to check

the operation of the engine and the aircraft (the required adjustment

of engine units is carried out on the basis of flight results);

3) determination of engine parameters for steady-state regimes

over the entire range of operating flight altitudes and velocities;

4) a check on the stability of engine operation and determination

of stability coefficient with respect to the reference number of rev-

olutions (to attain the maximum number of reference revolutions, this

check is carried out in a climbing regime at a minimum flight speed);

5) a check on engine operation in acceleration and throttling-

down regimes for various flight altitudes and speeds;

6) determination of the limit of reliable engine start;

7) checking the operation and parameters of the engine in thrust-

augmentation regimes, and the determination of the range of reliable

afterburner start;

8) evaluation of the effect of the aircraft inlet channel on the

parameters and stability of engine operation under flight conditions;

9) checking on the operation of the engine's control system and

ýhe carrying out of the adopted control law during change in flight

altitude and speed, engine operating regime, and atmospheric conditions;

10) determination of minimum stable regimes at various altitudes;

11) checking on engine operation during aircraft maneuvering.

During the course of flight tests it is desirable to combine as

many tasks ai possible to derive the maximum yield of experimental

data from each flight.
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Preparation for testing

The measuring equipment is selected and readied in accordance

with the flight.test schedule. The required number of visual and self-

recording instrunents of the required accuracy are mounted on the air-

craft, and the dials of the visual instruments are mounted on an in-

strument panel housed in the flight engineerts cockpit, and they are

also mounted on special instrument boards set up in various compart-

ments of the fuselage. The auxiliary instrument panels set up in the

aircraft are photographed by means of special cameras that are remote

controlled (Fig. 150).

Fig. 150. Diagram of instrument
photography. 1) Camera; 2) flood-
lights.

Prior to each takeoff, the aircraft and the powerplant are care-

fully inspected and the operation of the engine is tested under ground

conditions. The location of the engine suspension and the fuel- and

oil-system installation are checked as part of the inspection, as Is

the installation of the electrical equipment and the control systems;

the joints of the gas-air duct elements of the engine by which thesc

are connected to the inlet and outlet devices of the powerplant are

checked to make sure that they are airtight, etc. The operation of Ute

engine is tested after the inspection, i.e., the reliability of opera-

tion of all systems and units of the engine mounted on the aircraft is

checked, as is the start and operation of the engine in the basic steady-

state and transient regimes under the condi tionn of the fkircraft assembly.
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The start, the entry of the engine into its flight regime, and bp~ra-

tion at the various regimes is carried out in accordance with the t6ch-

nical operations manual.

The basic parameters characterizing the work of a TRD [turbojet

engine] during ground tests are the number of revolutions, the fuel

and oil pressure, the temperature of the gases behind the turbine, the

duration of the starting process, and the plckup time. These parametcr.

must correspond to the data cited in the operational manual for the

engine. If necessary, upon completion of the engine test under ground

conditions, individual units may have to be regulated.

The operation of all powerplant systems in the aircraft assembly

are evaluated on the basis of the ground-test results, and the influ-

ence of the inlet and outlet aircraft channels on thrust and. ruel conl-

sumption are determined by comparing the derived data with the results

of the factory test-stand operations. These tests, moreover, make it

possible to evaluate the temperature regime at various points in the

engine compartment and to establish the ability of the various units

to operate at that temperature. If satisfactory results are obtained,

permission is grantcd for the aircraft to take off.

Tooting engine operation in steady-state regimes

TRD [turbojet engines] are tested in steady-state regimes in or-

der to determine the basic parameters and the stability of engine op-

eration with respect to flight altitude and velocity for various num-

bers of revolutions. On the basis of the results obtained in these

tests altitude-velocity characteristics for the engine are plotted.

Engine characteristics are determined at a number of altitudes

(for example, every 2000 m) between the ground and the aircraftI.s

ceiling. At each altitude measurements are taken for 5-7 rpm settings

and at 3-4 flight-velocity values. The following items are measured
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during these tests: flight altitude and velocity, the tempei'aturd ot

the ambient air, the number of revolutions, the fuel flow rate, the

air flow rate, the total pressure in front of the compressor, the pres-

sure and temperature behind the compressor, the gas pressure and tem-

perature behind the turbine, fuel pressure, oil temperature, and the

position of the control stick.

If engine thrust was not measured directly during the courIe of

the test, this factor is determined for all regimes by the gasdynamic

method. Subsequently, plots are made for thrust, fuel flow rate, air

flow rate, and the pressure arid temperature through the duct as func-

tions of the number of engine revolutions for the given flight alti-

tudes and speeds.

The functioning of the control system is also checked during the

course of flight tests conducted to study the engine in steady-state

regimes. The established control law for the engine must be achieved

under operating conditions, i.e., the regime (physical or reference)

number of revolutions must be maintained, as must the assigned param-

eters, i.e., the fuel flow rate, the setting angles for the: variable

guide-vane assemblies of the compressor, the position of' the exhaust-

nozzle "eyelids," ctc.

The data derived from the recults of the flight tests are compared

with the set data and If necessary measures are taken to improve tho

operations of the control system.

Testing the gasdynamic stability of the engine

Unstable turboJet-eng•in operation occurs whcn the operating line

on the compressor characteristic intersects with the flow-separation

boundary (the surge line).

Under flight conditions unstable engine operation appears in the

form of sharp reports accompanied in some cases by involuntary stoppage
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of engine aperat.ion. Unstable TRD -operation may occur in both steady-

and nonsteadyýstate regimes when the number of revolutions is increased

markedly.

In steady-state regimes unstable engine operation during flight

occurs at high reference revolutions, i.e., in the regime of maximum

rpm when the temperature of the outside air is low. These conditions

are most frequently encountered in flights at great altitudes at low

speeds. Unstable engine operation in steady-state regimes may also oc-

cur in operations at the ground with a minimum number of revolutions

and high outside-air temperatures.

In the case of nonsteady-state regimes unstable operation may ap-

pear as a result of a sudden shifting of the throttle lever, i.c., as

a result of a sudden increase in the fuel flow rate. In this case, the

increase in the number of engine revolutions does not occur along the

operational line but along a curve closer to the surge line. The shape

of this curve is a function of the characteristics of the compressor,

the turbine, and the fuel-regulation equipment.

Flight tests to check on the stability of engine operation are

carried out in a climbing regime at maximum number of revolutions, but.

at the lowest possible flight spoed. Zincc opcration in thc maximum

regime is generally restricted with respect to time, the climb is exe-

cuted within the period of time established for the application of

this regime. Then the number of revolutions is reduced and the aircrlift

is turned to horizontal flight. After cooling of the engine, the climb

is contirued in maximum regime. The flliLh altltude and velco•ity is

measured du-ing these tests, and so are the temperature of the outside

air, the nva•wr of revolutions, the pressure behind the compessor,

and the gas temperature behind the turbine.

The air pressure behind the ca•messur moust be measured b- means
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of a sensitive automatic pressure recording device whose readings will

make it possible to determine the presence and nature of fluctuations

in air pressure. The measurement of all parameters is carried out each

500-1000 m. With the appearance of indications of surge, the pilot

switches on the automatic recording devices and gradually reduces the

number of revolutions.

Tests to evaluate the temperature regime in an exhaust nozzle

In TRD [turbojet engine] operation, it is extremely important to

pay strict attention to the temperature regime of the engine. Exceed-

ing the permissible gas temperatures may result in an accident. For

this reason a very complete and reliable evaluation of the temperature

regiSme must be carried out during the flight tests of a new engine and

the limit gas-temperature value established on the basis of theoretical

data and test-stand results should be reexamined.

The parameter which characterizes the temperature regime of a TRD

[turbojet engine] is the temperature of the gases T* 3 in front of the

turbine. However, in connection with the high absolute values of this

temperature and the great; nonuniformity of the temperature field In

front of' the turbine, it is quite difficult to measure T* 3 and for

thI reaS;on in the majority of cases the temperature regime for an on-

gine is evaluated in terms of the temperature of the gases in the ex-

haust nozzle.

The temperature of the gases in the exhaust nozzle of a TRD [tur-

bojet engine] changes with variations in the operating regime and the

flight coiditions. The characteristics of the inlet chann&els and th4

gas-exhaust tubes of the powerplant exert influence on the magnitude

of this temperature. Since the temperature field in the exhaust nozzle

is also nonuniform, the readings of the monitoring thermocouples de-

Pend on the points at which they have been installed. With changes in
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flight conditions and engine operating regime, there may be a change

in the distribution of temperatures through the section, All of this

results in a situation in which the temperature of the gases in the

exhaust nozzle, said temperature measured by the monitoring thermo-

couples, may only approximately characterize the temperature condition

of the engine.

The testing of TRD for purposes of evaluating the gas temperatures

in the exhaust nozzle makes it possible to check on whether or not the

limit values for the temperature are being exceeded and it is also pos-

sible thereby to determine the nature of the gas-temperature distribu-

tion through the section of the exhaust nozzle under various flight

conditions. In case of need, the results of the flight tests can be

used to correct the limit temperature value.

To det-rmlne the nature of the temperature field behind the tur-

bine or in the gas-exhaust tube, several temperature "rakes" connected

to automatic recording units can be installed. The "rake" measurements

are carried out simultanpnusly with the measurement of temperature by

the monitoring thermocouples installed at the regular positions.

For a proper evaluation of the engine's temperature regime, the

accuracy of the rpm measurement is extremely important since these rev-

olutions are directly associated with the gas temperature in the ex-

haust nozzle.

Tests to evaluate the gas temperature begin with a static [gi'ound]

check on the temperature state of the engine throughout the entire

ranixe of vevolutions. Under high-.altitudc conditions the engine ia

checked at the maximum number of revolutions during the climb to the

aircraft's ceiling.

If the gas temperature at some altitude exceeds its permissible

value, the number of engine revolutions is reduced to the point at
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which the given temperature is attained. An evaluation of the tempera-

ture state of an engine is carried out on the basis of several flights.

Tests to determine the temperature field in the exhaust nozzle

involve horizontal flight in steady-state regime at several altitudes.

To derive stable data the engine parameters are measured after a given

regime has been maintained for 3 minutes.

Engine testing in transient regimes

It is rather difficult to provide for normal engine operation in

tranuienU regimes, since in view of the separation conditions occur-

ring in the compressor the permissible excess of fuel flow rate during

acceleration over the fuel flow rate in the steady-state regime is re-

duced with an increase in flight altitude. Moreover, with a sudden

change In engine operation, under certain flight conditions flamc-

breakaway may occur in the combustion chamber.

The flight altitude and velocity are measured during the accelera-

tion regimes, as arc the temperature of the outside air, the number of

revolutions, the total pressure behind the compressor and the turbine,

the tc,,,•,c in the exhaust nozzle, and the fuel pressure.

The study of an engine in transient regimes is begun with a check

on the pickup of the engine in the aircraft assembly under ground con-

ditions. Pickup is checked through gradual (within 10-20 seconds) and

sudden (within 1-2 seconds) shifts of the throttle lever from the posi.-

tion corresponding to the low-gas regime to the maximum-revolution re-

giie. With gradual feed of .as the number of revolutions must lag be-

hind thu uilfL!Iiju Of ti'- ttic"r WiUth a sudnice.,ei h

supply of gas the time required for the transition to maximum revolu-

tions, the sudden increase in the number of revolutions, and the tem-

perature of the gases in the exhaust nozzle should not exceed the

norms euiablIshed in the technical manual.
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Flight tests of engine operation in acceleration regimes are ear-

ried out throughout the entire range of altitudes from the ground to

the practical ceiling of the aircraft at minimum and maximum flight

speeds during gradual and rapid increase in the niunber of revolutions.

Engine pickup is checked both on a hot, i.e., after several minutes of

operation in maximum regime, and on a cold engine after operation in

low-gas regime.

During these tests the number of revolutions and the temperature

of the gases should not be permitted to exceed the limit set above.

With a fast increase in the number of revolutions the engine may ar-

bitrarily cease to operate. In this case a stop-valve must be actuated

to close off the supply of fuel and the engine must then be cleared

and restarted. The involuntary shutting down of the engine may be a re-

sult of surge in the compressor or it may be caused by the breaking

away of the flame in the combustion chamber. The cause of the shutdown

can be determined by an analysis of measurement results for a number

of parameters during the acceleration process.

A change in the basic parameters of the engine with respect to

the period of acceleration is recorded by means of automatic recording

devices. The acceleration period is counted from the instant at which

the throttle lever is moved forward to the instant at which the maximum

number of revolutions is attained. With a sudden supply of gas the en-

gine should enter the given regime without any fluctuations in the

number of revolutions.

In addition to accnlerntlon characteristics, flight tests serve

to check on engine operation in the case of sharp throttling, i.e.,

for the case of sharp shifting of the throttle lever from maximum re-

gime to the position corresponding to the low-gas regime. This test is

carried out at various flight altitudes.
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In the case of sharp throttling, engine revolutions must drop

fr.om maximum to minimum within a period of time not exceeding that set

by the technical specifications. In the case of throttling the engine

should not experience the breaking away of the flame in the combustion

chamber.

Tests to evaluate engine start

The rotor is set into rotation on the ground by the energy of the

starter, while under flight conditions the rotor is turned over by the

approaching airstream. The operating regime at which the engine rotor

Is turned by the energy of the approaching stream is known as the auto-

rotation regime. The number of revolutions in the autorotation regime

is a function of flight speed and determines the efficiency of engine

start undej, flight conditions.

Prior to checking the starting of the engine under high-altitude

conditions, the sturting of the engine in the aircraft assembly is

tested on the ground and it is also studied in autorotation reginec.

To derive data with respect to the autorotation regime at several al-

titudes and at var:ious flight speeds, the number of eng:Lne revolutiono

arc measured for the case in whIch the combustion chamber -Is inopera-

tive. The derived results are used for a preliminary chock on the

method of h.I gh-alt.ttude start.

Tests to evaluate and verify start arc carriled out thr oughout the

entire range of' altitudes to the practical ceiling at several []:l.l(ht

speeds in the interval from minimum to maximum aircr'aft velocity. The

euniine can bu atarted aft.r it has been nerwitted Lo cuod fFor n nr-'inrl

of about 10 minutes. In the case the engine fails to start, the subse-

quent attempt to start the engine is not undertaken immediately but

only after several minutes of flight, to remove the fuel that has ac-

cumulated in the enrine.
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During the course of the test the most effective starting method

must be worked out. For this purpose the optimum conditions with re-

spect to the time and duration of initiation of ignition, the supply

of 9tarter and main fuel, of change in fuel pressure during the start-

ing procedure, etc., are determined. The entire starting procedure Is

recorded by automatic recording equipment. The following parameters

are measured during the course of the test: the number of rotor revo-

lutions, fuel pressure, air pressure behind the compressor, the tem-

perature of the gases behind the turbine, and the temperature of thu

outside air.

The region of oellable start as a function of flight altitude and

velocity is determined on the basis of the test results. In connection

with the fact that engine start is significantly affected by the tem-

perature of the outside air, the tests for the evaluation of starting

efficiency are carried out both during the summer and the winter.

Engine tests in thrust-augmentation regimes

During TRD [turbojet-engine ] tests the operation of this enine

lo tested for the thrust-augmentation regime. This test is carried out

to study the engine parameters in a steady-state thrust-augmentation

regime, as well as with an operating and an inoperative afterburner.

Moreover, these teats serve to determine the efficiency of afterlurnur

oporation under various flight conditions, the limits of.' reliable

start are clearly defined, and the strength of' the afterburner :1t,

tested.

During thc tests particular attention is devoted to a study of

the automatic equipment which controls the operation of the afterburnruci,

since the time for the start of supply of afterburner fuel, initiation

of ignition, and the opening of the exhaust-nozzle "eyelids" is

strictly r'egulated. Disrupjton of the established sequence o. opera-
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I
tions or deviations in these operations with respect to time may re-.

sult in significant changes in engine parameters, fallure of thje after- I
burner to start, and it may even result in surge.

The operation of the engine in thrust-augmentation regimes is

tested for the entire range of the aircraft's flight altitudes and

speeds. On the basis of the flight results, the characteristics of the

TRD in the thrust-augmentation regime are determined, and so are the

data on the change in engine parameters and afterburner parameters

when the latter is in operation. These data make it possible, in case

of need, to select a more efficient control law for the operation of

the afterburner.

Engine operation in the thrust-augmentation regime is regarded as

satisfactory if when this regime is started or shut down surging does

not occvx, and if the combustion chamber does not cease to operate on

its own; it is also regarded as natisfactory if the engine parameters

remain within the ljminits set by the technical specifications.

One of the most serious defects occurring during the operation oi'

the afterburner is the vibration combustion which is capable within a

short period of time to cause great mcchanical damage arndl even result

in the destruction oi the (romibustion chamber. For this reason the n I'-

terburner must function stably under all flight conditions, without.

vibration combustion. In the case of stable combustion the starting ur,

shutting down of the afrterburner should produce no prolonged fluctua-

tions in pressure through the engine duct. If, however, vibration coin-

!?jst:inn i f'nurA Ito ocern' in thu conmbustioni uihiabel,. this can 'be es-

tablished by means of a special indicator or from the characteristic

noise made by the afterburner. With the first indications of vibration

combustion the afterburner must be shut down. During, the courso of tihe

iliht mtsts the boundary of reliable afterburner start is also deter-
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mined.

Investigation of inlet channels

The characteristics of the inlet channels exert significant in-

fluence on engine parameters and its operational characteristics. The

selection of the dimensions and shapes of inlet channels to a signifi-

cant degree determine the assembly conditions for these channels In

the aircraft.

The development of satisfactory designs for inlet channels of con-

temporary high-speed aircraft exhibiting a great range of operation

with respect to air flow rate is associated with great difficulties

and their experimental adjustment is therefore of great significance.

The hydraulic characteristics of inlet channels are determined prol Un-

Inarily during the wind-tunnel tests of models; however, in Lhis easje

it is impossible completely to evaluate their influence on engine op-

eration under conditions prevailing in the actual aircraft aos,.lmbly

Cor various flight speeds. The presence of hydraulic losses In the in-

let sections of a TRD significantly impair the main harueterlutis o.1.

an engine and its operational properties.

Flight studies determine the hydraulic losses :1.n :1.nlct 0n1ne1:1)

and their influence on engine characteristics. To determine tho lscs;s

at the -inlet to the compressor, several "rakes" with total-pressuru.

sensing elements connectud to automatic recording units are inntal](A.

Hydraulic losses are evaluated by the magnitude of' the eco 'Vlr.itý

of total-pressure loss

where p*1I is the averaged value of total pressur'e at the inlet to thu

compressor; p* 0 is the total pressure of the outside air.

To determine the nature of flow past the inlet edges of the chan-
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nel, these edges are modified to measure static pressures-

The tests are carried out in steady-state and acceleration re-

gimes throughout the entire range of operating altitudes and veloci-

ties for the aircraft. All parameters characterizing the operation of

the engine are measured at this time.

Aircraft tests make it possible to evaluate the influence of the

inlet sections on the parameters of the engine by comparing these with

the data derived under test-stand conditions.

Manu-
script [List of Transliteratud Symbols]
Page

No.

266 cw - szh ý szhimayemost' =. compressibility

267 3aM = zam ý zamerennaya :• measured

270 A = d = dv~gatel' ý engine

'270 M m midel' midsection
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